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NEEDED TRUTH
VOLUME 3 OCTOBER, 1890.
" UNITY," NOT " CONFEDERACY."
HE is but a misguided man who fails to attach a fitting value to the criticism that almost
of necessity greets any proposition which requires and claims serious attention, more
especially if such proposition presents an element of apparent novelty, for it is said, and
rightly said, that '; what is true is not new, and what is new cannot be true; " and some are
apt to think that because what they hear is new to them, it must be new of itself, and hence
not true.
The value of criticism is twofold. It helps (l) to the discovery of weak places in that
which is advanced, or perhaps of errors in the manner of its presentation; and (2) it reveals
something of the mental condition of opponents, and of the real basis of their opposition.
To this must be added the fact that criticism of a seemly kind has upon it the stamp of
appointment by God, for it is written, " let the others discern," 1 (or consider critically);
and after many years of much blessed labour Paul himself went up to Jerusalem2 to
submit the gospel which he preached " to them which were of reputation," and this by
direct revelation and by divine command.
The matter of the FELLOWSHIP OF Assemblies as propounded in these pages and
elsewhere has been the subject
l
1 Cor.14:29 RV 2 Gal.2:2.
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of much adverse critical comment, in some cases the criticisms being, as we gladly
acknowledge, couched in grave and comely terms; while in others the vehemence of the
critics has caused them to forget what we would fain call even yet their good manners.
It is indeed remarkable how very little of the criticism has been directed against the
matter itself. On the contrary, it would almost seem as if as a principle every one believed
in the fellowship of assemblies, and as if, still as a principle, independency was without a
champion or an advocate worthy of the name.
We say "as a principle," for, alas! that we should have to acknowledge it, too often it is
found that former habit and custom, or present association and desire, or perhaps both
combined, are allowed to sway the minds and fashion the ways of men of God, and that
principle, though admitted and confessed, appears to have little or no influence on
practice in certain lines.
Yet if those professedly brought back by God to " the old paths " are not men of principle
to the last degree, what are they? and what is their profession worth?
The objection that is taken then is not, professedly, to the fellowship of assemblies, but to
a federation of assemblies -a "human confederacy," or, in other words, the formation of a
sect-which some think they detect in that which is said or written, which others (who
admit that this cannot be found in any words, whether of utterance or of writing, probably
because they have heard or read such words) imagine they can discern in that which is, in
a feeble way, being done; and which others again fear will be the outcome, not so much of
that which is taught and done as of a development of such teaching and doing, which their
alarm anticipates in future days.1
1

We write for honest men who really desire to know the truth, and therefore avoid
allusion to criticism and to opposition, but too common, which are neither honest nor
sincere, but which spring from mere selfish considerations on the part of those who
wwould of necessity lose positions which they occupy and prize if due order were attained
to through a "right knowledge of the truth"
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Alarms are difficult to meet, and with alarmists it is impossible to reason; but it is well to
say plainly that we endorse and commend all that can be urged against any "Confederacy
" of human devising and maintenance, or against any " Federation " of assemblies, by
those who most strongly object to this.
Having said this, it becomes necessary to define the meaning of each of these terms, as
they are largely used by persons who seem to have but the vaguest notion of their
significance.
A Confederacy is a league or alliance of those whose interests are diverse, perhaps
conflicting, entered into by mutual consent, and for mutual advantage.
A Federation is a league or alliance of different authorities still entered into by mutual
consent for the sake of governmental unity. An example of this is being presented by the
different colonies in Australasia at this present moment.1
Neither hint of Confederacy nor suggestion as to Federation is to be found in the Word of
God. Both require for their composition the presence of distinct and independent units or
powers, which are merged into a group in one or other of them, whether it be of kingdoms
or states in a Confederacy, or of colonies or districts in a Federation.
Therefore such groupings are outside the Scriptural horizon, for in it are no independent
unities and no varying authorities; hence the alternative of Confederacy or Federation is
not Independency, which is as utterly opposed to
1

A further example of the use of the two terms is to be found in the history of the Civil
War in the States of America At the time of that war the Northern States proposed
Federation, the Southern, Confederacy
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the teaching of the Word of God as either of them, is as much the offspring of the
ignorance and rebellion of the human heart, and may as correctly be placed in opposition
to " Divine Power."
The Scriptural unit is in the first place the child of God, the individual believer; but even
such an one is not independent, and is not allowed to be a law to himself. On the contrary,
it is laid down for him that " none of us liveth to himself, and no man dieth to himself;"1
and that even in matters which are left within the sphere of conscience, the conscience is
to be not only his own, but-that of any other who is affected by his action.2
Again, the unit is the assembly of God, the called-out company or companies in any
particular town or city, perhaps " assemblies " many, still " assembly of God " one, and
forming one house for God, one habitation-for Him by His Spirit. Much turns on this at
the present time and in the present controversy. It is often denied and sometimes derided,
yet the man is still wanting, though often asked for, who is prepared to show from his
Bible (1) that the church of God in any town is composed of any but the " called-out " and
" gathered-together " saints in that town, who can receive into and put away from their
fellowship those whom the commandment of their Lord has marked as to be so received
or so put away; or (2) that it is ever described in Scripture as anything but one and
indivisible, however many meeting-places those who are of its number may be wont to
use.
Still, this unit is not one of independent standing or position. It is the will of God that
individual believers should be " builded-together " 3 into one, and being thus builded, that
they, few or many, should form this second unit; but it is also His will that " each several
building,
l

Rom.14:7. 2 1 Cor.10:29. 3 Eph.2:22.
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fitly framed together," 1 should grow into a holy temple in the Lord.
Thus there is a BUILDING-TOGETHER for the saints and a FRAMING-TOGETHER
for the assemblies, and so a threefold temple character is presented.
1st. That of the individual believer whose body is " temple of the Holy Spirit. '2
2nd. That of the assembly of God which is " temple of God." 3
3rd. That composed of the fitly-framed-together assemblies, which grows into a "holy
temple in the Lord."
But whatever be the character of the presentation, that which is presented is always a
UNITY, of which terms in the singular) can be used as descriptive. Whether it be an
individual saint, a single assembly of God or many assemblies linked together (as were
the curtains of the Tabernacle of old), still it is A temple, it is AN house.
How much the determination not to see accounts for the inability of some to discern this
in the Scripture no man can say. " God knoweth."
What can be plainer than the divinely ordained unity amongst the many thousands of
scattered saints in Judea Galilee and Samaria?-A unity such that the divine description of
those saints is " the assembly throughout " 4 that district of 4,000 or 5,000 square miles; or
what again than that of the later scattered saints in the much larger district covered by the
first letter of Peter (the same Peter who was so intimately and personally connected with
the unity of assembly in the case just referred to), who were told in the words of God and
by the commandment of the Lord that they, all of them, were built " A SPIRITUAL
HOUSE 5?
1
2

Eph.2:21 RV (See also " Newberry's Englishman's Greek Testament." )
1 Cor.6:19; 31 Cor.3:16; 4 Acts 9:31 RV; 5 1 Pet.2:6
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These matters have been urged before, but we crave the indulgence of those taught in the
Word as we thus go back to them again. It is necessary to do so, and will remain
necessary until they are either accepted or answered; and answered they should be if they
and their consequences are not accepted, unless critics and objectors are willing to lay
themselves open to the charge of trifling with or opposing the truth of God
It is no answer to lay stress on the word " spiritual " as used by Peter. Did any one ever
suggest that it was material in any way? was the Corinthian temple of God material? or
was it spiritual? and did the fact of its being purely spiritual at all militate against the coexistent fact that it was a God-made unity which could be seen, which men could corrupt,
and in which men had immense mutual responsibilities and obligations of a reciprocal
sort?
As with individuals in the first letter to the Corinthians so with assemblies in the first
letter of Peter, and point is given to this by the letter Paul addressed to the assemblies in
Galatia, one of the districts covered by Peter's first epistle. " Unto the assemblies of
Galatia" 1 is the superscription of that letter, covering all that is written under it; and yet
these assemblies are addressed in terms so precisely similar to those employed in the same
apostle's letters to saints in an assembly that inquiry will show that many yet think of
Galatia as a single town, and look upon the words as written to a single assembly.
These " churches of Galatia " are addressed as one, their difficulties were the same, their
troubles and their temptations alike throughout, their troublers-whom the apostle wished
"would cut themselves off "-the same persons (who had established themselves among the
group of assemblies, and whose mischief-making was in that group as a whole) and,
finally, the fellowship of the assemblies was so close, the
l
Gal.1:2.
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links that bound them into unity so real and so definite, that it was possible for them to
"bear one another's burden, and so fulfil the law of (the) Christ." 1
As with the " churches of Galatia " so with the " churches of Macedonia," this latter
district (a European province of the Roman Empire) embracing the assembly of God in
Philipp1:and that in Thessalonica, with how many others none can say; but what can be
said-and by none gainsaid- is that the Spirit of God has left on record an absolute example
of united action on the part of these Macedonian assemblies-" they of Macedonia"
testified to it, and the brother who was chosen 2 by the stretching out of the hands of the
representative men of those assemblies at a time when they were together as such remains
a recorded embodiment of their united administrative action.
So with Achaia. The action of Macedonia was indeed presented to them by way of
example and incitement, but with them it goes beyond this and takes a form which is
much resented by some to-day, which is scoffed at by ignorance and scouted by prejudice,
but which we humbly submit is plainly discernible in the Word of God.
It is well known that the epistles to Corinth (where the firstfruits of Achaia were reaped3)
have each a twofold superscription and address: in the first-(a) " to the assembly of God
in" the city, (b) " together with all that call upon the Name of our Lord Jesus Christ, in
every place," and in the second-(a) still " to the assembly of God in Corinth," (b) "
together with all the saints which are in all Achaia."
Sufficient consideration has not been given to the fact that the commandments and
injunctions in both letters are necessarily addressed to the two circles there described. An
example will be enough to show what this involved,
1
Gal.6:2; 2 2 Cor.8:19 (See " Needed Truth Vol. II, pp. 38 and 64.); 3 1 Cor.16:15
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as well as what, under certain conditions, its working would be.
In the first letter, sharp distinction having been drawn between "those within" 1 and
"those without" the first forming a sphere of judgment for the assembly of God wherever
it may be found, the second, one in which God Himself judges personally, imperative
commandment was given to put away a certain man for a given reason. What was the
operation of this? First, the command came to the " church of God in Corinth," and they
obeyed it, they acted upon it, for the man who was " within " was put " without." Without
what? Without (a) the church of God in Corinth, but also without (b) those who were "
together with " it- that is, those calling upon the Name of the Lord IN EVERY PLACE:
outside in Corinth, outside everywhere. Even so called "open brethren" have in their
practice been constrained to yield to this in some measure.
But what if the Corinthian assembly had not taken action? had not obeyed the command
that came, in the first place, to them? Then necessarily-as we have said-action would
devolve upon the second circle of address, obedience to the commandment wanting in
(a) would lie with (b). The man in question ought to be " without " that circle likewise,
and constraint would be upon them to put him out.
How could this be done? Only in one way, the assembly that had refused to deal with the
man had made itself partaker of his guilt, and in order that the one judged of God as being
"without" might be put into that place the assembly of which he was a part must itself be
treated as " without."
In this preceding action of the Lord Himself would but be followed, for it is evident that
had the assembly in Corinth disobeyed the plain, definite command given to it, it would
l

1 Cor.5:12,13.
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have lost its place as " assembly of God," the Lord would have been driven from the place
" in the midst," the lampstand would have been removed, and those desiring to walk godly
in Christ Jesus would have had to depart from it as iniquity.
The circle (b) in the second letter is much smaller than the corresponding circle in the
first letter (which is indeed worldwide), and is clearly defined. It is the circle of
administration is that which is capable of taking united action, and that of which the
assembly most directly concerned formed part. Therefore, upon it would be laid the
burden of the action through which, in the second place, the person judged of God would
be put " without "; and those "in every place" acknowledging such action and owning
themselves bound by it would thus yield obedience to the commandment addressed to
them, and free themselves from the responsibility that the superscription of the first letter
puts upon them. That is to say, " Achaia " could deal with Corinth, and thus clear itself,
for responsibility was laid on it, and those in " every place " could acknowledge and act
upon Achaia's dealing, and thus be clear likewise of the responsibility laid on them.
We would fain go on to Asia, with its seven assemblies; but space fails here, and Asia
must remain for a still future time, if the Lord will.
Enough has been given to show that the mandate of the Scriptures, which is the mandate
of the Lord, for unity of administration in an assembly of God in any town, or among the
assemblies of God in any district, is stronger, clearer and plainer than the mandate for the
breaking of read on the first day of every week, and most of those who read these pages
will acknowledge that this latter is so lain that no honest heart can fail to understand it,
and no willing spirit can shrink from obeying it.
W. H. Hunter.
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" THINGS THAT DIFFER."
CAREFUL observation will satisfy any one that no confusion equals that which is caused
by those who use the same words to express totally different things, the bitterness of such
confusion lying in the fact that both speaker and hearer, writer and reader, are usually
deceived and misled thereby. To this is due much of the perplexing differences that are
found among those who desire the Lord's glory in the common good of those who are His.
Nay, more, destructive errors have their origin and energy in such a blameable manner of
dealing with Scripture. From these, nothing can so effectually preserve and deliver as a
careful attention to the holding fast of the form of sound words in all our learning and
using of the Word of truth rightly divided.
It is a long time since wise counsel was offered in the words-" Distinguish the times, and
the Scriptures will agree together."
None of the things God expresses differently are without significance in their
distinctiveness. Wherefore it was that the Apostle prayed that the love of saints might
abound in knowledge and all sense, that they might prove and so approve excellent things
that carry different ways. As the one wind may be seen driving vessels on the same sea in
entirely different yet equally excellent directions, being according to the list of the
helmsman. Thrilling examples of these instructive differences abound in God's Word. We
suggest a few:
The coming of the Son of God-i.e., to the air-for such as are the dead and living in Christ.
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The coming of the Son of man-i.e., to the earth-unto Israel and all mankind.
The Holy Spirit: the SPIRIT OF GOD.
The SPIRIT OF MAN which is in him, and may or may not be sanctified! 1 in those who
are the sons of God the Holy Spirit of promise also is.2 They supposed they had seen a
spirit (a phantom).
Try the spirits, because many false prophets are gone out into the world.
The rich man died, and as man speaks, he was put into a grave; 3 while as God speaks of
such prior to the last resurrection, he was ALSO put in Hades place of torment.4 In the
grave there is neither knowledge nor consciousness. In Hades there is both.
The Christian is at home IN the mortal body. If that body be killed, the Christian is then
out of the body and at home with the Lord.
The Church, which is the Body of Christ. Into that the Living One alone brings, and of it
Christ Himself is the Preserver.
The church or churches that are of God among men. Into these, saints are expected to beto bring-to keep or to put out from, as the Lord Christ has ordained in the Scriptures.
Regarding the being in Christ, it is an absolute truth that- Once in Christ, in Christ for
ever; Thus the unchanging covenant stands." For which reason there is no such thing as
exclusion on from
1

1 Cor.2:11
1 Cor.6:19
3
Lk.16:22
4
Lk.16:23
2
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that position or relationship. The being in Christ is in nowise and in no sense dependent
upon the manner of life the born-again live, nor yet upon the doctrines they hold or teach.
Here we warn all by Rom.3:8. And beseech the saints with Tit.3:8,14. Furthermore, all
they whom God, in the present accepted time, is pleased to save THROUGH FAITH are
also in one Spirit baptized into one Body, and all made to drink one Spirit.1
Though certain expounders of Scripture assert otherwise, no Scripture can be cited that
says or implies that man puts into Christ; neither is there any that says certain are put in
Christ by God, so that if peradventure they misbehave in walk or err in doctrine, God will
expel them from being in Christ. Nay, nay, the being in the Church which is His (Christ's!
Body is abidingly continuous and eternal, and is indeed beyond either the making or
marring by man or any other creature. Here, some readers will doubtless readily thinkOf those who are to be put away by and from saints according to 1 Cor.5.
Of those who are to be left, as 2 Tim.2 appoints.
Of those who are not even to be admitted into one's house, as 2 Jn instructs.
Or, of those who should be dealt with as Rev.2:14-20 speaks.
But, please observe. Are these directions written to tell what God Himself does? Or, are
they written to tell what God requires some to do at His bidding? Have we not read how
the church of God in Corinth did put out from among themselves one whom they had
been accustomed to call brother?2 And how in after time he was still neither in nor of that
church of God, notwithstanding that he was in the city of Corinth a restored and saved
spirit; yea, a child of God and in fellowship with God? Note well also that
1
1 Cor.12 RV 2 1 Cor.5
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while that one was " within" they were church of God.1 And when he had been put away
those whom he had been put away from remained intact the church of God in Corinth.
Indeed, as such they were written to that he might be forgiven, and so received back, as
see 2 Cor.1:1; 2 Cor.2:1-11, and 2 Cor.7:11,12.
Besides, who has not known of such as long behaved worthy of their "birth position" in
Christ (which is not dependent on walk): yet, alas! by-and-bye across their path the
Tempter has come, and they have fallen, grievously fallen, even requiring to be put out
from among such as were kept in the church of God by the same Lord that ordained the "
wicked person " to be put out: through mercy of grace these have been restored, their
testimony, meanwhile, being that the fulcrum God used in their heart and conscience to
bring them back to Himself was this, that they were His, and not their own?
On the other hand, some have not so fallen. Nevertheless, though long known as brethren
beloved, have at length been seduced from " the Faith," and ensnared by destructive
heresies. Therefore have need to be separated from, and no longer called by the holy name
of brother, but rather stood in doubt of and away from, even though their life is
exemplarily removed from such sins as 1 Cor.5. describes. While solely because of what
they hold or teach they are refused a place in house of God, which is church of living
God, pillar and ground of the Truth.
Who will dare to say that none of such subverted, seduced ones are in Christ? Who will
demand, as the will of the Lord Christ, that such holders or teachers of erroneous doctrine
should nevertheless be received in, or kept in, house of God? Or who will affirm that
these non-receivable or rejected persons have not been received by God unto their
salvation from perdition? It is worthy of most careful
l

1 Cor.1:2; 1 Cor.5:12,13 RV
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attention that in the keeping of the Passover Feast after the days of Ex.12, it was not the
only business of caretakers there to see that none but Israelites were present. Did God not
require that only clean ones should keep that feast? Might a man, because an Israelite,
demand, or be encouraged to take as his rightful place, to keep that feast irrespective of
his personal condition, despite the fact that his birth-position involved consequent
relations, with corresponding responsibilities? Let the Scriptures answer, and read
Num.9:6-12. These words were given on the first month of the second y ear after they had
come out of Egypt. Hear what God said in the month that followed (Num.1:1): Jehovah
spake unto Moses, saying, Command the children of Israel that they put out of the camp
EVERY leper, etc. (chap. 5).
Were these not Israelites? Who violated the covenant then? Those who kept the defiled
back, who put the leper, etc., - outside I the camp; or those who may have contended that
these were Israelites, and therefore, with Ex.12 in their mouth, demanded that none should
or could disallow, or deny to them ' their place " in that feast?
Preposterous! says the reader. No one could have been so ignorant and wayward. If not
then, similar contenders are hot uncommon now, who also speak and act, yea, even write,
as if Acts 2: were the only Scripture to guide in due behaviour in house of God.
The legislation for the intercourse of saints given in Rom.14 to Rom.15:7 is very helpful
when so learned and practised. But when taken out of its sphere of operations in which
JUDGMENT IS NOT PERMITTED,
and used in the circle where judgment is an imperative necessity, as witness
DO NOT YE JUDGE THEM THAT ARE WITHIN?
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such misappropriation of Scripture is then only productive of destructive heresy!
That God has received all who have believed to the saving of themselves by Him, is clear
and undisputed. But that there are other receptions within possible reach of the believer is
as clear, although doubted and even disputed by certain. We say within reach of the
believer, because the Scriptures show that, only as the believer is obedient so is he
received in. And if he become disobedient, though received in by command of the Lord
Christ, yet by the same command shall he be put out and away from.
Referring to 2 Cor.6:16,18, with 2 Cor.7:1, we ask, Are those words not spoken to ONLY
such as were, and are, in Christ? Are these so received whether they heed or do not heed?
whether they obey or disobey? If any think so, what meaneth, "Come ye out, AND I
WILL receive you in"? (eisdexomai, eisdexomai). Observe the very conditional
FUTURITY of the reception.1 Is that the same as being in Christ, where God has placed
all the born again of present day grace? Is there none in Christ among those enumerated in
verses 14-16? Is not their having been received by God as sinners their very fitness to hear
and heed this call of the Lord Almighty? Oh! mark well that we are temple of living God
ACCORDING AS God said, " I will dwell among them," etc. How, then, did God say He
would so do? Does not Lev.26 show most plainly that all was dependent upon Israel's
obedience? As, alas! by-and-bye their disobedience brought about their forfeiture and loss
thereof.
Just so now. For we, we are temple of living God, according as God said, I will dwell in
them, and walk in them, and I will be their God, and they shall be of Me a people,…as
they who come out are for sons and daughters to
1

This futurity is like the well-known and accepted futurity of the Lord's " I WILL build,"
of Matt.16:18.
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the Lord Almighty, who cries, Come out; be ye separated; touch not the unclean, and I
will receive you into, and be for a Father unto you. For still upon the earth may be known
the wondrous grace, mercy, love, and peace of-" For WHERE ARE two or three, having
been (and being) gathered together into My name, THERE am I in the midst of them."
JOHN BROWN
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DANGERS AND DIFFICULTIES.
IT is well that we should have the dangers of our pathway pointed out to us, and it is
doubly so when this is done by those who are themselves conscious of their own dangerby those who mistrust themselves, and who have learned from Scripture, at least in some
measure, the solemn lesson, that it is in our strong point we are likely to break down, and
going astray, lead others with us.
Luther, whilst thundering at the Church of Rome, and fearlessly exclaiming that though
there were as many " devils " 1 as tiles upon the houses he would go to Worms, was yet
the man who (unconsciously it may be to himself) builded a system in the darkness of
which thousands of souls are to-day ensnared.
We could multiply instances, but we refrain. Scripture is full of them, and they are
written for our learning.
In contending for the Faith, we must do so in the meekness and gentleness of Christ, or
we may be found contending for our own place amidst God's saints.
Samuel was deeply conscious that his rule had been set aside. Perhaps he did not realize
this until the solemn words of Jehovah, "They have not rejected thee, but they have
rejected Me, that I should not reign over them," 2 sounded in his ears, and even then he
may not have seen how his own conduct was helping Israel in the pathway of rebellion.
That union is strength is an undisputable fact, and that this union and strength may be and
often is used to a bad end is also a fact that none can dispute; yet because this is 80 let
none suppose that of necessity there can be no such thing as a divine unity of action. In
the kingdom past,
1
2

Meaning demons
1 Sam.8:7
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the kingdom present, and the kingdom to come, there has been, should now be, and will
yet be, a divine unity of action; therefore to argue to-day that evil can alone be the result
of a united oversight is to prove nothing.
To picture something which is called a human confederation, and then to point out the
evils which must necessarily result from such a system, may be most misleading, as many
untaught and simple ones will be led to reject the truth because error has been depicted.
That a united oversight in a town or district may misapprehend its functions and abuse its
position we do not question; so may also the oversight of any individual assembly (which,
indeed, is only too often the case), but that such misapprehension and abuse is the
necessary result of brethren in a district coming together for united prayer, and as having a
godly care for the flock among which they have been made overseers, we deny. And until
such coming together be shown from Scripture to be contrary to the will of God we
cannot accept the conclusion that only evil can arise from so gathering; and let it be here
clearly understood that we do not refer to oversight meetings as they have been and are
carried on by many, but to such as would be gathered were the principles we seek to
advocate in these pages carried out.
But some will say, " Win not such gatherings as these lead to legislation?" Certainly not
necessarily, we reply; for the position of a godly united oversight in a town or district
would be much the same as the position of an oversight in an individual assembly. Can
this latter legislate for the assembly? Yes, it may do so, and, alas! too often does; but this
is the failure and not the necessary result of that which is of God-the misuse of a position
God has given.
But what is the duty of the oversight in each case? Is it not to seek that the will of God
may be done in the
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company among which they are and which is among them, 1 to put before the saints what
that will is, and to exhort them to act it out? And this is exactly what the united oversight
of a district can do; they cannot force the various assemblies which they may represent to
act out that which they see to be the will of God, but they can put that will before them,
and this as revealed in the written Word. Then unless it can be shown that their teaching is
contrary to the Word of God, the duty of the flock will be to obey them that have the rule
over them,2 and be at peace among themselves. 3
Alas that the dangers of misrule should only now be pointed out as they have been. Is it
that there has been no misrule in the past? Is it that God-given power has never been used
so as to scatter instead of to gather saints? Is there no danger in the hastily gathered
company called from all parts of the country (as we have known in our own experience),
hearing but one side of a matter, and then lending their moral power to support the wrong,
although they cannot legislate? Is there no danger in a well-known brother getting a onesided view of matters from those who are first in their own cause, and because he lives at
a distance, and has no opportunity of coming and searching out the matter, and thus
finding his mistake, so again he is found lending his influence to support those who are in
the wrong'? Yet again: may not, and do not, wrong men take to themselves this place, and
use it to accomplish their own purposes and wills? Clerisy is as far from the will of God
as democracy. And the one man allowed to receive into fellowship and to act on behalf of
the assembly, and to whose judgment there is the constant appeal, may, unknowingly to
himself even be destroying the individual conscience of the saints, while he himself stands
in the
1
2
3

1 Pet.5:1,2
Heb.13:17
1 Thess.5:13.
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greatest danger, for the love of power is bound up in the heart of man, and is seen even in
the child.
" Obey them that have the rule over you "-not him who has the rule-is written for our
guidance by our Father and God; equally far is it from His will when all rule and there are
none to obey.
Again, while we would not shut out the wise counsel and godly advice of any brother
from a distance, yet who can be better acquainted with all the facts of a case than those in
an assembly who have watched it from the first, and know, or should know, the character
of those they are closely and continually associated with? So, also, who are more likely to
know the facts of any matter causing trouble in a district than those who meet, or should
meet as we believe from time to time, to speak of and pray over those things which
concern the welfare of the assemblies with whom they gather?
We need not occupy space or time in supposing a line of things which no one has
advocated, and we trust no one ever will advocate in these pages. Let us deal with facts as
they do exist. Perhaps one of the greatest difficulties of the day, and the one we feel most
perplexing, is the danger of putting power into the hands of men who have not been fitted
of God to use it for His glory. Such men may for a time favour the truth, thinking that by
so doing they will gain a place or, better, hold that wwhich they have already gained,
among fellow-saints, yet as they find that the fuller teaching of that truth will put them in
their right place and that perhaps a very small one, they will become the most bitter
opponents of what they once appeared to advocate.
The teaching and practice of the last fifty years have led to the front, we fear, many such
in the assemblies of God's saints. Here lies our greatest and most solemn difficulty, and
we may well ask, Can the will of God be accomplished by
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those who seem never to have been of a broken and a contrite heart-in other words, in a
repentant condition-nor to have judged the sectarianism that is natural to us all? They may
have been troublers in the sect they were in because they could not get the place or power
they desired, or they may have quarrelled with their minister, and so left the chapel; then
have come to a gathered company of saints, and been brought in by some well-known
brother, in whose judgment all have confidence, to break bread. Their own wills have.
brought them in, and in a short time they make this manifest in the assembly. They are
fighting men, having been trained to it in that human system in which they were:
educated, and soon they get the place they desire, those who cannot meet them with their
own carnal weapons are silenced, and such men as these may become leading brethren,
ruling with a strong hand and holding down all that oppose them.
But what of those who are trained under such rule? Win they not become imitators of
their teachers? Yes verily, and as soon as opportunity offers, in some little assembly, may
be, that in weakness is seeking to act for God, they will carry out their self-will, as others
have done before them. Is there no danger here, we would ask? Is there not enough in all
this to appal a godly soul that is inquiring after the things of the Lord? Is it not because of
these things, often but too clearly seen by dear fellow-saints who are not gathered with us,
that many spiritually: minded ones are repelled from the fellowship and driven to form
those so-called " Christian alliances " which are springing up in these latter days on every
side, while those who have never been separated in heart to God, never humbled on
account of their own failure and sin in being associated with sectarianism, find a ready
access to our assemblies? Are there, we ask, no dangers here? Truly we feel pressed in
spirit to cry aloud as to those things, and to seek to show
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the Lord's people their sins, as did Isaiah.1 If these things be so, can we wonder at the lack
of power in our midst? Win our God set His seal on such a state of matters? Win not
young and earnest ones be either chilled or driven out to seek for that power without that
they fail to find within. Nay, worse, will it not become a recognised principle that as this
power is lacking with us we must seek it where it is to be found, we must send our
children to be converted without, because the converting power is lacking within-send
them into those associations that we have professedly left and judged as evil? Is it any
wonder if such children, even of brethren who are taking an active part in work for God,
should be found perfectly happy in a sect, and not ashamed honestly to own that they only
" broke bread " to please their parents? We ask, Are not these things so? and if they be
true, why has not the warning voice been raised long ago by those who had the power to
do it? Why only now are we warned of these dangers when seeking to point out the old
paths and to teach saints to walk therein.
But before we close this paper we would like, in the spirit of " considering thyself, lest
thou also be tempted," 2 to point out one of the dangers to which those who are godly and
who rightly hold a place in our esteem as leaders of the saints, but who are yet subject to
like passions as we are,3 are exposed. A brother may have wronged us, or even we may
have wronged another in harshly judging his conduct, and then, although conscience tells
us we are wrong, we may not like to be identified with such; there is no real heart
forgiveness, no true fellowship, and, Jacob-like, we may make our care for the flock an
excuse for allowing our brother to go on alone. Let us remember where Jacob went and in
what trouble he soon involved himself.
We are not told why some of the nobles of Israel put not
1
2
3

Isa.58:1
Gal.6:1
Jas.5:17
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their necks to the work, but we are told that the work prospered without their help, that it
was finished and that there in the light of day things had to be done according to the will
of God.1
J. A. BOSWELL.
1.

Neh.7:3
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RECEPTION TO FELLOWSHIP.
HAVE we scripture for a person to break bread occasionally before being received into
fellowship by the assembly?
The writer remembers this question being asked in a conference eighteen years ago; it has
been asked again and again since, but hitherto there has not been found any word of God
to support the practice. Arguments, opinions, and references to old customs have been
given profusely; but when these have been placed alongside the only reliable guide in
everything-the Scriptures-it is found to be a practice which, while perhaps originating in
large-hearted and generous impulses, is nevertheless without scripture warrant. Generous
feelings are not always safe guides, as witness the case of Israel and Gibeon (Josh.9).
Almost always, if not altogether, brethren do, in the case of young converts, mention
them to the assembly for reception into fellowship before they actually break bread. In the
scripturalness of this there is a very general concurrence; but side by side with this goes
the custom of others being permitted to break bread, if, indeed, not encouraged to do so,
occasionally, who have never been recovered from their sectarian position. It is this latter
practice which now very many have been brought to consider as not only inconsistent, but
unscriptural. Much of the disorder and weakness in assemblies and mixing up with the
sects so true of many, seems to be due to the disregard of the light way of reception into
fellowship. It is because this subject, now so long before saints, goes to the very root of
religious worldliness, and is bound up with loyalty to Christ, that brethren are besought to
bring it to the test of scripture, and abandon a practice for which
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neither precept nor precedent can be found in the Word of God.
Turning to 1 Cor.5:12, a word is found that makes most distinct those who are separated
off from the world-" them that are within." Not only by the gospel of the grace which at
the first had reached them as individuals, and which by bringing them to God had
delivered them from this present evil age, but now in a collective sense having been
gathered unto the Name, and thereby becoming an assembly which God acknowledged "
the church of God in Corinth."
It is to such, and to all such gathered ones alone, the word " within " applies, and
therefore outside such companies of God-constituted churches is the " without" (1
Cor.5:13). It is of the utmost importance to discern the application of those expressions, "
within, ' " without," that it does not apply to the Church which is His body, but simply and
purely to the churches of God, where evil could arise, where a fornicator must be judged,
and put away, for a church of God is a sphere where saints now have to exercise
judgment. With the world in judgment they have nothing yet to do, but the " within" is a
circle where His presence demands discipline, even as it is the guarantee of power to
effect it. To apply that expression, " within," to the Body is to bring in confusion. When
the fornicator was put away he was notwithstanding a child of God, as the Second Epistle
shows, but a child of God who had ceased to be associated with those who were "within,"
and till repentance and restoration were effected was in identification with those who
were " without."
If it be said we have now a third thing-the sects-we reply there is but the within and the
without still, that ' within " applying wherever exists a God-gathered assembly, that "
without " to everything else. What, to all the churches and chapels of Christendom? Yes,
to all of them.
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Is that objected to? Then when did sectarianism cease to be a carnal thing (1 Cor.3), and
of the flesh (Gal.5)? and when did God ever sanction it as a thing of Himself or ever unite
it with the " within "? No! sectarianism, in its blackest or in its fairest, can never be
reconciled with what God's Word teaches a church of God to be. Its profession but speaks
its character-a counterfeit. Is this thought to be taking too high a ground in a day of
difficulty (2 Tim.3), and much rubbish (Neh.6) for the twos and threes gathered into the
Name? Faith can take no lower while the Word of God remains unrescinded as to what a
church of God is, nor will that Word admit of any excuse for disobedience thereto. The "
without" included those who had never been " within," and those who had been put away
in Paul's day, even though children of God; and the same is true now.
Let but that distinction of "within and " without " be seen, and it goes a long way to
answer the question at the commencement of this paper. The one who comes for the day,
keeping on with the " without," yet wishing to be with those of the " within,"-is that one
accepted on such conditions? Then what a breaking down of the wall that separates the "
within " from the " without," and what an indifference to ecclesiastical sin from which
God has separated us. Repentance was the way back for the immoral man of l Cor.5.
Repentance is the way back for others who have turned aside to man's systems of error (2
Tim.2).
Now let me call attention to three things. 1st, God's part in adding; 2nd, the part of the
added ones in joining; 3rd, the part of those to whom the additions were made.
First. Turn to Acts 2:41,47, Acts 5:14, Acts 11:24, and note it is the Lord adding to the
assembly in Jerusalem and to the assembly in Antioch, both as to Jewish converts and
Greeks; in either case it was the same-they were added to
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the Lord and to the church. Mark that word " added."; There is no agreement between that
and the "occasional; fellowship," as it is called. Those who come for the day and for that
one act, do not come as added ones, nor with any wish to be added, God has not added
them to a definite and distinct church of God, nor do they in numerous instances
themselves want to be. Whatever the motive, whatever the circumstance, connected with
their coming, it is not an adding. Mark that.
God sets up a church in Jerusalem and adds to it; a church in Antioch and adds to it:
adding is the work of God, and as far as our observation and belief goes, nowhere in
Scripture do we find God acting otherwise.
The coming in and out at will, now and then, for a Sunday, is of man, though it may be
bound up with a great deal of amiability. Doubtless, there are exercised ones, who desire
to break bread, who need instruction as to the order of the house, and need to be shown
God's way of according fellowship. Such, as a rule, will readily respond to the love and
care shown in guiding them, and learning that the breaking of bread is within the
fellowship, will wait until their place in that fellowship can be acknowledged.
Secondly. As God has His part in adding, the saved ones have their part in joining. Acts
5:13 shows some who dared not join, Acts 9:26 the case of Paul, who assayed to join
himself to the disciples. Both establish the fact that there was an action on the part of
added ones. Those who dared not join in the fifth chapter evidently absolutely remained
unconnected; in the case of Paul, he assayed to join, and as absolutely and decidedly
connect himself with the disciples. It was either a not joining or a positive uniting. An
occasional participating together was not thought of. It was one thing - or the other-either
with them altogether or separated from them. The force of the word " join " is further seen
when we remember its use in 1 Cor.6:17; Eph.5:31,
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and the same word in the original' rendered " cleave," in Rom.12:9. If in these instances
the joining to the Lord, a husband to his wife, and a cleaving to good is understood to
imply permanency, in the same sense Paul's desire to join disciples must be interpreted.
Of him it is said that, his position having been established by competent testimony, he
was with them, coming in and going out at Jerusalem: there was complete identification.
Occasional fellowship cannot be made to reconcile with this, nothing could be more at
variance.
Thirdly. The part of those who receive. Rom.14:1 treats of this so far as the reception of
the weak one is concerned. It does not contemplate any in association with evil -2 Tim.2
does that; but here it is purely the welcoming of weak ones in the faith; and " Receive ye "
(Rom.14:1) - instructs the whole assembly to accord its fellowship. " Receive"-a totally
different thing to a mere assent to one breaking bread; indeed, the breaking of bread is not
once mentioned in the chapter, though doubtless included in the fellowship of saints; and,
indeed, reception to the breaking of bread is nowhere taught. As the boards of the
tabernacle were added together that within might be placed the table, so in Acts 2
believers are added, then continue steadfastly in the teaching, and in the fellowship, and in
the breaking of the bread, and in the prayers. Ask one who had been breaking bread in the
so-called occasional fellowship if he considered himself received, and what would his
answer be. " Oh, no! I don't want to be with you always; I only want to break bread
occasionally. "Receive YE" The fellowship is to be accorded by the whole, the reception
is to be by the church. As with the putting away in 1 Cor.5, it is by the assembly-" Do not
ye judge "- so here the assembly is responsible to act in receiving, the reason for
according the fellowship being " God has received him " (Rom.14:1).
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Is there anything temporary in all that? is there anything approaching it? is it not exactly
the reverse? when God received was it not for ever? when Christ receives have we not His
own word, " I will in no wise cast out "? Satisfied that God has received the sinner, we
welcome him as a brother beloved, that Christ has received him to the glory of God, and it
is our privilege-yea, our joy-to say nothing of our bounden duty, to receive him to the
glory of God. " To the glory of God! " What a word to have written over the very porch of
the fellowship! Can it be to the glory of God to encourage an unrepentant brother from
some church or chapel to break bread while yet he has given no indication of having
repented and been restored? would it be considered to the glory of God that one
unrepentant with regard to immoral conduct should be received? Then why urge
repentance in the one case and not expect it in the other. Is not the filthiness of the spirit
as bad as, if not worse, in God's sight, than that of the flesh. Is not repentance alike
connected with doctrinal evil and immorality? (1 Cor.5; 2 Tim.2)
And yet again, " that ye may with one mind and one mouth glorify God "-that is the
object in the church and mutual reception: God glorified in the oneness of mind and
mouth of those received and those who receive. An object that cannot be attained in the "
occasional fellowship," where sectarian sin is passed over in silence, and the one coming
for the day allowed to take his place at the Lord's table as if he were all right in his
sectarian fellowship, and to depart to his denomination opposing himself and uninstructed
in his error. What discord! what a failure as a church of God in its responsibility as to
discipline! what an injury to the one whom we might have gained! and what a dishonour
to the Name it should be our earnest care to glorify.
CHARLES MORTON.
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Fragments
" I AM vicar of the parish, but if I came among you I would be taken for what I am worth
So said an honest man. There are many who resist truth, not because they conscientiously
believe it to be error, but because they see that it would do away with the false position
that they occupy and the authority that they have assumed. The one who holds a Godgiven place among a God-gathered company of saints need never fear truth, as it will but
show more clearly that he is in the place God has put him.
......
"FAR be it from me to slight beloved sisters or to under-estimate their influence. A
brother after a meeting where he has been tried and perhaps slighted by his fellows returns
to his home and his wife hearing of his troubles, tells him that she wouldn't go to that
meeting to be treated like that-to be insulted by such as they; and words of this sort
coming from the lips of the one he loves are the very temptation of the Devil to him, and
if he does go back to that meeting it may perhaps be in no right frame of mind, and he
may become a very hindrance instead of a help."
.....
WHEN some express their purpose of heart to go in for the whole Truth of God, and seek
to lead others also to do the same, there are those who say that they tremble to hear such
words: they would not dare to make such a profession. But let us reverse the proposition,
and say I will NOT go in for the whole Truth: I will go in for and contend for what meets
my needs and circumstances and wishes, or what I think will tend to the building up of the
dear saints. Is it not this that we should rather tremble at?
WHAT a commentary on unity-" that they may be One?"-all the victory which follow its
manifestation is furnished by the contrast between the books of Joshua and Judges.
.....
Joshua, the book of national action, of the conflict of Israel as a whole is a record of
triumph, of victory for the people and of glory for their God. Judges, on the other hand,
the book of tribal action Judah, Simeon, Ephraim, Manasseh, and so on through the
twelve, each for himself acting as a tribe, in independency and as losing sight of the whole
of which he formed part, tells of disaster to the people and reproach to the Name of the
Lord.
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SKETCHES OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
V. THE CIRCUMSTANCES LEADING UP TO THE EXODUS
ONE of the most distinguished historians 1 and philosophers of the century wrote years
ago, that "History was born in that night when Moses with the Law of God--moral and
spiritual-in his heart led the people of Israel out of Egypt;" so great from his point of view
and so far-reaching in its results was the event known throughout the civilized world as
"THE EXODUS" the "Going-out," ever spoken of thus definitely other migrations and
goings-out, of which there have been many in the world's history, being in its presence as
completely lost sight of as the moon or the stars in the blaze of the summer sun.
To children of God the Exodus is still greater in its interest and importance, for to them it
is not simply an epoch in history, or even the point from which history dates: it is that
which was the occasion of the first manifestation which this earth saw of the Kingdom of
God and of the rule of the Sovereign JEHOVAH; and that through which men were put
into a place wherein they could, for the first time, sing of an Habitation, a Sanctuary in
which the Lord God could dwell among them.2
In this way the " Going-out " teems with spiritual instruction clear as the day and plain as
the sunlight, to regenerate men and women, to whom a Divine and primary command alas but little heeded-is ever "Get thee OUT"; and from this again its circumstances and
surroundings acquire new importance and gather fresh interest. From the monumental
records preserved by the providence
l
2

Baron Bunsen in Egypt's Place in Universal History.
Ex.15:2; Ex.25:8.
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of God and the many inscriptions deeply cut by ancient Egyptians into the hard rock of
their rainless land, which have been in modern days interpreted and deciphered, tabulated
and translated, by men of learning and of skill, who by devoting the treasures of their
energy and erudition to the work have made mankind their debtors, together with the
remains of the writings of some old Egyptian and Greek authors, it is now possible to
arrive at some conclusions concerning the main outlines of the stirring events that led up
to and paved the way for the Exodus.
The history of ancient Egypt as a united kingdom is divisible into three great sections.
1. That of the OLD EMPIRE.
2. That of the MIDDLE EMPIRE (frequently described as the HYKSOS PERIOD).
3. That of the NEW EMPIRE.
Each of these divisions or sections has been sub-divided into dynasties, lines of kingly
races who successively reigned over the land; for hereditary succession seems to have
been the recognised order in Egypt from most remote times; and thus the long period
covered by them, at one time as little known as " Darkest Africa" was until recently, has
become fairly well mapped out.
The history of the East or Old Empire begins with that of one MENES or M'NA, who
brought the whole land under his own sole sovereignty, and who founded a powerful
house, which held sway in Egypt for centuries.
Some have identified this monarch with the Mizraim of Scripture, the second son of
Ham, and the undoubted progenitor of the Egyptian race; but it seems as if the very high
order of civilization which had been reached in the time of Menes would require a longer
interval than could have intervened between the Deluge and Mizraim and that it is much
more likely that Menes was a lineal descendant of Mizraim rather than that son of Ham
himself and this
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receives support from the fact that the records of Menes reign are not the most remote that
remain; there are those earlier than them.
The word MIZRAIM (translated Egypt, a form of the Greek name for the country), by
which " the land of Ham " 1 is designated in Scripture, is itself dual, twofold in meaning;
and from the earliest periods, when the little principalities of the various tribal chieftains
who occupied the country in the first growth of its population began to merge one into the
other, two well marked and clearly defined divisions of government were maintained in
the land. Upper Egypt, or " The Thebaid," with its capital at Thebes2 (or Diospolis), and
Lower Egypt, or " The Delta," having first Abydos, and later Memphis,3 for its
metropolitan city.
Menes succeeded in reducing both Upper and Lower Egypt under his own sole sway, and
built the city Memphis 4 as his capital in the latter; but at times after his death and during
the reign of his successors the kingdom was divided, one set of princes reigning at Thebes
and another at Memphis; and even when the Thebaid and the Delta were subject to the
one sovereign Pharaoh 5 the duality of the monarchy was retained (the kings being
represented as wearing a double crown); and this was ever an element of weakness,
ultimately leading to the overthrow of the First Empire.
The high order of civilization and the greatness of the power of Egypt during this First
Empire period is attested by its monuments and the magnificence of its Pharaohs, and
1

Ps.105:27.
The " populous No " and the " No Am-on " of Nah.3:8, Jer.46:25 and Ezek.30:14.
3
Hos.9:6
4
The site of Memphis was near that of the present Cairo; indeed Cairo was partly built
from its ruins.
5
Many meanings have been suggested for the term " Pharaoh," or " Phra," but some of the
highest authorities agree with Josephus that the word simply meant king.
2
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the greatness of the resources at its command are witnessed to by structures which are still
the wonder of the world, for the thirty Pyramids of Egypt were erected by the monarchs of
the First Empire as tombs for the protection of their remains until the day of " the
resurrection of the body," to which they looked forward.
The First Empire was overthrown in a remarkable manner by an invasion of a fierce
horde of Bedouin shepherd-warriors, men from the East, tent-dwellers from Arabia and
Palestine. They fell suddenly upon Lower Egypt, captured Memphis, and made
themselves masters of all that part of the land almost without a struggle.
They governed at first with merciless severity, treated the Egyptian religion and the
native priesthood with the contempt and disdain Asiatics always seem to have felt for
these, and generally made themselves and their memories so odious that in very truth "
every shepherd was an abomination to the Egyptians."
The Middle Empire, the era of the domination of these HYKSOS, or " Shepherd-kings,"
lasted for a period estimated by some of the learned as having been about 250 years, and
by others as long as 930 years; and it was probably during its continuance that Joseph was
carried down into Egypt, the Pharaoh whom he served and who raised him to such high
honour being one of those who, as the monuments in Thebes show, ruled under and as
feudatory to the Hyksos; for as time went on these wild chieftains and their rude
following were affected, in some degree, by the influences of the civilization into which
their forefathers had thrust themselves; and though they never seem to have given up their
roving habits of life, their manners were softened, their customs modified, and they
apparently became content to govern the country by means of native princes, who sat as
Pharaohs on the throne, holding their power from the Hyksos and acknowledging them as
their liege lords.
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The Middle Empire is without monumental remains, such being opposed to the instinct of
the nomadic or wandering people who then dominated the country; and this is doubt less
the true reason for the absence of allusion to Joseph and is worthy deeds in the records
that are still extant.
It is indeed true that Pharaonic records of this period have been found in Thebes, but it is
doubtful whether the Hyksos influence ever really extended to Upper Egypt, while
Joseph's dwelling and experience was entirely in and of Lower Egypt. It was in Lower
Egypt the land of Goshen was situated, and from Lower Egypt the Exodus took place.
While the memories of the oppressive cruelties of the Shepherd-kings and the humiliation
of even then being treated by them as an inferior race, amply explain the abomination
which the Egyptians of Joseph's time held shepherds to be, and also serve to explain the
evident doubt and difficulty passing through his clear and far-seeing mind as well as his
desire that his brethren should have a welling place apart from the men of the land,1 the
actual presence of these conquerors in or near the land clears up the difficulty that has
sometimes presented itself as to the readiness with which the Egyptians, and especially
the powerful Egyptian priests, accepted the presence amongst them of a tribe of strangers,
also wandering tent-dwelling shepherds, more especially if it be that the Hyksos were
themselves sons of Shem, of near kin to the Hebrews; and concerning this Baron Bunsen
says that in his judgment " there is no better grounded hypothesis than that of the affinity
of race between the Hyksos and the Jews."
1

Doubtless Joseph, man of faith and godliness as he was, had in this seeking to "put a
difference between the Egyptians and Israel" the further desire for the maintenance of
their place of separation as the People of the Promise, and the fear of their corruption
(which indeed did afterwards take place) by Egyptian idolatry.
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This furnishes an instance, one of many, of the dual working of God with regard to the
sojourning of His chosen people in the land of Egypt. Directly dealing with Jacob and
Joseph, He sent the latter, even against his will, before his father and his brethren, " to
preserve life," ' and indirectly dealing, through the working of His providence, with those
outside the Covenant He sent the Shepherd-kings long years before, and strengthened
them to the smiting of a great empire to make the way plain for the sojourning therein of
His weak shepherd people.
God will turn the world upside-down if need be to make a way for the feet of His saints.
The close of the book of Genesis leaves the period of the Middle Empire still running, the
Shepherd-kings still dominant in the land of Ham. At the opening of the book of Exodus a
great change had taken place.
Something of a national revival had been brought about, and, led by a Theban king
named Amosis, the founder of the celebrated EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY, the Egyptians
commenced a struggle for independence, and for the reunion of Upper and Lower Egypt
under one crown
Amosis captured Memphis, and restored some of the ancient shrines and monuments in
that imperial city.
His successors, who like himself, were brave and skilful warriors, carried on the struggle
which he had begun, pressing the Hyksos back step by step, they stubbornly contesting
their position, until one named Tuthmosis II. (or Thothmes) drove them completely out of
the Delta, shutting them up in a strong city or fortified camp named Avaris, or Avara
which seems to have been their base and centre of operations.
His successor, Tuthmosis, or Thothmes III., besieged them in this place, and though not
able to take it, yet he was able to compel them to a measure of submission to his arms,
and
1

Gen.45:5.
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to an agreement with him as to their departure from his empire, now free and united.
Thothmes III. raised Egypt to a height of great power and splendour. At home he
embellished her cities with gorgeous buildings and magnificent monuments, and abroad
he carried her victorious arms far and wide.
His conquests extended into Mesopotamia, checking and restraining the growing power
of Assyria; and into the land of Canaan, where he smote the Hittites, who were then a
great and powerful people, a highly organized military empire.
This, as we may afterwards see! was another example of the working of God's
providence, and of the way in which, though the wrath of man worketh not His
righteousness, l yet His power constrains even that wrath to work His praise. 2
Evidence of the high state of civilization reached in the time of Tuthmosis III. still
remains in gold vases inscribed with his name and titles, of forms so elegant as to lead to
the conclusion that the most skilled designers and modellers humanity has known, those
of ancient Greece, drew their inspiration from his artists and workmen; and the far
reaching extent of his influence shown by the strange and interesting fact that vases of
Chinese manufacture, and bearing the well-known Chinese characters upon them, have
been found in the tombs of his period.
Sir Gardner Wilkinson, whose authority is of the greatest in the matter, and whose great
learning, calm judgment, and reverent spirit, entitle his opinion to all respect from us,
believed that the Exodus took place in the reign of this great king.3 It is most difficult to
reconcile this view with he Scripture narrative-indeed, almost impossible; while, on
1

Jas.1:20.
Ps.l26:10
3
"Manners s and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians" by Sir J. G. Wilkinson.
2
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the contrary, that suggested by the equally great authority to whom we have already
referred (Baron Bunsen)l seems to harmonize so completely with the Word of God, to
dovetail so completely into the account in Exodus, that there can be little hesitancy in the
mind of any student of Scripture who balances the probabilities of both suggestions in
rejecting that of Wilkinson in order to accept that of Bunsen.
Tuthmosis III., then, was the Pharaoh " who knew not Joseph," and who initiated the
oppression of the Children of Israel. 2
It may be gathered from the expression, " the land was filled with them," that they had
long since overflowed the apart dwelling-place in Goshen, and had given up the position
of separation which Joseph had been so desirous that they should maintain in Egypt, and
that mingling with its people (yet not uniting with them, nor absorbed by them), they
probably had found a field for the exercise of the peculiar faculties for trading and moneymaking which characterized them for ages, and which characterizes them still to a degree
that extorts the astonishment and arouses the envy of mankind.
Stirred by the sight of their prosperity, and rendered uneasy by the spectacle of their
increasing numbers, this king instituted an " Anti-Semitic movement," which was
carried on by his successors,3 and which has not been without its parallel on the
Continent of Europe, and in our own times.
It is now possible to follow something of the course of events through which this came
about.
The restraining influence of the dominant Hyksos' power prevented open interference by
the Egyptians with the Hebrews as long as it was maintained. Thus the people of
1

"Egypt's Place in Universal History," by Baron Bunsen.
Ex.1:7,8.
3
The first chapter of Exodus extends over the reigns of several Pharaohs, as will be
shown later.
2
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Israel multiplied, increased, and prospered; perhaps from the Egyptian point of view
unduly so. And while the conflict between the Shepherd-kings and the great Pharaohs of
the eighteenth dynasty was raging the predecessors of Thothmes III and he himself had
their hands too full to venture to deal with the strangers in their midst; but when Pharaoh
was finally triumphant, when he had driven the Hyksos from the confines of his own land,
he was able -as he himself put it-to " deal wisely " with the Children of Israel, and without
fear of interference or of being taken between two fires to commence the course of
oppression that finally culminated in the destruction of Egypt and the Exodus of Israel.
How complete and how remarkable that destruction was another paper may in some
measure show, if God permit.
W. H. HUNTER.
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A MEDITATION ON CHRIST IN GEN.1.
This is truly a marvellous chapter, its language simple, its features graphic, and its matter
profound. Immature science may confront it, but will soon bow to its testimonies.
Rationalism may cavil at it, but will fall back abashed.
God commands, and the light shines " out of darkness," not into it. It is pure light, and it
is the glory of earth's FIRST day! What a picture of the precious Lord Jesus-of Himself
the Creator of that very light. He was born as indeed a babe, yet in His being was very
God. He grew as others grew to the boy, the youth, the man, but men as men discerned
Him not. Mary pondered His words, doctors marvelled at His wisdom, but not until He is
plunged in Jordan waters and Spirit-anointed is He manifested as " the Light of the
world." He has grown up amidst the darkness and comes forth out of it. In Him was Life
and the Life was the Light of men. Moral, spiritual, social darkness pervaded everywhere.
But the Light of the world has shone out of it. In His Life there was no shade. He was day
in person. Through Him the darkness was revealed. The shadows of the valley were thick,
but His presence made a rift which has been widening ever since. The Kingdom of
Darkness staggered, for the Lord of light had come.
But is light enough? Surely not, for God's works are always marked with progress. On the
SECOND day the waters upon which the Spirit had moved (Gen.1:9) must be " divided "
and a firmament must separate. They are one as to nature, but God makes a difference.
There are waters under waters above Surely the waters are an emblem of peoples (see
Rev.17:1,15). And, like the light dividing on the first day, the firmament divides the
waters on the
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second day. And such is the gathering unto the Lord Jesus, or the gathering against Himthe former for the "above," or heavenly places, the latter for the "under" place, for the
firmament of grace divides. Mark, " heaven " is here first named, so very soon in figure
does the above stoop to welcome a newborn soul.
But the THIRD day appears before us: the waters become " SEAS," and the dry land
emerging from the deeps is called " EARTH." No life, or fruit, or beauty, or adornment.
But the Creator has but to will and speak and grass is " brought forth." There is no
ploughing, or sowing, or tending here. It is creation, beautiful in variety and various in
beauty. Exquisite in design is every blade, multiform in composition are the nutrient parts,
and seed-yielding herbs shoot everywhere, the fruits whereof have filled earth's granaries
till now. Mark well this vast unmeasured storer for every zone is teeming with variety.
Blessed picture this of " third day" truth in the resurrection of Christ. His life below at
first divides, His life above divideth wider still. The corn of wheat has sprung up, and now
in Him is hid our life, and life in Him doth multiply.
But Creation must progress, for the purposes of God towards His well-beloved lie before
us.
The FOURTH day opens in sublime power. A light for day, a light for night. Time is
divided, and this division for signs and seasons, days and years, hath not ever changed! B
hold that sun with its myriads of unstained rays! Of whom doth it speak but of our Lord
Jesus, the very Christ, whom God hath now exalted, seated, glorified, yea and made Him
heaven indeed to all the saved? Behold that moon, soft in her beams, for she hath but
borrowed light, yet is a perfect work, and so portrays the Church as seen in God's eternal
purpose, perfect and complete in Christ. She shines and ever will, but only by the glory of
His person beaming fully on her. The stars (as seen from this stand-
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point) seem smaller ministries, but surely have their voice and tell us of the serving
portion of the church, as during the night they toil and wait to be absorbed in perfect day.
But the FIFTH day marks an interval in itself unique. Creation must have creature forms.
Generation must have an epoch. The plains are ready for the browsing beast, the waters
are ready for great whales and moving creatures, the air is ready for the feathered fowl.
The Creator's fiat produces them, and all are pure and all must generate. What a picture of
the present interval, for " A seed shall serve Him and it shall be accounted to the Lord for
a generation." The family is being completed. A " generation " of souls quickened from
death in trespasses and sins must be brought forth, and these, pure in His purity, must
increase by telling of Christ to others in the wide, wide world as He may command.
Creation is heading up. But as yet none ruleth. No being in the image and after the
likeness of God is till now created. This done and there are hands in which to place
dominion. This is SIXTH day work. The man in fact, the woman in purpose. All must
own his dominion. It is unlimited authority, for earth, and air, and sea, and all that in them
is, are made subject. It is an unimpeachable possession, for " every " and " all " are its
measureless limitations. And is not this a graphic pourtrayal of millennial days, when the
dominion snatched by the arts of the Deceiver from his hands to whom it was first
entrusted shall be wrested from that Deceiver again; when the authority of sin shall be
destroyed; when the wolf shall lie down with the kid, and Isa.11:6-9 and Rev.5:10 in the
reigning aspect shall be come? It is the sixth day, and we may expect the sum total of
earthly perfection. His reigning time has dawned and the heavenly Eve with Him. The
bride of the Lamb must share all His glories. He redeemed her unto Himself to bedeck her
with the trophies of His own
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victories. She is created in Him and for Him according to eternal counsels, and God writes
"finished" by the death of Christ on Calvary to His precious work
Creation is done, but the SEVENTH day is following. It is not defined by the " dark grey
mists of morning," nor by the twilight of the setting sun, for it has neither morning nor
evening. Eternity is prefigured here. Ten centuries will bound the sixth day, but a million
centuries will be but a moment by which to compare the seventh. "'Tis time no more, but
vast eternity."
T. WEBB.
Other Lands
CHINA.
The following particulars concerning our brother Spencer Jones are gleaned from letters
to us and others, bearing dates in May, June, and July last.
The first of these letters is dated 9th May, from Sailor's Rest, Shanghai, where there had
been an organization known as the Shangha1:Seamen's Mission, the object of which was
to reach sailors from ships of the Royal Navy and the Merchant Service with the Gospel
of God's grace. This work had hitherto been mainly conducted by a lady, Miss Bessie
Fowles. She had, however, been led to see that the position of prominence which she had
been occupying was contrary to the will of God for her as a woman, as well as to be
exercised as to her relationship with the so-called Free Christian Church. Mr. Spencer
Jones was enabled to help her to further knowledge of the truth in these respects, and she
proceeded to conform herself to God's will by discontinuing the receipt of subscriptions
from the religious world, by relinquishing the conduct of meetings, and in other ways; and
on the 3rd February last Mr. Jones and Miss Fowles became man and wife. He writes
(June 6th): " If you fail to see in the scripture ' there is joy over one sinner that repenteth,'
a principle which can be applied to the ways of saints in the things of God, you will fail to
enter into my joy on reaping the beautiful fruits of what I can call nothing less than the
obedience of faith in the action of my dear wife in altogether changing the character of the
work here."
When those who had previously been helpers of the work sought
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to re-organize the mission character of the place they were offered any furniture, etc.,
belonging to them, but " they came round," Mr. Jones writes " to say that if we did not
mean to carry on the work on the principles laid down years ago we must quit. I said that
had I known of the existence of any mission I would never have come in, but I would not
be connected with a mission for five minutes. ' You had better go out then,' he said. Of
course this is what we shall do, both my wife and myself, as soon as we can, though we
go out not knowing whither we go." Mr. Jones had, previously to entering into the place,
asked particularly whether Miss Fowles was connected with any mission, and was told "
No " by those who might have known.
Later letters, dated 4th and 18th July, tell us that Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Jones were just
starting together for Kiu-Kiang in the Kiangsi Province. Our brother had just returned
from a preliminary journey thither alone. He went by steamer 400 miles up the Yang-tseKiang, which is the longest river in China. With a view to making known the Gospel, he "
went dressed in Chinese, and travelled in Chinese cabin, eating their foods," etc. He found
this rather wearisome to the flesh, but it was somewhat relieved by the kindness of the
"compradors," who invited him to their meal tables, which gave him the comforts that
Chinese civilization provides, instead of having his rice from the general bucket, in a
small bowl, and two chop-sticks to eat it with.
The compradors (Chinese officers) were very attentive to some Gospel books he gave
them, and others besides on the steamer were reached with the glad news.
Mr. Jones also mentions a cheering case, which he thinks is one of real conversion. A
young man, turned off a coast steamer for drink, who was sent to him at Shanghai,
professed to receive Christ as his Saviour, and was afterwards taken on by the same
company. Contrary to what is usual among the Chinese, this young man on leaving, after
being ten days with Mr. and Mrs. Jones, desired to pay for his board, and on their refusing
to make a charge, left five dollars in a box for the work without saying anything.
Our brother earnestly desires our prayers for himself and his wife, and surely we ought to
seek thus to help them for the glory of the Lord.
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Correspondence Department
"Hearken to me, I will answer also my part."
-Job 32:10, 17.
HOW CAN POWER BE RESTORED TO THE ASSEMBLIES?1
Dear brethren,As has already been remarked, the restoration of power either to an individual or to
assemblies presupposes the fact of power having had an existence in the individual or
assemblies for whom or which restoration of power is sought.
The signification of POWER as it exists in the minds of men-and many Christian men
too-has no foundation in Holy Writ. But, I take it, what is here meant by power is
scriptural power-Holy Spirit power-to walk with and witness for God. This, obviously,
can only come from God.
That such power is now known and experienced by some assemblies of God is, I trust, a
blessed fact-that others know little of it is sadly true.
It may not be questioned that at some time or other every assembly of God has known
power, in a more or less degree.
That assemblies of men, founded and sustained by man, and governed by the will of man,
have never known scriptural power, as assemblies, is certain. The admixture of good and
evil, converted and unconverted, forbids the thought of power collectively ever having
had an existence there, for the plain reason that all were not capacitated to receive power.
For, if power be of and from God, only those who know Him can receive power from
Him.
That many children of God have not intelligently taken the step of separation from
unscriptural systems in which they were "yoked together with unbelievers," and gathered
with those who gathered ~' unto Him without the camp," is a fact which mast neither be
ignored nor treated lightly. But that all God's people are commanded to separate from the
systems of men unto the Name is blessedly true. As to whether all hear His voice is
another and a more difficult matter. But, lest any should be stumbled by supposing that
the " call " to
' Needed Truth Vol. II., No. 8, pp. 145-161
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" come out and be separate " does not extend to every child of God - whether heard or not
- let it be borne in mind that, as God hath saved all and called all with an holy calling,
even so hath He commanded all to be separated unto Himself.
That if any separate without knowing what they are doing-without an intelligent
apprehension of the truth of God on the matter-and are thus brought into assembly of God,
it is a source of weakness to that assembly, I am ready to admit. And that none should be "
persuaded " to take a position they have not been assured from the Word is of God must
be patent to all who have eyes to see and ears to hear. But it seems to me that to put all
want of power down to these things is to fall far short of a true and scriptural diagnosis of
the case.
It is noticeable, both in the Scriptures and by experience, that restoration of power is
always preceded by repentance, and consequent turning from that which has been
discerned in the light of God to have been the hindrance to the development and
manifestation of that condition that had been lost.
REPENTANCE, then, I would say, is one great and important factor in the restoration of
power to assemblies of God. Repentance concerning the lack of "grace " in manifesting
the "truth " He has so graciously committed unto us; repentance of our harsh treatment of
saints who were not prepared to follow where we sought to lead them; repentance of how
sin has been allowed to go on unchallenged under the name of Christ in our very midst;
repentance of the worldly conformity that has taken so deep root among us, together with
the love of money, and very many other things contrary to the will of our God. In a word,
let us get down before God and acknowledge that while in a right position we have been
in a miserably bad condition before Him.
Next, walking in the light and love of God suggests itself as a fitting accompaniment to
repentance.
If we have been walking in truth without the love that should ever accompany it, surely it
is of the very first importance that we " repent and do the first works "- that we give the
"Grace of God" an equal place with the " Truth of God." And in doing this let it be well
noted we shall not be required to give up one jot or tittle of truth.
If dependent on the Spirit of truth, we shall be guided into all truth in the power of all
grace; and thus, instead of the harsh way many have spoken of saints in the systems of
men, and from whom separation as keen and ruthless as the sword has been made, without
due regard to the fact of their being " in Christ," we shall be enabled to " speak the truth in
love," and to " grow up into Him in all things, which is the Head, even Christ: from whom
the whole Body fitly joined together, and compacted by that which every joint supplieth,
according
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to the effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the Body, unto
the edifying of itself in love " (Eph.5:15,16).
With love in the Truth,
Yours sincerely in the Coming One,
THOS. WINSHIP
[In inserting the above communication from an esteemed correspondent, it is fitting that
we should append one or two observations bearing on it.
It seems to our correspondent that " to put all want of power down to " certain things that
had been dealt with in these pages " is to fall far short of a true and scriptural diagnosis of
the case." Clearly this would be so, and at the outset of our effort to deal with the question
propounded to us, we put on record our acknowledgment of " many reasons " for the
confessed lack of power among us.1
We dealt mainly with one of these reasons, not because we do not recognise and grieve
over the existence of other causes, such as those of which our correspondent writes with
much truth, but because there is this difference between the matters to which he refers and
that to which we drew attention-that in the one case every one would admit that they were
wrong, and no one would attempt to justify or extenuate their existence; in the other,
many contend that the thing itself is right, that it is according to the will of God, and is
pleasing to Christ. Hence the necessity-the pressing necessity-for vigorous effort to arouse
such from their place of error and of the deceitfulness of sin.
Again, much of that which our correspondent writes as to repentance and the things to be
repented of is often heard in this present time, and of it we would indeed be sorry to
weaken the force, but let it not be forgotten that a common course just now is to place "
grace " in antagonism to " truth," and to use the first to weaken the force of the second.
How dishonouring to God this is, and how hurtful to the souls of His saints, the judgmentseat will manifest and eternity will measure.
Then, while harsh words and harsh deeds are always wrong, grave error is committed by
well-meaning persons who judge that because words and doings SEEM harsh to them,
harsh they must necessarily be - perhaps knowing but little indeed of that which has called
for the words or occasioned the actions. It is written, " Ye that love the Lord, HATE evil";
and as God-given understanding causes us to HATE '; every false way," it will enable us
to see that the true kindness of speech to ensnared children of God is that which draws
their attention to the evil in which their feet are caught.-W. H. H.]
l

Vol.2: No. 8, p. 146, line 21.
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Department of Question and Answer
" If any man willeth to do His will, he shall know of the teaching, whether it be of God."Jn 7:17 RV
QUESTION 22. - Does Tit.3:10 refer to the putting away out of the fellowship, or is the
heretic there contemplated outside?
Two considerations make it appear clear that the heretical man is " within " and not "
without."
1st. The word translated " admonition," describing the way which is to be taken with him,
and which implies that the person subjected to it is also subjected to the guidance and rule
of those through whom it comes. See 1 Cor.10:11, and Eph.6:4, which are the only other
New Testament uses of the word.
2nd. The fact that his former course must have been such that its comparison with his
present way is condemnatory of that way, and so he is " condemned of himself."
W. H. H.
See also Vol. II., No. 8, page 167.
QUESTION 23. - Is it according to the Word or part of the fellowship of assemblies to
overrule the judgment of an assembly? If so, where could the assembly appeal to? As they
are both liable to err in judgment, would it not necessitate the formation of a higher
court?
If a question arises as to any action of a given assembly which may have caused doubt or
difficulty, the most (and the least) which those in fellowship with it can do is to bring the
Word of God to bear upon the matter. l If mistake has been made, then the light of that
Word will reveal it, 2 and will also reveal the condition of those responsible for the errorthat is to say, will show whether they are willing to bow - not to a tribunal composed of
men as fallible and perhaps even as foolish as themselves - but to the revelation of the will
of Him whom they profess to own as Lord.
The fellowship of assemblies would never and must never provide a lower court in which
cases may be tried and determined than the Word of God, and hence will never require a
higher court to which appeal may be made, but would provide in some measure the
multitude of counsellors in which the Scripture says3 there is safety, and how sorely
needed this is only those can know who have had practical experience of the much and
grievous blundering in holy things which has prevailed for years in many assemblies.
W. H. H.
1.
Isa.8:20
2.
2 Tim.3:16
3.
Prov.11:14
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REVIVALS OF OLDEN TIME
AND THEIR LESSONS FOR PRESENT DAYS
THAT in the pages of Old Testament Scripture there are lessons which the child of God
can in afford to leave unlearned is not matter of opinion but of Divine revelation. 1 Not
only so; material is therein given by God for use in teaching unto causing His saints by
the comfort and patience of the Scriptures to have hope. Notwithstanding such plain
words and their oft repetition unto fellow-saints, it is marvellous to find what real
indifference there is, nay, what latent scepticism there is, to that most solemn and
essential truth.
Speaking recently on these very things with one who is no novice, he replied, " I am
afraid you will have to give us some New Testament parallel before we could accept such
lessons from Old Testament pages as truth for our implicit obedience " Why? we ask. Is
not the whole truth regarding such hesitancy to be found in the sheer unbelief of
Rom.15:4 and 2 Tim.3:15? Or, if not so, is it not most blameworthy misunderstanding
thereof?
God does indeed speak once, yea twice, that all may hear. Nevertheless, whatever in Old
Testament is given was given for us, and is as binding and authoritative as any word of
the New Testament. Of course, everything in the Old is to be learned and used in the light
of all that is in the New, always remembering that whatever is left unaltered by the New
Testament is to be received and obeyed in all its plainness Hence it is that the words of the
Old Testament should be of the utmost importance to every Christian's conscience and of
the highest value to his heart. To illustrate the foregoing, as well as to help in rightly
1

Rom.15:4.
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dividing the word of truth, we add: the New Testament leaves unaltered the first
commandment with promise, while it reveals that God's workings in grace have given law
as such a use and a place very different to that it had when spoken to them of ancient time.
So a]so it shows how God superseded the baptism of John by Christian baptism, which
proceeds on the basis that the subject thereof has received from God the forgiveness of all
his sins and the gift of the Holy Spirit of promise as the witness thereof. Whence the
challenge-Can any man forbid water, that those should not be baptized who have received
the Holy Spirit as well as we? In answer to which challenge no man may forbid water to
such, while any man may, and ought, to forbid water to any one who has not received the
Holy Spirit; and it matters not whether the one forbidden be a babe or a grown-up person.
Furthermore we jot that water baptism must not be confused with baptism of or in the
Spirit. Baptism in the Spirit is into life. Baptism in water is into death. Baptism in the
Spirit is the act of God alone, accomplished by Christ. It includes every believer on the
Lord Jesus Christ between the periods known as Pentecost and the Rapture, making those
thus baptized to be heirs together, and a Body together, and sharers together of the
promise of Christ, through the Gospel. Spirit baptism is therefore the believer's
unconditional blessing from his God. Whereas, water baptism is an act of obedience
rendered by the believing one, who, in the energy of a good conscience, demands that he
be baptized unto pleasing his only Lord, Jesus Christ.
From the days of Hezekiah to those of Nehemiah we find four distinct revivals, which
afford very present help for the increasing difficulties of our passing day.
Each of these revivals was largely connected with Jerusalem, its temple and people.
Jerusalem speaks to us of the
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PLACE that Jehovah chose to put His name in; with which Matt.18:20 is identical.
The temple was that house which He chose as His own, wherein He and His might meet,
AS IS ALSO NOW l Tim.3:14,15
His people speaks of those by whom He wished to carry out His holy purposes, with
which 2 Tim.2:21 agrees.
The first and fourth revival had much to do with the building of the wall of Jerusalem. A
wicked king of the ten tribes had broken it down in part.1 An alien king broke it down
completely.2 Whereas all who were in the mind of God either repaired or built that wall.
The wall in Scripture speaks of protection against those without just as
the battlement on the house declares that those within are cared for. The order of revival
always was from the house to the wall. The city tells of collective testimony The wall
around it is that which keeps the testimony intact and abiding. Each revival was marked
by a step backward unto that which was the firs' works of " the law the statutes and
judgments, commanded in Horeb for all Israel."
The moral features of Hezekiah's reign are grouped in the first eight verses of 2 Kgs.18. It
was in his days that God seemed to have grown weary of working for the possible
restoration of the ten tribes. 3
When Hezekiah's messengers had passed throughout the land, calling upon the people to
come unto Jerusalem and keep the ordinances of their God, which had not for a long time
been done according as it is written, the many mocked them with laughter to scorn. Then
it was that God arose and removed them from off the land of Canaan, even out of His
sight (selah!) as He had said by all His prophets.
1

2 Kgs.13:10,11; 2 Chron.25:23
2 Chron.36:19
3
Isa.7:13.
2
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Hezekiah, being in the mind of God, gave a place of utter rejection to that which in earlier
day was verily the ordinance of God for the blessing of His people, l but which, also, for
long afterwards was sadly misused. Just as to-day there are past and superseded
appointments of God continued and sought unto, in the very spirit of veneration and
worship by many, which he that is in the mind of God will labour to break down and
verily cause to pass away from the practices of that people who will do what is right in the
sight of the Lord. Such workmen need not to be ashamed, although they that are otherwise
may well be, since by-and-bye they assuredly shall, when every man's work shall be tried
as to what sort it is.
It is solemnizing to learn that wherein Hezekiah began so well with and for his God,
therein did he in an after day sin even unto death, which God most graciously pardoned,
and gave him life of fifteen years more notwithstanding.
Sin unto death may not always be seen, but it is a manner of wrong-doing that is capable
of being seen. Alas! alas! are there not many to-day who, having learned to know, and
even to do, the will of God, yet at length have been seduced to part therewith under
multitudinous pleas and fascinations, that, like light to the moth, have only brought about,
or are bringing about, their death? For if we live according to the flesh we are about to
die.2
The Hezekiah revival began with the opening and due repairing of the doors of the house
of Jehovah, accompanied by the cleansing of the house and the setting in order of the
ordinances thereof.
Would we to-day know a revival like that of Hezekiah time? Is there not then very need
for cleansing in the assemblies that are
HOUSE OF LIVING GOD?
1
2

As see 2 Kgs.18:4, with Num.21:8,9
Rom.8:13.
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Is the order thereunto not to be found in opening the doors of the House and repairing
them, by covering them with the gold that expresses God's claims as heeded and His glory
thereby manifested? Are the doors thereof to-day not closed so that the filthiness that is
still within cannot be carried forth; nor the will of God brought in to be done by those
whom He brings and keeps together therein? The filthiness of the Hezekiah day had to do
with a literal House That of our time may be found in persons having ways and doctrines
subversive of due behaviour in House of God which is the called together of living God,
pillar and ground of the Truth
Hezekiah was most careful to have the right thing done by the right men, that is, the Godchosen and God-fitted men Doubtless he profited by David's zealous mistake in the matter
of bringing back the Ark. As we to-day may also profit--even we for whom many others
have also been given. 1
The working of these men (2 Chron.29:18) brought the altar of burnt offering and the
table of shewbread, etc., to be set in order. The former tells of Jehovah's own portion, His
people's communion with and worshipping of Him. The latter points to their communion
with one another in priestly relationship and responsibility. After which, the sin offering is
given a prominent place as atoning for
THE KINGDOM
AND FOR THE SANCTUARY AND FOR JUDAH.
In which order we have Rule, Worship, and Worshippers reached. These make room for
the Burnt Offering to so begin that it caused
THE SONG OF JEHOVAH
to commence and continue in happiest accord with it. How instructive to us that, amid all,
God notes that they
1

Compare Isa.43:3,4.
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who bespeak service (Levites) were more upright in heart to sanctify themselves than the
priests who bespeak communion of worship. Nevertheless, Hezekiah rejoiced with all the
people, for the prompt obedience of all plainly showed thatGOD HAD PREPARED THEM.
Just as kindred obedience to-day evidences that God has given repentance to the
acknowledging in right knowledge of the truth We are further instructed 1 that these things
having been done, care for others went forth in God approved manner after them. If
peradventure, to them also, preparation from God might be given!
The king took counsel and his princes and all the people gathered together in Jerusalem
to keep the Passover in the second month.2
Why, here is marvellous procedure! Turning to Num.9 we learn that the keeping of the
Passover in the second month was legislation for the individual Israelite. Yet here, when
THE CONGREGATION (ASSEMBLY) WAS AS THE INDIVIDUAL
spoken of in Num.9 fearlessly does the king, his princes and the whole gathered together
ones determine to act upon that which God had given for guidance with an individual. By
which we learn that God's legislation for the individual applies equally to the mass or the
many whenever these are in the condition whereby God describes the individual. Does
that not answer the rather confident boast of certain who affirm that while God has given
law that bears on the individual wrong-doer there is no law that bears on the wrong-doing
assembly?
That written for our use in teaching surely shows that, provided the company be as the
individual concerning whom God has spoken, THEN His law for the individual is
1
2

2 Chron.30
verse 2,3.
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as applicable and binding upon the company! Win it be said that therein must the innocent
suffer with, and as, the guilty. Why necessarily? Yet, if it be so, what have we to do with
that? Is not our-business to obey our God, who never acts in judgment UNTIL He has
firstly warned that judgment is coming, as well as offering escape in righteousness to any
who will escape in His way and His time?
Unto the people who so acted of old the hand of God was to give them one heart to do the
commandment of
THE KING AND OF THE PRINCES,
by the word of the Lord. Encouraging example that of fellowship in the showing what the
will of the Lord is albeit the manner was somewhat different from 2 Chron.8:15.
The consequence of all was that there assembled at Jerusalem a very great church, l until
priests and Levites were reached and ashamed unto sanctifying themselves and standing
in their own place according to God's appointment of them. And although some did eat
who were otherwise than it was written, for them Hezekiah prayed that the
GOOD JEHOVAH
might pardon every one, since they had prepared their heart to seek God, Jehovah God of
their fathers, though not cleansed according to the purification of the sanctuary. To him
Jehovah hearkened and healed the people. Moreover, the king spake comfortably to the
Levites that taught the good knowledge of the Lord, and the feast continued throughout
seven days-yea, unto seven days more did they abide together. So that there was great joy
in Jerusalem, for since the time of Solomon, the son of David, King of Israel, there was
not the like in Jerusalem.
Then followed the prayers that were heard coming up to the Habitation of the holiness of
God even unto Heaven.
1

The LXX renders the word here as ekklesia, ekklesia
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These things were further strengthened by all of them going to their own cities, and there
demolishing and uprooting all that was contrary to the will of God concerning them.
How beautiful too were their offerings unto sustaining such as laboured in the word and
teaching. Surely such were worthy of God. l Little wonder that when the enemy drew
near, thinking to will the fenced cities for himself, they wrought in building all the wall
that was broken, even making an outer wall, preparing also weapons of warfare, and
encouraged the people to know that Jehovah their God was with them to help and to fight
their battles. On which words of assurance the people rested, for the man who led, as God
had then ordained a man should lead, he sought and wrought with all his heart, and so he
prospered, even as long as thus he did. Fit warning and lesson for all who would now
tread within the compass of the faith imitating those who of the Hezekiah day, were a
very foreshadow of those who continued steadfastly in the Apostle's doctrine and in the
fellowship; in the Breaking of Bread and in the prayers. So bringing to pass a like day of
revival grace.
JOHN BROWN.
THE BODY OF CHRIST AND THE ASSEMBLY OF GOD.
THE Greek substantive ekklesia (ekklesia), which, in the English version of the New
Testament is ordinarily rendered " church " and, exceptionally, " assembly," means, as
most readers know, " a called-out company." The prefix ek (ek) is a preposition signifying
" out of" or " from among," while the latter part of the word is derived from
1

2 Chron.31:54; 3 Jn 1:7,8.
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the verb kalein kalein), which agrees in sense, as it all but agrees in sound, with the
English verb;' to call."
In its earliest uses ekklesia belonged to the popular, and not to what would now be
called the ecclesiastical, language of the Greek-speaking peoples. Its associations are as
"secular ' as those of the English word "crowd." Indeed, the crowd of rioters who made an
uproar in the theatre at Ephesus is twice called, in Acts 19, an ekklesia. Thus lead in
verse 32, "the assembly was confused"; and again in verse 41, "he" (the town-clerk)
"dismissed the assembly." These rioters were where they were, having been called thither
by Demetrius, the silversmith, and having come out from among their more peaceable and
orderly fellow-citizens. Coming together in this way they became a "called-out company"
- "an assembly" - "a church".
The town-clerk himself uses the word in a more restricted sense (v.39) when he reminds
the people that if they wish to proceed against any one under existing laws, " court-days
are kept, and there are pro-consuls"; whereas, if they require new legislation to protect
their interests, the matter can be settled "in the lawful assembly." Here the ekklesia is
that of the men who are called out of the mass of the population, and called together for
the transaction of public business. In order to make this clear the town-clerk refers to it as
" the lawful assembly," and thus distinguishes it from the lawless assembly before him.
When, however, the Hebrew Scriptures were rendered into Greek, nearly three centuries
before Christ, the word was set apart and applied to a called-out company of the Lord's
people, Israel. The Septuagint translators had to find equivalents for two Hebrew nouns
which occur continually in the inspired original. These were:'edah, from ya'ad, " to appoint." This was the general "congregation," inclusive of all.
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qahal, from qahal, "to call together." This was the " assembly," local and partial.
The former they generally render by sunagowgh (sunagoge) and the latter by ekklesia.
Unhappily they are not always consistent in this matter; nor have the translators of our
English Authorized Version been more faithful to the original text in their employment of
the words " congregation " and " assembly. '
In the New Testament we only find one occurrence of ekklesia in its Israelitish
connection-namely, Acts 7:38, where Stephen speaks of "the church in the desert."
Whatever the exact application of this phrase may be, it is important to notice that the
word chosen implies a partial, as distinguished from a full gathering. This is all the more
remarkable seeing that the LXX who sometimes insert sunagowgh instead of ekklesia
in no single case substitute ekklesia for sunagowgh - that is, "assembly" for
"congregation."
It was reserved to the Lord Jesus personally to sanctify the word unto its highest and
noblest use. How He did so is recorded in the parenthetic portion (Matt.16:13 to
Matt.18:3) of the Gospel according to Matthew. The story of the transfiguration, the
central incident of the parenthesis, is preceded and followed by a mention of the
"assembly" in an entirely new connection. On each occasion " the assembly " is glanced at
from a different point of view.
The first mention is found in Matt.16:18. The Lord's question, " Whom say YE that I
am?" has drawn out Peter's confession, " THOU art the Christ, the Son of the living God;
" to which the Lord makes reply: " Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-Jonah; for flesh and blood
hath not revealed it unto thee, but My Father who is in the heavens." Whereupon He
Himself adds, to the revelation Peter had already received from the Father, this further
unveiling of truth: ' And I ALSO say unto thee, that thou art Peter "
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(petros, petros "a stone," a piece of the rock), " and upon this Rock " (petra, petra,
"rock," a distinct word) " I will build My Church; and the gates of Hades shall not prevail
against it."
These words present the assembly in its Godward aspect, as a subject of divine
sovereignty, and as a still future thing at the time when the Lord thus spake. He alone, and
not even a Moses or a Paul, is the Builder of the Assembly; and it is founded on the Rock
of His own Divine Sonship. It is invincible: the counsel and might of the underworld shall
not prevail against it. It is independent of time and space; for it continues to exist and
increase although the individuals composing it have lived in succeeding generations and
distant lands, and, for the greater part, are utterly unknown to each other.
It is worthy of notice that the parallel passages-Mk.8:29 and Lk.9:20-which lack the
words "Son of the living God" in Peter's confession-omit, in like manner, the words
concerning the Assembly in the Lord's reply.
The second mention is on the other side of the transfiguration scene at Matt.18:17. The
Lord Jesus is teaching His disciples how to deal with a brother who has sinned. After
laying down the rule concerning the two warnings to be delivered, the one without
witnesses, the other in their presence, the Lord adds: " And if he refuse to hear them, tell it
unto THE CHURCH; and if he refuse to hear THE CHURCH ALSO, let him be unto thee
as the Gentile and the publican" (RV).
Here we have the assembly presented in its manward aspect, as something committed to
human responsibility. The question is no longer that of individual life, and union with
Christ, but that of corporate blessing. The assembly is treated of in the exercise of its
solemn duty-united action in discipline (ver. 17), and of its high privilege-united prayer to
God (ver. 19). It is looked upon as a called-out company of those who have been gathered
into the Name of the Lord
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Jesus (ver. 20); His presence in the midst being assured on condition of their having been
so gathered. It is limited by time and space, for, obviously, the disciple who appeals to it
concerning his brother's sin must know who are in its fellowship, where they are
accustomed to meet, and the day and hour of meeting.
Not even when the Church had begun to exist as a matter of fact was the doctrine
concerning it immediately revealed. After the ascension of Christ, and the consequent
descent of the Holy Spirit, we find that they who welcomed the Word were baptized and
added together, and that they continued steadfastly in the teaching of the apostles, in the
fellowship, in the breaking of the bread, and in the prayers. But the Holy Spirit through
the twelve still bore witness to Jesus as Israel's Messiah, now risen from among the dead
and glorified. The preaching of the twelve is based on the Old Testament prophecies.
Christ is presented, not so much as God's Son, but as His Servant (Acts 3:13,26; Acts
4:27,30 RV). The nation is exhorted to repent, in order that God may send Him back
again (Acts 3:19-21 RV). The word "church" only occurs once (Acts 5:11) as signifying
the called-out company of disciples in Jerusalem; its presence in the Authorized Version
of Acts 2:47 being manifestly an interpolation.
It was not until Israel had rejected Christ when preached in the power of the Holy Spirit
sent down from heaven, as they had already rejected Him in His own person on earth, that
God called Paul and made him not only "minister of the Gospel" (Col.1:23), but also
"minister of the church" (Col.1:24,25). Straightway after his conversion Paul began to
preach that (Christ is "the Son of God," and from that time "church truth" occupies a large
place in the Word of God. It must never be forgotten that the full revelation concerning
the assembly has been given to us as distinctly through Paul as the law was given to Israel
through Moses.
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In the historical development of scriptural doctrine " MY CHURCH of Matt.16 comes to
be entitled "THE CHURCH WHICH IS HIS BODY" in Paul's letters to the Ephesian and
Colossian saints (Eph.1:23; Col.1:24). Behold " the mystery of Christ; which in other
generations was not made known unto the sons of men, as it hath now been revealed unto
His holy apostles and prophets in the Spirit; to wit, that the Gentiles are fellow-heirs and
fellow-members of the Body, and fellow-partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus through
the Gospel " (Eph.3:5,6). " IN one Spirit were we all baptized INTO one Body whether
Jews or Greeks, whether bond or free" (1 Cor.12:13). In other words, an Assembly is
being formed by the Holy Spirit for Him who is "the Christ, the Son of God." This
Assembly is a " Body," or real, vital unity, of which the risen Christ is the Head, and- the
Holy Spirit the medium of life. There is only One Body. All who believe that Jesus is the
Christ, the Son of God, and, believing, have life in His Name, are " members" of this
Body. No one is ever called, in the Scriptures, a "member" of any other company, whether
God-gathered or man-gathered. Within the Body Christ has made of Jew and Gentile one
new man, in contrast to the law which kept them separate. The believer enters the
Assembly, which is the Body, at his regeneration, and out of it he can never again be cast.
Finally, " THE CHURCH " of Matt.18 is entitled " THE CHURCH OF GOD " in those
scriptures which treat of the founding and edifying of local assemblies in different places.
Setting aside Acts 20:28, where the most probable reading seems to be " the church of the
Lord," this expression occurs:1 Cor.1:2; 1 Cor.10:32; 1 Cor.11:22; 1 Cor.15:9; 2 Cor.1:1;
Gal.1:13; 1 Tim.3:5; Cf. 1 Tim.3:15. It is not to be found in the Ephesian epistle, of which
the subject is "the Body," nor in the Colossian epistle, of which the subject is "the Head."
It is always used in a strictly local connection so that when,
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for example a letter is addressed " to the assembly- of God in Corinth" (2 Cor.1:1), other
saints in the same province, including those in " the assembly in Cenchreae " (Rom.16:l),
have to be reached by another term-namely, " all the saints who are in the whole of
Achaia." "ASSEMBLIES OF GOD" are spoken of in the plural (l Cor.11:16; l Thess.2:14;
2 Thess.1:4). This is not, and could not, be the case with the Body of Christ. The disciple
is received into the fellowship by an assembly of God, after being examined as to his
fitness by those in oversight; from its fellowship he can be put away, if convicted of moral
or doctrinal evil; and into it he can be restored if proof is forthcoming of his repentance.
The right of the disciples who continue in the fellowship to the title " assembly of God " is
unaffected by the absence of any who may have been " put away " or who have " cut
themselves off."
We conclude, therefore, that only those saints who, in a given place, have been gathered
unto His Name Whom God has made both Lord and Christ, are called " the assembly of
God" therein. Other believers there, who have no place in the number of the names of
such called-out and gathered together disciples, whether because of evil conduct, false
doctrine, sectarian associations, or other cause, are, albeit in and of " the Assembly, the
Body of Christ," neither in nor of " the assembly of God " in that place.
A. P. MACDONALD.
THE REVELATION OF THE LORD.
THERE is that in the opening verses in the book of the Acts of the Apostles which ever
speaks to the heart of a child of God telling of a life cut short, a race soon over, and a
victory won. There is little comparatively told us of the early history of our Lord; for it is
not so much the object of the Divine revelation to occupy the mind with His life previous
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to His public ministry as it is with Him as the fit One by His perfect obedience even unto
death to be the sinner 's ransom the One who has so satisfied the requirements of a holy
God that the matter of sin is for ever set at rest. Yet of the Lord's early history enough is
told us to command our attention and thought. How long the subject time of training!
How short the time of public testimony! And yet into that brief period was crowded a life
of marvellous activity. Morning, noon and evening the blessed Master was surrounded by
the eager throng, pressing upon Him and listening with attentive ears to the gracious
words that proceeded out of His mouth, yet words often mixed with solemn warning and
stern rebuke.
Amidst all this activity time was found for that quiet, secret communion with the Father
so ever needful for the child. When wearied man and wearied nature were at rest, He was
to be found in some lonely spot in prayer. Whatever else was lost to Him, the moments
must be snatched from His much needed rest for that communion with the Father which
strengthened and prepared Him continually for the conflict. The One who is now in the
glory is no mighty archangel, but the Man Christ Jesus, once the Man on earth-the oftweary Man, made in all things like unto His brethren, yet without sin,-now the Man seated
on the right hand of the throne of the Majesty on high, the One who can sympathize with
suffering humanity, for He has been in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin,
He has trodden the valley of the shadow of death where our feet now stand, and knows its
darkest shadows and has felt its coldest chill.
We would fain linger still and gaze at the babe, the lad, the man, and seek to trace the
footsteps of the Master from the cradle to the cross; but we pass on. It is with the Lord in
resurrection that we have to do. And was His work ended when cut short on earth by the
cross? Was His
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special interest in man over when He bowed His head and gave up the spirit? Win He be
so occupied with the joy of once more being with the Father that earth--that place of His
humiliation and death-should be forgotten? No; in the book of Revelation we still find
Him occupied with that tiny spot of His vast creation where He suffered. Let us carefully
note the heading of this book: " The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto
Him, to show unto His servants things which must shortly come to pass; and He sent and
signified it by His angel unto His servant John." Notice, then, the order of the revelation is
from the Father to the Son, from the Son to the angel, from the angel to John, and from
John direct to the seven assemblies, Rev.1:4 being the heading of his epistle. It is not John
to the seven angels, but John to the seven assemblies. Would not this suggest the thought
that the seven angels spoken to in connection with the seven assemblies are but one, as the
seven spirits are but the one spirit, the number seven denoting perfection? And is not this
angel the one who comes between John and the Lord? at whose feet the apostle falls to
worship at the end of this same book (Rev.22:8)? John himself is instructed to write
concerning the condition of each assembly; not as seen by his eyes, but as seen by the
eyes of Him who walks in the midst of the seven golden lampstands, whose eyes are as a
flame of fire. Be this as it may, what is clear is that it is a revelation from the Father to the
Son m the first place. Let the words of the Master when on earth be recalled (see
Mk.13:32, with Acts 1:7), and they will throw a flood of light on the heading of this book.
Well nigh a hundred years had rolled away since that hour of darkness, which was, we
believe, a foreshadowing of the coming kingdom of the Prince of this age, just as the
transfiguration was a foreshadowing of the coming kingdom of our Lord the Christ it was
the hour of the power of darkness, which yet has to
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have its more complete fulfilment in the coming kingdom of the antichrist. Israel has
filled up the cup of their iniquity to the brim by their final rejection as a nation of the three
Persons of the Trinity-God the Father having been rejected in the ages past (1 Sam.8:7),
and Saul (being, as we believe, a type of the antichrist) chosen; the Son, in like manner,
having been rejected as King of the Jews; and the Holy Spirit's testimony also having
been unheeded, the natural branches are broken off (Rom.11), and God's purposes with
the Gentiles the meanwhile are being fulfilled.
Now we can see that with the setting aside of Israel a further unfolding of the purposes of
God takes place. In Eph.3:3 the apostle tells us of a revelation made to him of the
mystery, the Gentiles being made fellow heirs and of the same body, " To make all see
what is the mystery which has been hid away from the ages" (ver.9) Then again, in verse
10, is a further unfolding spoken of to principalities and powers in the heavenlies through
the church of the manifold wisdom of God. Let it then be borne in mind that secret things
were revealed to Paul by the spirit, that had been hid in God, and that these things concern
this present age.
But again, turning to the last book of the Bible, we find John in spirit in the Lord 's day.
Some think this expression " in the Lord's day " refers to the coming day of the Lord as
spoken of in 2 Pet.3:10; but how can this be so when the first part of the revelation
referred to the seven assemblies then upon earth?
We would now ask the careful attention of our readers to what we are about to say, which
is this, that if that which was revealed to the apostle John was a revelation of the condition
of those seven assemblies it was not a condition that would appear to even an apostle
apart from a special revelation, and that, therefore, there could be no call to one assembly
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to act towards another in discipline. In other words, that the sins of each assembly called
to repentance were not such as could have been seen even by a spiritual one such as those
spoken of in Gal.6:1, else what need for a special revelation?
We are not told to judge the condition of heart of fellow saints; but we are told to judge
their acts when these are such as call for discipline. Could one in the midst of us be
unveiled in his very inner and secret life-one, it may be, who passes amongst us as a
living Christian having a name to live, and yet who in the sight of God is spiritually dead:
one seeking to get a name on earth for godliness amongst fellow-saints, while all his
motives are selfish, and his real aim in life his own glory. How deeply solemn would be
such a revelation to those who had ears to hear the message-for, mark, it is not eyes to
see.1
We again repeat how solemn, how deeply humbling would such a manifestation be!
Would it not make all who had an ear to hear what the Spirit said search as to their own
inner life before God. They would not be called to deal in discipline with the one so
unveiled before them. And if he heeded not the voice of God directly calling him to
repentance, would he heed the voice of fellow-saints. Yet such a one, if he continued
unheedful to the warning voice of the Lord, would soon be bound in heaven. And then
would come the time when, having been bound in heaven, he would need to be bound on
earth (Matt.18:18.)
Let as now apply those thoughts to the seven assemblies in Rev.2,3 We shall see that they
all had an outward condition, but that only with two out of the seven did their inward
condition correspond with their outward profession; and- in these two cases the churches
are presented as suffering, as we believe, at the hands of Judaized Christianity, which will
yet develop into
l

The sin in the church at Corinth could be seen by all.
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the Jew and Gentile apostacy of the coming age. The other five assemblies are called to
repentance by Him who looketh not on the outward appearance, but searcheth the reins
and hearts. Taking the church of Sardis as an illustration- That which would be seen of it
outwardly would be a living assembly; and, oh! what exquisite beauty there often is in
death! It paints the leaf with all the glory of the autumn tint and the dying cheek with the
glow of life; yet it is but the beauty of death, the sunlight on a tombstone. And such was
Sardis. How solemn, yea, how deeply solemn was such an unveiling in the midst of the
seven assemblies! -to Sardis first, and then to all that had an ear to hear in the other six;
how searching for all was the warning to each! And yet there would not have been
anything in the condition of any one of the seven that would call on the others to deal with
it in discipline, yet if the warning voice were unheeded how soon might the lampstand be
removed out of its place, and how soon might Laodicea be spewed out of the Lord's
mouth. Thus the warning to one was for all; for Ephesus might soon pass into the
condition of Laodicea.
If what we have said has been understood (and be it remembered that even an apostle
could not write simply enough for all in some matters-2 Pet.3:16), it will be seen how
completely the argument of those who seek to teach independency from the seven
churches falls to the ground: there could not be any binding on earth until there had been
the binding in heaven. And in no one of the seven assemblies do we get more than a threat
of coming judgment should there be no repentance. A totally different evil is that of
Corinth, where sin of a moral character was manifested, or in Ephesus, where it was found
of a doctrinal nature (1 Tim.1:20; 2 Tim.2) In the case of Corinth, all other assemblies are
not only called to hear, but to act, for the " Put away from among yourselves
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that wicked person " is to all the saints that in eves y place call on the name of Jesus
Christ our Lord, one Lord, both theirs and ours; and He calls for one action from all those
owning His lordship. That this same principle would equally apply to doctrinal evil we
cannot for a moment doubt, although the epistles to Timothy are written to an individual,
and therefore their headings differ from those addressed to an assembly.
Some may raise the question as to whether all the seven assemblies addressed were
churches of God, but we believe this matter is set at rest first by the fact that John sends a
greeting to each that is only used to churches of God (Rev.1:4), and not the individual
greeting of grace, mercy, and peace. Then again he addresses them as in the Kingdom,
which Kingdom we understand to be the present sphere of Divine rule and authority on
earth, not the everlasting Kingdom into which we shall yet enter (2 Pet.1:11), nor the
Kingdom of Heaven, as preached first by John Baptist, then by the Lord and His disciples,
till after the stoning of Stephen and the final rejection by Israel, but that Kingdom of God
preached by Paul (Acts 20:2-7), and expressed by the churches of God.
Again, the Lord is depicted as walking in the midst of the golden lampstands (Rev.2:1),
and not one of the seven is seen as so removed out of its place that it could no longer be
looked at as in the group among which the Lord moves; yea, moreover, if we have the
mind of the Spirit in what we have written, it will have been seen that no judicial action
had been taken even by the Lord Himself towards any of the seven.
Were there to-day a correct understanding of the will of our Lord there would be an exact
correspondence between the cutting off on the part of the risen Head in the glory and the
members upon earth-there would be, that is to say, the discipline first within the churches
of God (so much, alas!
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neglected), when such were under the discipline of the Head, and there would be the
cutting off or scattering on earth when, and only when there had been the cutting off by
the Head in the Heavens. Be it also remembered that all discipline is with the ultimate
object of restoration, all scattering, whether with Israel in the past (Deut.4:27) or with the
Lord's people in the present (2 Tim.2), is with the final object of regathering that which is
of God; " for what is the chaff to the wheat? saith the Lord." Man's object is ever to gather
so that there can be no Divine scattering, whether it be at the Babel Tower of the past or in
the Babylon of to-day. Yet all such attempts in the end will prove in vain; and only in
Christ shall all things be headed up that are of God, and He who is now Head over His
church shall take to Him His great power and reign. To say that the Lord was equally near
to each of the seven assemblies seems to us a most misleading statement, and one which
might easily lead to carelessness and indifference as to our walk, and the honour and glory
of the Lord. When gathered with His disciples on earth, the Lord was neither
conditionally nor positionally equally near to one disciple as to another. John leant upon
His breast at supper, while Thomas was not occupying such a position Spiritually John
seemed most in touch with the Master while Thomas had a heart full of unbelief, which
only needed circumstances to manifest. Peter also, full of self confidence was, till after his
fall and restoration, little in fellowship with his Lord.
The Lord also is seen as walking in the midst of the seven golden lampstands, and as He
moves from the one to the other, searching into the spiritual condition of each, it could not
be justly said that He was equally near to each; m fact, He was nearest to the one He was
most censuring as He may in this sense be nearest to one of His saints
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when dealing in judgment with that one, but far off as regards communion. If an
individual or an assembly wall; not in the light, there cannot be the same nearness of
communion, and there may shortly be the darkness of 1 Jn 1:6, or the lampstand removed
out of its place.
We feel these remarks are called for because of the dangerous teachings of our day. " Am
I my brother's keeper?" was the language of the first murderer; and however beautiful
may be the offering, either in our eyes or in those of the offerer, yet if there be the Cain
spirit, that repudiates any responsibility towards fellow-saints or other churches of God,
we know that such a spirit is not from above, but from beneath. We have need to recall
today the solemn warning of the apostle (2 Cor.11:15); for men are getting their eyes upon
their fellow-men dazzled often with the brightness that is from beneath, and losing sight
of the glory that shines in the Master's face, and the joy that arises from doing or suffering
His will, "For to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams " (1
Sam.15:22,23).
" Therefore thus saith the Lord, If thou return, then will I bring thee again, and thou shalt
stand before Me: and if thou take forth the precious from the vile, thou shalt be as My
mouth ' (Jer.15:19).
We may, with the Lord's help in a future paper seek to write more fully with regard to the
message to each assembly.
J.A.B.
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SKETCHES OF ANCIENT HISTORY
VI: THE CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE EXODUS.
A FORMER paper contained some brief notes on the main Outlines of Egyptian history
up to the time of Tuth-mosis or Thothmes III. the fifth king of the great Eighteenth
Dynasty, in whose day the conflict with the Hyksos invaders who had dominated Lower
Egypt, after having raged through the reigns of his four predecessors, was terminated by
his triumph and their consequent evacuation of his empire.
There is little doubt that Thothmes III. was the "new king over Egypt who knew not
Joseph." He was of a different lineage and family to the Pharaoh to whom Joseph owed
his elevation and had therefore no heritage of attachment to the people of Joseph's race.
Moreover, he was painfully conscious that, in the struggle from which be had just
emerged, his strength and his power had been tested to the last degree, and that for long
the issue had hung in the balance; and seeing that "the people of the children of Israel "
were so growing in numbers and in might as to present an increasing peril on the falling
out of any war, wisdom and prudence suggested to him such oppression of the Hebrews as
would crush their spirit, thin their numbers, and destroy their might, thus securing the
Empire from danger through their insurrection.
It cannot be denied that from the standpoint of human policy and wisdom there was much
to be said in favour of the cruel and ungenerous course in which Thothmes led his people.
It was yet to be shown, even in their case, that God makes foolish the wisdom of this
world
This was far from being immediately apparent. On the contrary; as we have said, in the
time of this king Egypt reached a height of power and splendour she had never
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previously known The impressed Hebrew labour had put a new force at his command, and
he used it to the utmost; and applied it not only remorselessly, but judiciously, building
the great temple at Karnak, still one of the wonders of the world, and others almost as
great.
He was succeeded by Thothmes IV., who was again followed by a king known as
Amenophis III., the Memnon of Greek history, both of whom maintained his traditions
and trod in his steps.
With Amenophis the Eighteenth Dynasty closed, leaving Egypt in what appeared to be a
condition of great splendour and prosperity, its magnificence at home being equalled by
the extent of its dominion abroad; for Pharaoh held sway over a great part of Ethiopia,
over the whole of the Peninsula of Sina1:(the scene of the after wanderings of the children
of Israel), and over the northern portion of Arabia as far as the ancient land of
Mesopotamia.
Nevertheless, the Divine judgment on the oppressors of the people of JEHOVAH was
neither slumbering nor lingering, but waiting for the fulness of His purpose, for ' Though
the mills of God grind slowly, yet they grind exceeding small; Though with patience He
stands waiting, with exactness grinds He all." and token of this was given in the fall of the
great Dynasty which had done so much for Egypt.
It was overthrown by a revolution which had its origin in an insurrection which Prof.
Sayce has compared to the outbreak led by Arabi Pasha in 1882, though the result was in
sharp contrast to that of that mischievous and abortive attempt at recovering " Egypt for
the Egyptians."
Reference has already been made in these pages 1 to the recent discoveries of Mr.
Flinders Petrie at Tel-el-Amarna. The clay tablets
found in the remains of the ancient library
1

Needed Truth Vol. II., p. 84.
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there have revealed that not only was a regular and constant intercourse kept up by
correspondence between Pharaoh's officers and the rulers of Mesopotamia, the Syrians,
the Hittites, and other Asiatic powers, but that many of the high officers of Pharaoh's
court, and of the rulers of the provinces of his Empire, were themselves Asiatics, and that,
in fact, Egypt was becoming slowly Asiatized. A home party beheld this innovation with
jealousy and mistrust, and it was this party that, gathering strength in the reactionary spirit
in the land, overthrew the Eighteenth and established the Nineteenth Dynasty.
The first king of the Nineteenth Dynasty was one Rameses, or Ra-amses I., whose name
appears in the second of the " treasure cities " built by the burdened Hebrews.
He fully maintained the home splendour of Egypt, though not her foreign dominion or
prestige; but the point for us here is that he did maintain the oppressive policy of his
predecessors with regard to the sons of Israel.
It would seem as though, in wrath remembering mercy, the " King of Nations " had in
this revolution, this change of rulers, given to Egypt and its new monarch " place for
change of mind'' with regard to the Hebrews who were amongst them.
But blind to this as, unhappily, men are so often blind to opportunities placed within their
reach by Divine goodness, the only change introduced by the new Pharaoh was in the
increased severity of the service demanded from the Hebrews, for now they were made "
to serve with rigour," and their lives were embittered by " hard bondage in mortar, and in
brick, and in all manner of service in the field."
Still there was no sign of the breaking out of the judgment of God upon the land, for
Rameses I. died, and was succeeded by one of the mightiest and most glorious monarchs
who ever ruled over the sons of men.
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This was Sethos, or Seti I., his son, who, strangely enough, has been robbed of much of
his historical fame by his son and successor, Rameses II., to whom many of his conquests
and much of his glory have been ascribed.
He was indeed a great conqueror, a skilful general, a brave and victorious warrior, and a
born leader of men. In the course of his wars he overran the whole land of Canaan, even
unto Lebanon; marching along the coast of Palestine, he overthrew and subjugated the
Hittites, the Amorites, the Philistines, the Phoenicians (including the cities of Tyre and
Sidon), and other equally familiar names. His arms were similarly successful in Assyria,
in Media, in Asia, and in the surrounding districts, where, amongst many others, the cities of Ephesus, Smyrna, and Sardis were compelled to submit themselves unto him, and
to his invincible bowmen, for, like the English at Crecy and Poictiers, his victories were
mainly due to the superior skin of his archers, and the great strength of the bows with
which they were armed.
In all this there was little sign either of God's care for His people, or of His vengeance
upon their oppressors; and, had there been onlooker of the time with knowledge of the
past and of the promises that had been made to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, God's
thoughts would indeed have seemed inscrutable, and His ways past finding out.
We who look back upon it from our point of vantage, in the experience of the many
centuries that have passed by since the days of this great Pharaoh, can see at once, that,
even in its prosperity Egypt was ripening for its doom, and that this mighty monarch and
his son were made the unconscious instruments by which providential preparation was
made in the chosen land for the chosen people.
It was in the height of the glory of Ring Sethos I. that Moses was born. It was through
Sethos that the "one drawn out " of the water gained his eternally famous name, for it was
Sethos who promulgated the infamous decree that
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"every son that is born ye shall cast into the river, and every daughter ye shall save alive."
It was in his court - that Moses spent his earlier years, and began to be "learned in all the
wisdom of the Egyptians," and it was his daughter's son that in after years Moses refused
to be called. - Sethos was succeeded by his son Rameses, or Ra-amses II., who reigned in
Egypt for no less than sixty-two years. In history he is commonly styled "Rameses the
Great," but his principal claim to greatness seems to have lain in the fact that he was his
father's son, his fame being little better than an historical fraud, as he traded upon his
father's reputation and his father's deeds much as the French ruler, whose course is still
within the recollection of middle-aged men, did upon the name and fame of a mighty and
malignant uncle.
Rameses, indeed, did follow in his father's footsteps of conquest over the Canaanitish
nations and the Asiatic citizens; but the victories which he vaunted so loudly at the
beginning of his reign were over people crushed and terrorized by his father's power.
He was certainly a great builder and constructor of public works, having actually cut a "
Suez Canal " of his own from the River Nile to the Gulf of Suez, employing forced labour
for all, much of it being supplied by the burdened Hebrew race; for Rameses did not
pursue the murderous policy of Sethos in the destruction of the male infants of Israel: he
suffered them to live and to grow, that they might become his slaves.
Many records and monuments of Rameses are now in the British Museum; there his
lineaments may be studied in more than one portrait statue, the calm and self-satisfiedfeatures of which give some index of his self-loving character. About the middle of
Rameses' reign, Moses being grown 1,
1

Ex.2:11.
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that is, being full forty years of age,1 and having received Divine intimation of the work
which he had been chosen to do (for it was " by faith he forsook Egypt "), he went out
unto his brethren, and looked upon their burdens with the result of which all have
knowledge. He knew that God meant to deliver his people; he knew that the deliverance
was to come through him; he did not know that it was not enough for him to see clearly
that there was a work to be done, and that he was the man to do it; but that it was equally
necessary for him to learn that God had a time at and a way in which alone His work
could be done.
Moses " slew the Egyptian and Pharaoh "sought to slay" him; but Moses successfully
evaded his wrath by rapid flight to the land of Midian (how different the issue might have
been had he had to do with Sethos instead of Rameses!), where he found safety in the
utter obscurity of his surroundings, and of those with whom he associated himself for
nearly forty years. He became as though he had not been, lost to sight, - to fame, and soon
to memory; but, more than this, it would seem that he gave up the hope of deliverance for
his people, and allowed his own calling to leadership in that deliverance to pass out of his
life, and it may be, out of his thoughts and of his heart.
But God's purpose remained without change and His power without limit, and as He had
before prepared the way for His people by strengthening Pharaoh and widening his
dominion, so after Moses' failure and flight, He still continued that preparation, but now
by the diminution of Pharaoh's strength and the shrinkage of the Egyptian Empire. Certain
it is that the remainder of Rameses' reign was darkened by misfortunes that grew deeper
and thicker as the end grew nearer. For a while, indeed, the home splendour was
maintained, but abroad, the conquests of the great Sethos slipped one by one from
Rameses' grasp.
1
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Assyria increased in power, and began afresh to gather together the might that was
afterwards to make Egypt reel. Province after province went, including the PENINSULA
OF SINAI which was yet to be the theatre of such stupendous events, and from which,
therefore, Pharaoh and his Egyptians were, in anticipation, expelled.
" In process of time the king of Egypt died," so says the sacred historian of this the most
hitter and persistent of all the oppressors of the sons of Israel, and adds Baron Bunsen, "
of the condition in which he left his kingdom, the monuments, traditions and events of
world-historical importance furnish us the picture in all its revolting deformity."
" Some great calamity " fell upon him and upon the land; his tomb was left unfinished
and his monumental records end abruptly; his body was, indeed, embalmed and coffined,
but only to suffer what would to him have appeared an intolerable indignity, for his
mummified remains were unwound by learned hands and exposed to the gaze of curious
eyes in the Museum of Ghizeh in Cairo, not many months ago.
Rameses was succeeded on the throne of the Pharaohs by his son Menophthes, or
Amenophat, who was as much inferior in mental power to his father as that father was to
the great Sethos.
Menophthes was a hopeless, worthless character, weak, fanatical, and obstinate to a
degree, a tool of the priests and of the magicians who surrounded him, and willing in his
blindness and folly to face, at their bidding, the " woe " that is " unto him that striveth
with his Maker,-' for he was almost beyond doubt the PHARAOH OF THE EXODUS
Some five or six years of his reign had passed by when the long-lost, all-forgotten Moses
walked one morning into the court of the palace in Memphis, where Menophthes sat, in
accordance with the custom of the Pharaohs, to receive petitions and to hear causes.
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The aged and yet stalwart and vigorous form had no familiarity to him; Moses' face was
that of a stranger, and surely stranger words had never reached Pharaoh's ear than those
that slowly and yet authoritatively came from that old man's lips: "Thus saith JEHOVAH
the God of Israel, Let My people go, that they may hold a feast unto Me in the wilderness
The answer to that demand and the events which immediately followed it need not be
enlarged upon here.
At length the long-suffering of the God of the Hebrews was exhausted and His pent-up
judgments were allowed to break forth in His might to do the vengeance which belongeth
unto Him.
Stroke followed stroke, plague trod upon the heels of plague, until at last the mutterings
of rebellious discontent were heard even in the king's palace and amongst those who were
nearest to the royal person. "Knowest thou not yet that Egypt is destroyed?" said
Pharaoh's own courtiers and servants; and once again he began to temporize and to offer
terms of compromise, only to have them again rejected by Moses, who it is clear was now
as much feared as hated by him.
The measure was filled up, Moses went out from him in great anger, and the momentous
night of THE EXODUS drew on, and when the fourteenth day of the month (that
henceforth was to be reckoned as the first to the chosen people) was reached, " there was a
great cry in Egypt," the judgment was unto death, and the vanquished Pharaoh said, "Rise
up and get you gone. Go serve JEHOVAH as ye hare said;" they went, they began their
GOING OUT and " Egypt was glad when they departed: for the fear of them fell upon
them." 1
To quote again the distinguished historian Bunsen, "The Exodus is an historical fact,
which occurred in an historical
l
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age and was governed by notorious great events and circumstances of great importance to
general history."
Pharaoh's obstinacy and rebellion and sin quickly reasserted their influence over him. He
hardly expected Moses to take him at his
word; and when he was told that 1 "the people had fled," he gathered together in great
haste his guards, his chariots, and such of his regiments as were near at hand, and pursued
and overtook the fugitives at their halting-place by the Red Sea.
A cloud that was to the Egyptians as the blackness of a great darkness stopped their
progress that night, and prevented their seeing the wonder that had been wrought 1 in the
"tongue" 2 of the Red Sea until the whole of the people of Israel were far advanced in their
passage through " the midst of the sea."
Then the movement of the cloud revealed to the watchmen of the Egyptian host
something of that which had taken place, and at Pharaoh's command the warriors whom
he had brought with him, and who doubtless had stood to their arms all night, dashed
forward in the darkness (it was not yet three o'clock 3 in the morning of a day towards the
end of March) in hot pursuit.
Probably in that darkness few, if any, noticed that, though Pharaoh's horse marched
onward in trained and stately dignity his chariot was, except for its driver, empty!
It is a matter of almost general acceptance that the Pharaoh of the Exodus was himself
destroyed in the catastrophe that befell his host on that momentous spring morning, but it
is difficult to find even a slender basis for the fabric of this tradition. The Scriptural
account in the most marked manner omits mention of Pharaoh's own person,4
1
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Now the way by which the Suez Canal is approached from the south.
3
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There is no inconsistency between this and the statement of Ps.136:15. The " overthrow"
or " shaking-off" of Pharaoh did not involve his death. Wellington overthrew Napoleon in
the fields of Waterloo, but though the overthrow was final Napoleon lived on after it.
2
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when again and again it declares the complete destruction of his chariots, his horsemen,
all his host, and his chosen captains; and in the winding up of the narrative most
significantly records the fact that "the horse of Pharaoh went in with his chariots and with
his horsemen into the sea." 1 And when the question is asked, " Why the horse of
Pharaoh? " " Why not Pharaoh? " the only possible answer is that Pharaoh was not there,
that to him discretion was always the better part of valour, and that he regarded his own
person as too sacred and his life too precious to be adventured in that perilous journey.
This exactly accords with the character of Menophthes, is in keeping with the historical
records, and, still further, is altogether in keeping with the result of the far mightier
working of the great God who showed in the divided sign 2 of that which had been done
by His Christ in the death upon the Cross: what the substance was of the great deliverance
of men and of the overthrow of their enemy's power, which was foreshadowed by the
BLOOD of the Lamb, which sheltered from death in Egypt, and by the WATER of the
Red Sea, which for ever freed the people from their oppressor by effectually breaking his
power.
It is not difficult to discern in that solitary and impotent monarch, who, stricken with a
great fear and yet maddened by a bitter hate, beheld the escape of his would-be victims
and the destruction of his most choice hosts, a type and a figure of the dread enemy of
God and man as he stood when he realized what Jesus Christ through the Cross had done,
and knew, with a knowledge perfect in its bitterness,
1
2
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"that through death " He had indeed rendered powerless (for such is the word used) " him
that had the power of death-that is, the Devil; " 1 and the suggestion may be made, apart
from all irreverent
speculation, that in the message sent to Pharaoh while he was yet hardening his heart
against his Maker, 2 "In very deed for this I raised thee up, for to show in thee My power,"
is hint towards the partial solution of the dark mystery of Satan's existence.
With the Exodus of Israel the power and renown of Egypt passed away for centuries.
Watchful foes on her boundaries (including some of their old enemies, the Hyksos tribes)
speedily heard of the blow that had fallen and of the helpless state of Pharaoh and his
people, and at once invaded the land in force.
There was no power to withstand them. Menophthes fled, his principal seer, or magician,
committed suicide, 3 and those who had so long and so fiercely oppressed the people of
God tasted the bitterness of fierce oppression themselves, for Lower Egypt and the
Egyptians were down-trodden for years.
Pharaoh dragged on a miserable existence, himself, a stranger in a strange land, an exile
in Ethiopia, once a province of his father's empire; and though, after some seven years,
there was again a rallying of the national spirit, and, led by a young prince, probably his
son, a recovery of the monarchy, he died as he had lived-wretched and contemptible, a
very personification of the fool who says in his heart, " There is no God."
W. H. HUNTER
1
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THE HOUSE OF GOD FORSAKEN.
WHAT a glorious sight that was, which filled the vision of the many thousands of
gathered Israel, when the tabernacle, completed according to the pattern shown in the
mount, and as God had commanded Moses (Ex.39,40), Jehovah covered that tent with a
cloud, and filled that tabernacle with His glory (Ex.40:34). Moses had " finished the
work" (ver. 33), and as each part came under review, its materials, its shape, its size, and
its position, all was seen to be according to divine direction. Moses had been faithful in all
His house as a servant, and Jehovah who had in grace said, " Let them make Me a
sanctuary, that I may dwell among them " (Ex.25:8), now in fulfilment of that promise
came, and filling the place with His presence, witnessed to the faithfulness of His servant
and to the people that He was in the midst to dwell with, and to direct them from off the
mercy-seat, and from between the cherubim of Glory. Israel had prepared Him an
habitation, and God had come to occupy it. But who among that great host could have
imagined there would come a sad day in Israel's history, when that tent would be forsaken
of Him whose glory then filled it, and that His glory would be delivered into the enemy's
hand? and yet so it was, as 1 Sam.4 graphically describes. Israel smitten before their
enemies send for the ark, " the elders" propose fetching it, and the people fall in with the
suggestion at once, and the ark is brought, and their confidence in It is apparent by the
great shout which made the earth ring again, but they had It and not God, and It could not
save them. The battle is lost, the ark taken, the priests slain, Eli's neck broken, the enemy
triumphant: a dark cloud of judgment had burst over Israel, a day of calamity indeed had
come, a calamity to be remembered and emphasized for many a long day by the name
given on that
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occasion by the wife of Phinehas, with her dying breath to her newborn son (the child of
that dark day of sorrow) "Ichabod," i.e., there is no glory, for she said, " The glory is
departed from Israel" because the ark of God was taken But what had led up to this defeat,
and what had induced God to forsake the tabernacle of Shiloh? An explanation is given in
the historical records of 1 Sam.2,3, and the psalm of Asaph, giving instruction. Priests and
elders had gone wrong, and the people had followed. " They tempted and provoked the
most High, and kept not His testimonies But turned back, and dealt unfaithfully like their
fathers," etc. (Ps.l28:56-61.) They had forsaken God, and God now had forsaken them.
Again the house of God stood, not now in Shiloh, but in the Mount Zion which He loved;
no longer a tent speaking of pilgrimage, but a substantial building of great and costly
stones, of precious metals, and timber, for the kingdom had become established, and the
magnificent temple, with its untold wealth and splendour, marked the grandeur of that
kingdom, even as it was the glory of it. Solomon had " prosperously effected " (2
Chron.7:11) all that had come into his heart to make in the house of the Lord, and " great
and wonderful" (2 Chron.2:9) indeed was the dwelling place he had made for Jehovah;
and yet, not alone in its stones and timber, its gold and carvings, did that house express its
greatness. The great God (2 Chron.2:5) had come, as the Levite singers and priestly
trumpeters with unjarring notes united in praise and thanksgiving and come to fin that
house with His cloud and His glory, and yet again a second time in response to Solomon's
prayer (2 Chron.7:1) to fin the house with His glory and bow the hearts of His people
before Him in worship and confession of His goodness and mercy. Like the tabernacle
which preceded it, this house had its
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history, a history bound up with Judah's kings, and distinguishing them according to their
treatment of God 's 1- house attaching everlasting honour to those who, like Hezekiah,
cared for it, and covering with unending shame those who, such as Ahaz, suffered that
house to be robbed, defiled, shut up and darkened. Its chequered history closed with the
reign of Zedekiah, and 2 Chronicles, the book which at its beginning describes the
magnificence of the house, at its end narrates the ruin, while again to Asaph is left the
mournful lamentation, " O God, the heathen are come into Thine inheritance; Thy holy
temple have they defiled " (Ps.79:1). But heathen spoilers of that temple, like Philistine
captors of the ark, were but instruments by whom God was punishing His people for their
sins. King, priests, people, all had turned aside, transgressing very much, polluting the
house, mocking God's messengers, despising His words, misusing His prophets until the
wrath of God arose against His people, and there was no remedy; and again, in fulfilment
of 2 Chron.7:19-22, the people learned as in days of Israel's loss of Ark from Shiloh, to
forsake God was to be forsaken by Him.
Once more, a building is in progress, not by a nation moved with hearty willingness,
giving its varied gifts for a tabernacle, nor a powerful king with a united people, out of a
vast store of indescribable wealth, and the added energies of 153,000 strangers erecting
the temple; but a remnant out of Babylon, some 50,000 only, returning to Jerusalem with
some of the recovered treasure which for seventy years had lain in the house of Babylon's
gods, once more to build a house and reinstate those vessels which belonged to it, and
again to worship God according to that which was written. Weak indeed were those
builders and many were their adversaries; totally different were the circumstances amid
which they toiled to those in which
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the first and second dwelling places of Jehovah were built, but " I am with you, saith the
Lord of Hosts... My spirit remaineth among you " (Hag.2) cheered them on and
emboldened them to build. Joshua and Zerubbabel are strengthened by that promise, and
that presence, and the house is built and the people rejoice (Ezra 6); but no cloud appears
as in tabernacle days and time of first temple, no glory filling the house before which the
priests retire unable longer to minister, and a nation bowed in worship, no, Israel is still "
Lo-amm1:" The nation had not yet recovered from its downfall, and the glory which had
left them (Ezek10.) had not yet returned, and yet the latter glory of the house was to
exceed the former, for the promise had gone forth, "I will fin this house with glory, saith
the Lord of Hosts " (Hag.2), and the latter glory of this house shall be greater than the
former Years rolled on, and the promise remained unfulfilled The builders of the temple
had
passed away, and their descendants had become a people in whom God could find no
pleasure (Mal.1:10). Selfishness, formalism, and hypocrisy were their characteristics, and
sinking yet lower the remnant had almost, if not quite, reached a parallel to the closing
days of the nation and kingdom which had preceded it in disobedience and ruin, when lo,
the due time arrived for the coming of the promised seed (Gen.3:15; Gal.3:16), and God's
Son, the Son of the bosom (Jn 1:18) is found in helpless infant form laid in a manger.
Marvellous grace! Mightiest condescension! The event of all the previous ages heralded
by angelic choirs and lowly shepherds, Israel's King had come. The eight days and the
three and thirty have passed (Lev.12), and Simeon is in the temple, the moment of
fulfilled promise had come for him (Lk.2:26), and the greater glory of the house (Hag.2).
The people know it not, they have no visible cloud on which to look, no
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trumpet sounds or vocal strains announce the advent, but God had come in infant form,
and His glory was in the temple. Simeon's arms are permitted-to hold him, and he and
Anna take the place of the Levite, and priestly trumpeters of Solomon's days, and join in
thanksgiving to God. Again, again, and again, that temple knew His presence: " The
Babe," " The Child Jesus," " The only begotten of the Father," full of grace and truth, and
in His Father's house with zeal to cleanse, or grace to heal, or diligence to teach
(Matt.21:12,14; Matt.26:55), His Father's business is done. Few there were indeed who
could say, " We beheld His glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of
grace and truth." The rest were blinded, a generation of vipers wicked and adulterous,
excelling the rebellion of their fathers in the rejection of Jehovah's message, guiltier than
they, in that they refuse it from the lips of the Son, and by persistent unbelief and hardness
of heart, force from them Him who would have gathered them, and are left with a desolate
house (Matt.23:38). The glory had come and had passed away. A thrice repeated glory
(Ex.40; 2 Chron.5; Hag.2), leaving the people in a thrice repeated guilt. Nation, Kingdom,
Remnant, each had told, and with increasing fulness, to forsake God is to be forsaken.
" Grace reigns " and reigns through righteousness; the Cross with its eternal results
declares that, though Israel be guilty of the murder of their King, His act of offering
Himself without spot to God secures the everlasting blessing of the sinner who now
accepts the testimony of God concerning Him and the national salvation of Israel in a
coming day; but the casting off of Israel, result of their refusing Him, and the setting aside
of the earthly temple has introduced a new order of thing entirely, in which it is said, "
God dwelleth not in temples made with hands " (Acts 17:24).
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It was as looking forward to this that the Lord Jesus, as Son of the Living God, declared,
"I WILL BUILD MY CHURCH" (Matt.16:18); which building is being accomplished;
being accomplished, for it has been going on through the whole of this dispensation, is
still in progress, and will go on unto the day of the coming of the Lord. Solomon took
seven years to build his temple; forty-six years (said the Jews) was the temple of the
Christ's earthly day in building, but the building that is now progressing towards
completion has occupied already more than eighteen centuries, and yet is incomplete.
How soon the last stone shall be added, who can tell? and then, made ready by infinite
wisdom, and the exceeding greatness of His power, according to the plans of eternal
purpose and grace, the church, God's holy building, shall receive and retain everlastingly
the glory of God. The divine presence shall fin and fin for ever, and the history of that
building shall fully demonstrate that, " Where sin abounded, grace did much more
abound."
But beside this the High and Lofty One that inhabiteth eternity, whose name is holy, and
who dwells in the high and holy place, deigns also to dwell with him who is of a contrite
and humble spirit
(Isa.l7:15). The bodies of His people are now temple of Holy Spirit, in hearts of which
temples, as from inner sanctuary, Christ is sanctified as Lord (1 Pet.3:15 RV), would
assert His gracious rule, and control according to the good, and acceptable, and perfect
will of God (Rom.12), the varied services thereof. But not alone as units is this so. There
is a being gathered to the Name of the absent Lord Jesus Christ (Matt.18:20), and such
gathered ones called out from the world are named " Church of God " (1 Cor.1:2). A
number of saved ones, few or many, gathered by God are owned of God, " His building "
(1 Cor.3), according to divine pattern and workmanship, though through the
instrumentality of human labourers (1 Cor.3:9). It is of such God speaks in further
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description, "Know ye not that ye are temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth
in you?" (1 Cor.3:16 RV); and again, " We are temple of the living God, even as God
said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them, and I will be their God, and they shall be My
people " (2 Cor.6:16 RV).
A manifestation of God's present temple then, is to be found wherever any are truly
gathered to the Name, and such and such alone are by Him constituted "Church of God,"
Temple of God," and as such indwelt by God the Holy Spirit; and because God is there in
the midst, holiness is demanded, for holiness becometh God's house for ever (Ps.93:5; 2
Cor.6:17; 2 Cor.7:1). Therefore all filthiness of flesh and spirit must be put away; and
here too, as in temple days of long ago, song has its place and prayer and word of teaching
(1 Cor.15). Song and prayer and teaching to be as truly dominated by divine will as in the
past, for God Himself by His own word makes known what is " the law of the house "
(Ezek.43:12) in which He dwells.
The turning away from that law and Him who gave it we have seen to be the reason of
Israel's repeated rejection by God. And is not this solemn warning for ourselves? As in the
past, so now, the dwelling place which God has owned can be rejected, nay, will be, if
that which alone distinguishes it from mere religious associations be forsaken, viz., God 's
revealed will.
"Thou didst leave Thy first love. Remember therefore from whence thou art fallen, and
repent, and do THE first works, or else I come to thee, and will move thy candlestick out
of its place." " I am about to spew thee out of My mouth " (Rev.2:5; Rev.3:16 RV). Such
are the solemn utterances of the One in the midst, and they tell us that we too if woe
forsake Him must be forsaken.
May God give His people the open ear to hear His call to repentance where that call is
needed, and hearts to respond thereto.
CHARLES MORTON.
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THE CHURCH IN EPHESUS
WHEN Paul first assayed to go to Asia he was forbidden by the Holy Spirit to preach the
word there l and was sent instead to Macedonia; having laboured there in the cities of
Philippi, Thessalonica and Berea, he went to Athens, the chief city of Attica, and thence
to Corinth, the capital of Achaia. After spending some eighteen months with Silas and
Timothy in work in this place, Paul sailed for Jerusalem with Priscilla and Aquila.2 On the
way the vessel touched at Ephesus, and Paul went into the synagogue, and reasoned with
the Jews there. They begged him to tarry a while, but he refused, promising, however, to
return shortly if God willed it so. 3 He then set sail, and landing at Caesarea, 4 he went up
to Jerusalem, and thence went down to Antioch.
Meanwhile, Aquila and Priscilla, whom he had left at Ephesus, met with an interesting
experience. There was a certain Alexandrian Jew, named Apollos, who was on the one
hand mighty in his knowledge of the writings known to us as the Old Testament, which
were almost the only Scriptures then in existence, and had, moreover, been instructed by
word of mouth in the way of the Lord, as far as that was taught by John the Baptist. That
which he knew, he, being fervent in spirit, also taught; indeed he boldly spake in the
synagogue the things concerning Jesus,
1

Acts 16:6.
Acts 18:18. Timothy is not mentioned again till we find him with Paul at Ephesus (Acts
xix. 22).
3
Acts 18:20. The reason given in the Authorized Version, " I must by all means keep this
feast that cometh in Jerusalem," is omitted in the RV It is no part of the inspired Word of
God at all,
4
Acts 18:22. Caesarea was a seaside place which served as port for Jerusalem (see Acts
is. 30). It must not be confounded with the Caesarea Philippi of Matt.16.
2
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knowing only the immersion of John. After this had gone on for some little time, Aquila
and Priscilla heard him, and securing an opportunity, they told him of that farther
development of God's purposes which they had already been taught through Paul.
Apollos, learning these things, and being not a little interested by their account of the
work of God in Corinth, has his heart stirred up to go thither, and in Achaia to speak for
the One whom he now the better knows as his Lord and God's Christ. How much blessing
attended his visit we cannot now consider. 1
Paul having left Antioch and gone through Galatia and Phrygia, is at last granted what
had clearly long been the desire of his heart-to preach Christ in this great heathen centre.
He comes to Ephesus, and first he finds twelve men (with perhaps some women), whom it
seems impossible to doubt were the fruit of the work of Apollos. These disciples, who had
already been immersed into John's immersion, are now immersed into the name of the
Lord Jesus, and receive the Holy Spirit with special manifestation of His power, for they
spake with tongues and prophesied.2
Paul then goes into the synagogue as Apollos had done before, and speaks boldly,
reasoning and persuading the things concerning the kingdom of God. But some after a
time were hardened; they refused to be persuaded, and on the contrary spoke evil
concerning the Way before the multitude. That is, they said that the One Way which God
was setting forth as the way in which men should walk was a bad way. 3
So after three months' work in the synagogue, Paul departed from them himself and
separated the disciples, that is, those willing to walk in the Way were separated from
those that opposed themselves. Paul now commenced meetings in the school of Tyrannus,
where he was daily
1

Acts 18:24-28.
Acts 19:1-7.
3
Acts 19:8,9.
2
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ministering the word of the Lord, listening to the difficulties which his hearers expressed
in understanding or accepting his teaching, and replying to their comments. 1 Not only
publicly here, but also privately from house to house, he was daily testifying both to Jews
and Greeks the repentance which is toward God, and faith toward the Lord Jesus Christ. 2
During Paul's two years' ministry in the school of Tyrannus in Ephesus, the word of the
Lord became heard throughout the whole of Asia, 3 and God confirmed the word with
signs following; indeed with no ordinary miracles, for handkerchiefs and aprons were
taken from Paul's person to the sick, from whom the diseases were thus removed or the
evil spirits driven out.4
Nothing is more clear in the nineteenth chapter of the Acts than that the church in
Ephesus grew rapidly to very considerable numbers at this time. The account given of the
strolling exorcists (of whom modern spiritualists are the lineal descendants) is very
instructive. Their imitation was itself an attestation of the reality of that which they
imitated, and their utter discomfiture only spread the knowledge of the truth, and led to
further exaltation of the name which they took in vain.5
The expression, " after these things were ended,"6 seems to point to the conclusion of
Paul's ministry in Tyrannus' schoolroom. Supposing that he went into the synagogue
quickly after his arrival, the three months there and the two years in Tyrannus'
schoolroom makes up two and a
1

This seems to be the meaning of the word which the Revisers translate reasoning in this
place; in some places they render it discoursing The following are all the places where the
word occurs in the New Testament: Mk.9:34; Acts 17:2,17; Acts 18:4,19; Acts 19:8,9;
Acts 20:7,9; Acts 24:12,25; Heb.12:5; Jude 1:9.
2
Acts xx. 20, 21.
3
The Asia of the New Testament is a province on the west coast of the peninsula now
known as Asia Minor.
4
Acts 19:12.
5
Acts 19:13-17.
6
Acts 19:21.
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quarter years only out of the three years (about) that he was in Ephesus, 1 leaving some
nine months further to account for. Now when Paul writes his first letter to the assembly
of God in Corinth, he says, 2 "I will tarry at Ephesus till Pentecost, for a great door and
effectual is opened unto me, and there are many adversaries; now if Timothy come," etc.
Surely, then, this was written at about the time when, as Luke tells US, 3 he sent into
Macedonia 4 Timothy, but himself stayed in Asia for a season. Then again, he writes, 5
"the churches of Asia salute you. Aquila and Prisca salute you much in the Lord, with the
church that is at their house. All the brethren salute you." It is easy anyhow to understand
a general salutation from the various churches in Asia, a special salutation from the
leading brethren with Paul, and again a very special salutation from the brother and sister
who had been co-workers of Paul in his work in Corinth itself. 6 But why a special
salutation from the church that was at their house? Is it not highly probable that Paul had
removed to the quarter of Ephesus where their house was, was making it his centre of
operation, and perhaps lodging with them during the remaining six or nine months of his
stay in Ephesus? With this would fitly agree his allusion cited above to a recently opened
door, for the purpose of availing himself of which he purposed tarrying at Ephesus till
Pentecost.7
A while longer, then, Paul stayed, and then there arose a great stir concerning the Way.
The details of this are so well known, that it is the less necessary to dwell on it here. After
the uproar Paul takes leave of the disciples and departs for Macedonia. 8 This was the only
time that he left
1

Acts 20:31.
1 Cor.16:8-10.
3
Acts 19:22.
4
He was sent into Macedonia whether he would reach Achaia was more doubtful.
5
1 Cor.16:19, 20.
6
Acts 18:2-4.
7
1 Cor.16:8,9
8
Acts 20:1.
2
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Ephesus for Macedonia, and therefore must be the time to which he alludes in his first
letter to Timothy, l "as I exhorted thee to tarry at Ephesus, when I was going into
Macedonia." This shows that Timothy had returned from Macedonia (and from Achaia, if
he had been there), ere Paul left Ephesus, and he remains a while at Ephesus because of
certain men whom he was to charge not to teach different doctrine, neither to give heed to
fables and endless genealogies.
When Paul left Ephesus he went into Macedonia, and gave much exhortation in those
parts, ere he went into Greece.2 In writing to Corinth his second letter to the church in that
city and to all the saints in the province of Achaia he clearly indicates that he was on his
way to them, and not from them.3 In brief, the second letter to Corinth was unquestionably
written from Macedonia before he went into Greece (in which country Achaia is), and not
after he returned therefrom. Seeing, then, that Timothy's name is conjoined with him in
the salutation that opens the letter, it would seem to follow that Timothy had already left
Ephesus and joined him in Macedonia.
When Paul had been in Achaia a little while, a plot was laid against him by the Jews, as
he was about to sail from Corinth for Jerusalem; he avoids his adversaries by returning to
Macedonia, and crossing over from Philippi to Troas. Timothy and others sailed first, and
Paul followed after the days of unleavened bread, in company with Luke, the beloved
physician, whose tender care was doubtless becoming increasingly necessary. 4
Sailing for Jerusalem, Paul's anxiety to reach it in haste induced him not to stop in Asia,
but, landing at Miletus,
1

1 Tim.1:3. The Revised Version conveys the best sense. Timothy was to TARRY at
Ephesus.
2
Acts 20:2.
3
2 Cor.9:2,4; 2 Cor.12:14.
4
Acts 20:1-5.
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he sent for the elders of the church in Ephesus to give them the well known words of
exhortation and warning recorded in Acts 20:18-30. At this we can only very briefly
glance here, but we notice a twofold danger to which the little flock would be exposed.
The men here addressed by Paul had been made overseers (that is, shepherds) by the Holy
Spirit, 1 and not the least of their duties was to guard and protect the flock from outside
dangers as Paul himself had already done; yet he forewarned them that grievous wolves
were about to enter in. Another duty of first-rate importance was to be ensamples of the
flock, yet of their own selves there were about to arise men speaking perverse things, and
drawing away the disciples after themselves. The danger, then, was double: a danger of
wrong ones being allowed to come in and make havock of the flock; and a danger of
leaders within first turning from the Faith themselves, and then entangling many others in
their snare. With the solemn warnings of this chapter closes the history of the church in
Ephesus as far as God has given it to us through Luke in the Acts of the Apostles.
(To be continued.)
Other Lands.
CENTRAL AFRICA.
LETTER FROM MR. C. A. SWAN
GARENGANZI COUNTRY, April 12th, 1890. Dear Mr. Boswell,On the arrival of our letters in October last (the only letters we have received since our
departure from Bihe), I was glad to find one from you dated March 14th, 1889. Since
October we have had
1

Paul and other apostles appointed elders, that is, pointed to them with the hand (the
word mistranslated ordain in Acts 14:23 AV/KJV), but only as the Holy Spirit made them
overseers.
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only one opportunity of forwarding letters; and having so many to reply to I was
compelled to allow some to stand over, and yours among the rest. When another
opportunity will offer itself of communicating with the civilized world is hard to say; but
this morning being very wet, and consequently no natives coming about, I take advantage
of the few quiet moments to write you a few lines, that they may be ready to forward as
soon as the next west coast traders leave.
Your letter is full of interest, containing as it does so much information of the Lord's
work and people. The papers, Needed Truth, etc., which you say you forward, have not
yet come to hand, and I suppose we need not expect them now until the arrival of bro.
Arnot.
We know nothing of the whereabouts or movements of bro. A. and those with him,
except vague reports which reach us from time to time from native traders. A native
arrived a few days ago, and he tells us that when four days to the west of the Lualaba
River he met a Bihean who had six boxes for us, forwarded by bro. A., who is now in
Bihe. This Bihean, instead of coming on direct, has gone down the Lualaba to trade away
his own goods for slaves, after which, he says, he will take the white men's goods to the
Garenganz1: The reason he gives for not coming here to trade is that the chief keeps them
waiting in his country too long. Should these boxes arrive all right they will no doubt
contain home letters, and we may soon have the great joy of again hearing from loved
ones and the Lord's work and workers in various parts of the world.
Bro. Arnot's reception at home was a hearty one indeed, but in the midst of so much
popularity I tremble for ourselves and the work which we came to do-for ourselves lest
we fall from our own steadfastness, and for the work lest it ceases to be carried on
according to the simple principles laid down in the Word. My experience has been that
when things are against me I can walk humbly with my God; but when things are going
smoothly along and people begin to pat one on the back I begin to fancy I am somebody,
and this wicked heart of mine would fain believe it. Under opposition I feel like a man
rowing against the stream, who contentedly settles down and determines to do his best;
under brethren's praises I am or feel more like a man who was rowing against the stream,
but who has now turned his boat round and is going along at a wonderful speed without
pulling even; but it is a dangerous speed, for he does not know the moment he will be
dashed against a rock. God keep us humble!
It will indeed, as you say, be a great mercy if bro. Arnot escapes uninjured from all the
lionizing which he has met with in England. Oh to be more like our dear Lord, who was
neither lifted up when men praised Him nor cast down when they condemned Him. At
one time we see Him surrounded by those whose mouths are filled with His
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praises (Matt.21:1-16); at another by those who angrily clamour for His life (Matt.27:1925). Man changes, man's thoughts of Him change, but " He changes not," He is always the
" meek and lowly Jesus." May we by grace be like Him!
Both bro. Faulknor and I desire through you to heartily thank the saints for- the practical
fellowship they have shown with us in our feeble attempt to give the African the gospel.
Bro. F. has been sick most of the time he has been here, so as yet there has not been much
aggressive work among the people. The school children are doing well, some of them
reading portions of the Word which God has enabled me to translate We hold school
every day, a meeting for singing and prayer every night, and each Lord's day I make a
special effort to reach their hearts. Occasional meetings are held for the Ovimbundu
traders, and we have many opportunities for conversation with the natives. I am now able
to preach in two African languages - Umbundu and Luba-for which I am deeply thankful.
When bro. Arnot was here, he confined his efforts principally to the Yeke language (the
Vayeke are the conquerors of this country), and I thought I had better study the Luba (the
Luba people are slaves: have been caught and brought here by Muside's raiding parties,
and are very numerous), so as to reach as many as possible. I can also understand nearly
all that is said in the Yeke dialect, and can converse in it to some extent. When bro. A. left
we had only something like 160 Luba words; I have managed to bring them up to about
1000, which really represent more than twice that number in English. I have also written
out many observations on the grammatical construction of the language, all of which I
trust will prove useful, and make it easier for new-comers to acquire it. Much of my time
has also been taken up in building, etc., but this is all preparing the way for the newcomers to enter at once upon what one may term spiritual work.
May the Lord keep you faithful and fin your heart with His own peace and joy in the
midst of the much there is to distract in home lands.
With cordial love to all inquiring friends, believe me to be
Very sincerely yours in the Lord Jesus,
CHARLES A. SWAN.
P.S.-You will no doubt have heard that bro. Faulknor has decided to return to Canada.
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THE MUTUAL RELATIONSHIP OF ASSEMBLIES
How many earnest and even impassioned words of exhortation as to the necessity for
decision and the peril that lies in vacillation and delay are heard in this our day from
gospel platforms and from the lips of gospel preachers; and the truth of the words cannot
be gainsaid nor can the need for the exhortation be questioned.
Yet-such is the constitution of the human mind-strange though it seems, it will often be
found that many of those who are most
definite in their minds, and most ardent in their efforts to lead others to decision where
the gospel message is to the front, are themselves in the most painful state of indecision as
to other matters within the limits of the kingdom of God.
Among younger ones this state of indecision is lamentable; it arrests growth, hinders
usefulness, and often leads to backsliding of heart; but when it is found in those who
being older in the Faith and in the Way, are regarded as " leading men among the
brethren," it is simply disastrous in its results, ending in the confusion of the saints, the
glorying of the adversary, and the quenching of the power of the Spirit of God.
Indecision is sometimes characteristic is part of the very nature of those who exhibit it.
When of this sort it is well-nigh without hope of remedy; at any rate we have nothing to
say about it here.
But there is another kind of indecision; that which has its root in vagueness of
conception, which is satisfied with empty phrases and with generalities; which rests in a
misty, foggy manner of mind such that those afflicted by it can indeed see-they are not
blind, but, like the poor soul in the
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Gospel according to Mark, they "see men as trees walking."
This may be the result of ignorance or of inattention, may be due to lack of opportunity
for acquiring information or to failure to make use of opportunities given, and in
connection with it we are reminded of the dictum of one of the writers of " Lux Mundi,"
that " religious haziness is generally, if not always the outcome of moral laziness," as to
which we may humbly say that in it there appears to be much truth.
But whatever it be to which this indecision is due, it may be remedied, it may be
overcome; a laying hold of the offered help of the Spirit of God, a bracing up of the mind
through that help, an earnest search after clear, definite and distinct truth, will cause it to
fly as the fog and cloud which sometimes shroud the morning hours of a great city in
darkness and deep gloom fly before the gathering noontide strength of a spring day's sun.
A former Lord Chancellor of England, whose observations were sometimes more
remarkable for pungency than charity, once crushed some unfortunate persons who had
wearied him sorely by the indecision they had displayed in a case which he heard, by
commencing his judgment with the words, "These gentlemen have made up what they
are pleased to call their minds"; and the sarcasm contained a lesson which is not without
value, and which may come to us by way of warning, and embolden us to plead for the
making up of the minds of men of God with regard to controverted matters in things of
God, and to this end to press for something of definiteness of thought about and
conception of these things, so that we may know what we believe and why we believe it,
and what we reject and why we reject it.
The perusal of certain articles of recent publication will plainly show the necessity for
this.
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Their obvious (though undeclared) design and purpose are the refuting of arguments that
have been advanced from the Scriptures in these pages as to the churches and to the
church, and the checking of the efforts of those who, recognising the force of such
arguments, have sought feebly to give some expression and effect to them.
With such design and purpose in the view of writers of great sincerity and much good
intention, it cannot but be instructive for any who are in honest doubt, and yet are capable
of discernment between right and wrong ecclesiastically considered, to ponder over the
line taken.
In former issues of this magazine it has been urged by one writer and another, and with
plainness of speech, that in ancient times (a) the church in any city or town was one, was a
unity, even though those who were of its number did, for convenience' sake, use many
meeting places, and (b) that such churches, though planted in different parts of provinces,
or groups of provinces, of the Roman Empire, were linked together in fellowship and into
a unity, larger and less apparent indeed than that in the city, but none the less defined and
real.
Further, it has been contended that, as when the assembly in the city was made up of
many different companies its unity was maintained by the unity of its guidance and of its
oversight, so the unity of many assemblies as one assembly in a province or district was
maintained by " an order of representation," that is to say, still by the unity of guidance
and of oversight.
To support this the testimony of many scriptures was adduced, for which consideration
was entreated, and concerning which it was claimed that either the testimony should be
accepted as bearing upon the points at issue or godly reason given for its rejection.
If the result were to be gauged by the articles to which we have alluded, then indeed
would the prospect be hopeless,
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for though they contain much that can be accepted and commended, and give expression
to certain admissions that are even valuable at this juncture, yet there is also much in them
that is misleading; and at the best their uncertainty of tone, their indefiniteness of
expression, their vagueness of declaration, manifest but too plainly the vacillation that
must paralyse the judgment of those in whom the heart is in conflict with the head, whose
wishes and desires rebel against their reason and understanding.
It may be permitted to us to express our sense of disappointment at these articles, and to
make some brief observation on some of the assertions made in them.
First as to their admissions, it appears to be granted that no witness can be found which
can damage the contention as to the unity of the assembly in the city; indeed, Jerusalem is
instanced as one positive example of such unity amongst many thousands who did not
meet (or, with characteristic vagueness ' e can hardly suppose they met ") habitually in
any one place.
Again Ephesus is cited, and with more boldness of speech, for it is granted that the elders
of the church in that city for whom Paul sent from Miletus, "unquestionably
REPRESENTED different local assemblies."
These are important admissions and deserve the consideration of those who accept the
guidance of the writers thereof, for some of these, through lack of knowledge, deny the
things thus granted.
Next as to objections raised. Many of the proofs which were quoted are (perhaps
necessarily) ignored by such critics as have yet appeared, but in these articles reference is
made to two or three points to which attention was directed in these pages. Such as (l ) "
The church throughout all Judaea and Galilee, and Samaria "; l (2) " the churches of
Galatia "; 2
1
2

Acts.9:31 RV
Gal.1:2.
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and (3) the " flock " 1 of the great district covered by the First Epistle of Peter.
As to (1) we urged that as the word " church " in the singular (not churches) was
employed to describe a unity (now acknowledged to have existed) in the city of
Jerusalem, composed of many persons habitually meeting at many places, so its
employment to describe a still larger number of persons meeting at a greater number of
places in the district of which Jerusalem was the centre and the capital shows plainly that
a unity was maintained in that district as well as in that city, and we suggested that as the
maintenance of the unity in the city was through the unity of oversight and guidance, so
the maintenance of unity in the district was still through the unity of oversight and
guidance, and gave reason, scriptural reason, for the suggestion.
The reply to this has certainly the merit of naiveté, of artless simplicity. " It seems more
natural," says the worthy objector (the italics are ours), " to take the word here " (that is
the word " church ") " as a general description of the whole church," and the presumption
upon which this is based is, to say the least of it, highly interesting, considering the source
from which it came and the medium by which it was made public; for it is none other than
that although at that time there were many other believers in Christ who were acting as
messengers of grace in the world, and though " disciples " were to be found at Damascus,
yet such were not meeting in church character, had no part in "the whole church," and
therefore the meaning of Acts 9:31 is not that the church throughout the district named
had rest as in contrast with other churches, but that as those who composed it formed "the
entire church," when they had rest, their rest was that of " the entire church."
Further interest in this ingenuous line of reasoning is aroused when we remember that it
excludes Saul of Tarsus
l

1 Pet.5:1-3.
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(then in Cilicia) from part and place in " the entire church."
With regard to it an obvious question presents itself at the very outset. Why should it be "
more natural to take " the words of the inspired writer as meaning something that he did
not say, rather than that which he did say, and say plainly?
"SO THE CHURCH THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE OF JUDAEA AND GALILEE
AND SAMARIA had peace," such is RV and such is the Greek, l and the words
themselves so read of themselves demolish the effort to explain them away; for if " the
church " in that verse means " the entire church," the whole company of gathered saints
upon the earth; why were the qualifying words "throughout all Judaea" added at all?
being, as they must in such a case, not only redundant but misleading, serving only to
obscure the sense and to make the meaning more difficult to discern.
But there are no mere redundancies in the scriptures: no confusing or obscuring phrases
of qualification are to be found in them; and when words which qualify and define are
used, qualification and definition are intended, as in this case; for the church in the district
named is defined, contrasted with the church of other parts, and is linked together into a
unity expressive of a great and grand truth which cannot be hidden by such a veil as that
which criticism of the sort quoted above would (as it seems to us) attempt to throw over it.
One further remark must be made here, by way of drawing attention to that which is
involved in the presumption to which we have already alluded-viz., that "the entire
church" of the period was to be found in the three Palestinian sub-districts, and that there
were believers (and indeed disciples) elsewhere upon the earth who had no part
1

h ekklhsia katqholhs - literally "the church catholic of Judaea", etc.
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or place in such " entire church "; for it follows that faith in Christ is not of itself sufficient
to give men a part in the church so far as its earthly and outward expression is concerned,
but that church association is necessary for church character
Cordially and thankfully accepting this, we respectfully propound the question: how can
it be supposed to comport with the oft-repeated assertions made by many with little
thought, and accepted by many more with even less, that the church on earth *' is
composed of all believers on earth at one time, and that the " church of God " in a city
means all saints therein? or, indeed, how does it accord with the statement made within
the compass of one of these very articles as to the two senses (and two only) in which the
word church is used, one being comprehensive inclusive of the whole of the born again of
this dispensation, and the second, local, embracing all in any given spot? In these two
senses truly the word is used, but the argument as to the entire church " is sufficient to
show that it is used in senses other than these two; that is to say, in senses
narrower than the one, but wider than the other.
We pass on to (2) the lessons which we sought to draw from the letter written to the "
churches of Galatia," to the gathered saints in that province as a whole, and to the e
criticisms passed thereon.
It is significant that no attempt is made to answer the exposition of certain parts of the
epistle which we essayed, that indeed all that was said is passed over and the objection
taken is founded altogether on what is supposed to have been meant which is, that in the
case of au overtaken person, all the elders of the whole great province were to assemble in
some central spot for the purpose of his restoration!
This astonishing supposition is met by an almost equally astonishing query as to whether
it isn't clear to "a simple reader" that the exhortation definitely applies to the
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"spiritual ones" of "the particular assembly to which the overtaken one belonged"?
That is to say, that the apostle who had in this letter of his to these Galatians specifically
addressed them as a whole, "Oh! foolish Galatians "; and had nine times linked together
by the term "brethren," used as descriptive of them all as one whole, and none other but
them, suddenly, and without word of warning to them, or to us, changed his whole
thought and meaning, and for some untold and unknown reason divided them by his
exhortation into " particular assemblies," giving a charge, not to the "churches of Galatia"
nor to spiritually gifted ones, in such as a whole, lout to this congregation and that
company here and there in the district, and to those who being so gifted had local part in
this or that.
In other words, that the Apostle also meant something he did not say, and something too
entirely foreign to the tone and purport of his Epistle.
" Simple " indeed the " reader " must be that is satisfied with reasoning of this sort.
Finally, though still in the same connexion as to (3) the " flock " of the First Epistle of
Peter and its oversight.
Probably most will agree that ideas which require for their expression un-scriptural or
anti-scriptural phrases are themselves un- or anti-scriptural.
When therefore it is found that the reasoning which contents itself by supposing that Paul
meant something quite different from what he wrote finds support for this in an exposition
of that which was written by Peter, which is expressed in words distinctly anti-scriptural,
we cannot but conclude that the expounder has missed the mark of truth and has been
misled into shooting at a target of error.
Peter wrote to "elder ones" among the " elect unto obedience " in a great district, and
exhorted them to "feed the FLOCK of God " which was among them (i.e. the
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elder ones), " taking the oversight" thereof; which is all clear and plain and easy to be
understood, but which is expounded as meaning that "the elders in the respective flocks"
(again the italics are ours) were to feed and tend them in a certain way.
As to this we take leave to observe that never from one end of the Bible to the other are
God's people; whether of Israel in the past or of the church in the present, under any
circumstances termed " flocks "; " the flock " and " the flock" only is the divinely chosen
term; and a line of things that requires the word " flocks " for its description is thereby
condemned, not only as un-scriptural but as anti-scriptural, however far such may be from
the thought or the desire of those who advocate it.
But while the flock in that district was thus addressed AS A WHOLE and the elders who
were first among it, and secondly, had it among them, were likewise appealed to AS A
WHOLE, there is an added word of admonition which gives great help in the
understanding both of the words here and of those to " the spiritual " in the Epistle to the
Galatians.
That word is in the third verse of the fifth chapter, and is unfortunately obscured in the
versions-entirely in AV/KJV and partially in RV
It should be read, "Neither as domineering over the allotted portions but becoming types
of the flock" 1; and shows us that, regarding the flock as among the elders, these elders
had each his own allotted part and charge in that oversight work and that as each fulfilled
his duty and discharged his service to the sheep and to the Great Shepherd, one and all
became types (or as we put it, representatives) of the flock, in which its unity was seen,
for action taken as occasion
1

See Newberry's "Englishman's Bible" in loco. It is, of course, plain that the "allotting" of
the more special sphere of oversight work is like the appointment of the overseeing menthe act of the Lord Himself
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might arise, even though it might be that of but comparatively few out of a number or
might even be individual at times, still would be taken by those who felt and who
remembered that they were part of a whole and that it lay upon them to preserve the unity
of the administration in that whole.
So that all the talk about elders coming together in some central spot, flying "like doves
to their windows," whenever a case of discipline or of restoration arose, is bootless, is
beside the mark.
Had those who have professed and do profess to take the oversight " amongst saints
gathered to the Name of the Lord," only known that they were part of a whole, and
understood that actions were to be taken by them as such, and must command the
approval of all, and therefore must not be merely according to their own caprice, or even
their own conception, what foolish vagaries, what unrighteous vanities we would have
been delivered from, God only can fully know, though some of us who know but in part
yet know, to our sorrow, only too well.
Those who regard themselves as part of a whole will surely be found together where they
can, how they can, and as often as they can; and such will find comfort and strength in the
words to which we have already referred, and which describes them as a group among the
flock; and as to the bogey of Presbyterianism which has been drawn from the "vasty deep"
of "an English dictionary" to do duty with the former phantoms of "Popery" and
"Exclusivism" (of which we have heard much), such will probably say that while bogies
may frighten children they make men smile.
And it is MEN, men of understanding, men of God, who are wanted if the will of the
Lord is to be done and the old paths trodden again.
W. H. HUNTER
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BAPTISM IN THE LAW, THE PSALMS AND THE PROPHETS.
THE New Testament words " baptize," and " baptism " convey no meaning to the mind of
the ordinary English reader apart from the rite with which he is accustomed to associate
them They do not describe any ordinary action; they have no place in our language except
in connection with the ceremony they are used--or misused-to designate. They are not, in
any true sense, English words at all; but merely Greek words mispronounced, misspelt,
and printed in Latin characters. So far as the first of the two great Christian ordinances is
concerned, the Bible has not yet been translated into the English tongue!
If the question be asked, " Why have not the translators of the English versions rendered
these Greek words by their English equivalents? " the answer must be given, ' That as
scholars they could not translate them falsely; while as theologians they dared not
translate them truly!" They have, therefore, transferred them bodily from the Greek,
leaving the general reader to interpret them according to his own preconceived notions ':
received by tradition from his fathers."
There might have been some excuse for this conduct on the part of translators and
revisers if there had been any room for controversy as to the meaning of the Greek words
in question; but there is none whatever. No dictionary, unless indeed, it has been compiled
for theological purposes, attaches an equivocal meaning to these words. No scholar would
have a moment's hesitation in translating them correctly if he found them in any writing
not referring to Christian ceremonial. The words themselves belong to the every-day
language of the ancient Greek-speaking
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peoples. They do not, taken alone, describe any religious ceremony, nor communicate any
religious idea. They do not even contain an intimation of the element in which the action
takes place, whether it be water or anything else in which an object may be " baptized."
Having the profound conviction that the Scriptures are sufficient unto their own
explanation, I do not purpose to go outside of them in order to seek the meaning of the
words under consideration. I would only recall to the reader's memory two principles of
Biblical interpretation that ought to be known to, and followed by, every student of the
Book. (1). If a word occurs more than once in the sacred Volume, its signification, where
that signification is obvious, must be employed to explain it in other texts that may be
obscure. (2). When an expression is introduced abruptly into the pages of the New
Testament, in such a way as to suggest that the reader is expected to understand it without
explanation, the key to its interpretation will be found in the pages of the Old.
Now in 2 Kgs.5:14 it is written, in the account of the cleansing of Naaman, "Then went
he down, and dipped himself seven times in Jordan." These are the words of both the
Authorized Version and the Revised Version which represent faithfully the Hebrew text.
On the other hand, the Septuagint, or LXX version (the standard Greek translation of the
Old Covenant Scriptures) reads: kai ebaptisato en tw IJordanh (kai ebaptisato en to
Jordane), " baptized himself in the Jordan; "-the very expression, excepting a necessary
change in the form of the verb, that is found in Matt.3:6 and Mk.1:5: kai ebaptisonto
en tw IJordanh (kai ebaptizonto en to Jordane), "and were baptized in the Jordan."
At school one used to be taught as an axiom, or self evident proposition, that things
which are equal to the same thing are equal to one another." On the table before me as
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I write lie the Hebrew Scriptures, the Greek version of the LXX., and the English
Authorized Version. On reading 2 Kgs.5:14 I perceive that the English verb "dip," and the
Greek verb, baptizw (baptizo), "baptize," are equal to the same Hebrew verb. What can I
conclude but that the verb "baptize," and the verb "dip," are equal to one another?
Again I find the same word in Isa.21:4; this time in a paraphrase, or free translation, of
the first line of the verse. The clause which our translators have rendered "fearfulness
affrighted me" is in the Septuagint kai n anomia me baptizei (kai he anomia me
baptizei), "and lawlessness baptizes me," that is, evidently, "overwhelms me," or "plunges
me" in anguish and dismay, understood.
Thus by the two texts wherein the LXX have employed the verb, baptizw - once in its
literal sense and once again in a figurative sense - we are able to determine with
exactitude what this word really means.
But, baptizw is, in 2 Kgs.5:14, employed as the rendering of the Hebrew verb taval, "to
dip." The latter is admittedly the Hebrew word for "baptize," and is used as such in
modern Hebrew translations of the New Testament. Therefore in the following list of
quotations, which includes all the texts wherein this verb occurs, I shall insert "baptize" in
the place of the word chosen by the English translators, in order that the reader may see
how he is obliged to read the true and only meaning into the word for himself.
Gen.37:31
Ex.12:22
Lev.4:6,17
Lev.9:9
Lev.14:6,16
1

"Baptized the coat in the blood."
"Ye shall take a bunch of hyssop, and baptize it in the blood that is in
the basin."
"The priest shall baptize his finger in the blood, and sprinkle 1 of the
blood seven times before Jehovah."
"He baptized his finger in the blood, and put it upon the horns of the
altar."
"He shall take it [the living bird],.

An entirely different word
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Lev.14:51
Num.19:18
Deut.33:24.
Josh.3:15
1 Sam.14:27
2 Kgs.5:14
2 Kgs.8:15
Job 9:31
Ezek.23:15

and shall baptize them and the living bird in the blood of the bird killed
over living water and he shall sprinkle 1 upon him that is to be
cleansed."
Baptize them in the blood of the slain bird, and in the living water and
sprinkle 1 the house seven times."
"A clean person shall take hyssop, and baptize it in the water and
sprinkle I upon the tent."
"Let him baptize his foot in oil."
The feet of the priests... were baptized in the brim of the water Ruth
2:14. ': Baptize thy morsel in the vinegar."
He put forth the end of the rod... and baptized it [namely, the END of
the rod] in an honeycomb."
Baptized himself seven times in the Jordan."
Baptized it [the cloth] in water, and spread it on his [the king's] face."
"Yet shalt Thou baptize me in the ditch."
"Baptized attire [that is, turbans dipped in dye upon their heads."

The LXX. Translates Heb. taval, in most of these passages, by baptw bapto, the root
from which baptizw is formed. The English version supplies, with two exceptions (Job
9:31; and Ezek.23:15), the verb "to dip."
Not long ago a Christian man showed me a book in which the author asserted that "the
word 'baptize' has no less than fourteen different meanings." I gave him the foregoing list,
and begged him to try, one after the other, the whole fourteen, till he came to a word that
would fit into all the verses mentioned. One does not require a knowledge of ancient
languages in order to apply this test. He who applies it is no longer at the mercy of
conflicting "authorities." Out of a handful of keys that may be presented to us, the one that
enters the keyhole, fits all the wards of the lock, and opens the door, is the right key
Further proof as to its rightness is superfluous.
Let the reader note well the quotations from Leviticus and Numbers in order that, using
sound speech that can
1

An entirely different word.
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not be condemned, he may be able to give a scriptural definition of what takes place in the
ceremony mis-called "baptism" by the religious systems of Romanism and Protestantism.
In the light of these extracts, that definition is as follows: the clergyman BAPTIZES HIS
FINGERS in the water, and with them he sprinkles water on the child! This may sound
like sarcasm, but it is sad and sober truth.
Finally, tsava, the Chaldee equivalent for Heb., taval, occurs twice in the book of the
prophet Daniel (Dan.4:33; and Dan.5:21). The LXX render this word also by baptw. In
both places it is written concerning Nebuchadnezzar that "his body was baptized (Ch.
yitstabba; Gk. Ebafn, ebaphe) in the dew of heaven." There has been much uncalled-for
exultation over these verses on the part of those who desire to make "baptism " mean the
same thing as its opposite " sprinkling." The great English poet Milton might have taught
these men a lesson in the use of language. The line"A cold, shuddering dew dips me all over,"
a strictly parallel phrase, is from his pen; yet no one quotes this line to prove that "dip "
and "sprinkle" are synonymous terms. One might even learn wisdom on this matter from
the schoolboy phrase, "to be out in the rain, and get a ducking." "To duck" means, strictly,
"to plunge headforemost like a duck." But by a picturesque use of the word a boy will
convey the thought that the rain has wet him as thoroughly as if he had been plunged into
water, and no one misunderstands him in the least. Then why, unless it be wilfully, do
men misunderstand the language of Daniel?
In order to gather up what we have learned from "the Law, the Psalms, and the Prophets,"
and as an introduction to the study of baptismal truth in the Gospels, the
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Acts, and the Epistles, I subjoin a list of the words bearing on this subject, with their
literal meaning annexed:baptw, bapto, " To dip; to immerse." Occurs: Lk.16:24; Jn 13:26; Rev.19:13.
baptizw, baptizo. Strictly, "to cause to dip, or immerse." In the English versions:
"baptize."
baptismos, baptismos, "A dipping, an immersion." Occurs: Mk.7:4; Heb.6:2; Heb.9:10.
Never used for the ordinance of "baptism."
baptisma, baptisma, ' Dipping, immersion; BAPTISM."
baptistns baptistes, " One who dips, or immerses." Hence, Iwannhs ov baptisths,
Joannes ho Baptistes, "John the Dipper."
The difference between baptw, and its derivative baptizw may be illustrated by certain
causative verb-forms in our own language. Thus: to fell means to cause to fall; to raise, to
cause to rise; to lay, to cause to lie; to set, to cause to sit.
"To immerse" is to plunge into a liquid. "To dip" is to plunge in and take out again.
Therefore, in my judgment, when speaking of baptism in water, the old-fashioned, homely
words "dip" and "dipping" best represent the thing the Lord commanded to be done.
A. P. MACDONALD
THE REVELATION OF THE LORD.
II. THE MESSAGE TO THE CHURCHES.
Of the history of the early churches of God the church of Ephesus supplies us with the
fullest details in the Scriptures of truth.
Turning to Acts 18:19, we find the Apostle Paul, with Aquila and Priscilla, come to
Ephesus, where he spends but
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a brief period. Apparently leaving Aquila and Priscilla there, he goes on to Caesarea and it
is during his absence that Apollos comes to Ephesus and teaches diligently the things of
Jesus, knowing only the baptism of John. In Acts 19 Paul returns to Ephesus, where he
now finds certain disciples, no doubt made by Apollos, and baptized by him.
It is important here to notice that although so recently baptized Paul does not say to such,
" Oh, your baptism or immersion is quite enough; I accept it as all that is required of you,"
as the teaching of some to-day would lead us to expect, for such teachers tell us that even
the sprinkling of an infant by some unconverted man, it may be, is to be accepted as a
divine ordinance! On the contrary, these converts were re-baptized by the Apostle. Yet in
the face of this we are told Paul made light of baptism in 1 Cor.1:14! But before passing
on, we would remark that the baptism of John was connected with the kingdom; yet
although that aspect of the kingdom was a far broader and more comprehensive thing than
the present, there is not a word about children being baptized in order to enter it; for the
simple reason that baptism in Scripture is always and only connected with repentance and
salvation through faith, so as an infant cannot repent, and, indeed, needs no repentance in
order to salvation, being saved by the atoning work of the Cross, and not being an actual
transgressor in itself, it also needs no baptism.
Moreover, let it be borne in mind that while all the children of Israelites had a right by
natural birth to the kingdom, it is now only spiritual infants who can enter the kingdom in
its present aspect, according to the will of God. Yet this does-not for a moment hinder the
grace of God from saving an infant, for we believe all such are saved that die before they
are of age to refuse the evil and choose the good. Such, however, would form no part of
the kingdom, nor would they have part in the House of God.
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Some may ask, "Is the child of a believer in no better position than the child of an
unbeliever or heathen?" our reply is, "Yes," for as with Israel there were those who were
brought under the rule of the nation, and yet were not in the kingdom (1 Kgs.4:21), so
now there are those who may be brought, through others, within the circle of God's rule,
and yet not be in the House, or in the Church, or in the Kingdom in its present aspect. This
would be through their having place in the house of a believer-one who rules his house for
God-so that his children and even his servants are brought under rule, and into a place of
earthly blessing; yet not a place that speaks of eternal salvation as the Church does. Just as
there will be those in the coming kingdom who will enter into a condition of earthly
salvation or blessing, yet many of whom will be finally lost (Rev.20:8,9). The present
House, Temple or Church, should only contain those who have repented-those who have
been born from above, so also the present aspect of the Kingdom of God.
If this be in accordance with the teaching of the Word of God, it will at once deliver from
the mischievous and dangerous doctrine of infant or household baptism, which is one of
the foundation stones of the apostasy, and which, for those who hold it, paves the way
back into sectarianism.
But to return to the history of the church with which we are occupied. In Acts 19:7, we
are told " all the men were about twelve." How continually we find the numbers
mentioned of those with whom the Lord was specially dealing. Would not this teach us
that the under shepherd should know the number of those sheep of the flock which are
more immediately under his eye?
Then we have the last farewell of the Apostle Paul to the elders of the church in Ephesus
in Acts 20:17, when he calls for the elders of the church-not churches, although it is more
than probable that there were many little assemblies
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at this point in its history; for we are inclined to think that the breaking of bread in early
days was no formal matter, but much more partaking of the nature and example of the
Passover Supper which, as we know, was a household matter (Ex.12). The bond of union
being, as with Israel, the oversight in the city or district.
To these elders Paul gave the solemn warning as to the dangers before the flock: a
warning so needed, yet seemingly so little heeded, and one which had for three years
sounded in their ears.
Again, we have the Epistle to the same church full of precious truth, telling of their
position and acceptance in a risen Christ It is with the child of God individually who is in
fellowship with his Lord that He can unfold His deeper purposes. It is with the spiritual
assembly that the Master can act in a similar way. It was with Abraham God could
converse and open up to him the riches of His grace-the man in a right condition and
corresponding position-but with Lot it was a call out of Sodom, a call to separation and
right condition. So with the church in Corinth, the call is to a right condition and godly
order.
It would seem from 1 Tim.1:3, that it was at Ephesus that the apostle had delivered over
to Satan two men in order that they might learn not to blaspheme; and if this be so, which
we believe is generally admitted, the much needed warning of Acts xx. is explained. Men
had arisen speaking perverse things to draw away the disciples after them.
Yet probably their purpose was little apprehended; the singing and kissing men with their
smooth words and fair speeches succeed in deceiving the hearts of many of the simple;
this is evident from 2 Tim.2. The one who seeks faithfully to point out what a certain line
of act on or teaching will lead to, is often misjudged by his brethren, looked upon as harsh
and without love. By the language of the apostle in 2 Tim.1 it
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would appear that even he was not exempt from such judgment.
There can be little doubt that the blasphemy spoken of was false doctrine, as we may see
from 2 Tim.2, where also the nature of this doctrine is set forth. It is no wonder that this
chapter, in fact the teaching of the whole epistle, is passed over in silence by some who
seek to teach that there is no scripture for separating from false doctrine or those that hold
it, or if noticed, only a very feeble attempt is made to weaken its force.
We have dwelt on this point of the church in Ephesus because we believe it throws light
on that which we would now consider.
In the words of the Lord's Address in Rev.2, we find Him saying, " Thou didst try those
who say they are apostles and are-not, and didst find them liars." 1 Surely this would point
back to the early days of their first love and affection for their Lord, when there had been
the purging of themselves out from the false teachers, as we find narrated in 2 Tim.2. It
may have been but a small minority that thus obeyed the call of their Lord, yet they are
those now addressed as the church in Ephesus, while those left behind are lost sight of, as
were those left in Babylon, in Israel's history. But in this last message recorded to their
church, whose history we have so briefly noticed, we find it again in danger, and the call
is to repentance. The outward aspect of the church is noticed, and oh, how much the Lord
sees to commend, but His eye detects that which no other eye could. He sees the first love
growing cold in the midst of active service and endurance; there is the lack of judgment,
the first work has to be repeated, false apostles were apparently again creeping in, or
rising up in their midst, men who would speak
l

See Revised Version, a most important change from the Authorized Version.
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much of love, and flatter all those who agreed with them until they had gained enough
power to crush down, or out, all that oppose them. So often to-day are God's saints being
blinded by the smooth words and fair speeches of those who would gather round
themselves.
Thus we have seen that the outward aspect of this church was all that could be desiredlabouring, enduring, and not fainting-yet there was that which the eye of man saw not that which was seen only by the eye of Him who searcheth the reins and the heart. It was
not that, therefore, which in any way called for judgment from fellow-saints, for, as we
have already remarked, in the previous article, there had not been a binding yet, even in
heaven, and so no call to bind on earth.
The next church addressed is the church of Smyrna, and here we have not a word of
censure, but much to cheer and comfort; yet there is the unveiling of coming trial and
martyrdom, together with the exhortation to faithfulness unto death, and the promise to
the overcoming one of the crown of life. The outward and inward condition of this church
seemed to correspond.
J. A. BOSWELL
REVIVALS OF OLDEN TIME.
II. THE POSSIBILITIES OF REVIVAL TIMES.
IN continuing our lessons from Revivals of Olden Times, we note as the leading feature
OF THE SECOND of the four before us the Possibilities of Revival Times. 2 Chron.34,35
show that these possibilities are very great, both for good and for ill.
The Hezekiah revival was characterized by right doing in the sight of Jehovah, evidenced
by the removal of wrong practices; supported by unsurpassed trust in Jehovah, God of
Israel. Also by a cleaving to the Lord and the keeping
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of His commandments as He had COMMANDED MOSES, which answers to, "Repent,
and do the first works." All which brought about, " That with him Jehovah was, granting
him veriest prosperity."
This second revival resembled the former; in that Josiah did what was right in the sight of
the Lord, and walked in all the ways of David his father, turning neither to the right hand
nor to the left; as see 2 Kgs.22:2.
We may fittingly remark here that there are four things every Christian should seek from
God day by day, each and all conducing to true revival. That God would graciously
supply all his need. l That God would be pleased to use him.2 That in using He might
prosper him.3 Withal to preserve him blameless spirit, soul, and body. 4 Surely He is
faithful that calleth who also will do.
Josiah on the throne is to usward the expression of the right person in the light place, an
essential necessity in all matter and manner of true revival. No sooner was Josiah thus
where God would have him be than he set himself to abide therein with God (comp. 1
Cor.7:17-24). While he was yet young he began to seek after the God of David his father.
How the knowledge and remembrance of what God had been to, and through, David
must have nerved Josiah to do and dare in that which he learned was right!
How very instructive to us that he did that which was right in the sight of Jehovah!
Thence it was that breakings-down were done in Josiah's own presence, as well as by his
own hands. In such fervency of spirit serving the Lord did a Paul in after day say, " As of
God, in the sight of God speak we in Christ. ' Or again: " What we are in word by letters
when we are absent, such will we be also in deed when we are present."
1

Phil.4:19
2 Tim.2:21
3
3 Jn 2
4
1 Thess.5:23.
2
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Besides, if a delivered and blessed Israel carry with them the bones of a departed blesser
of the people (comp. Gen.l:24-26 Josh.24:32, and I Tim.4:16), the rightdoing Josiah will
not cease in his righteous actings until the very bones of those that led God's people astray
are brought forth and burned upon their own altars: a fit testimony against such sins, as
well as a solemn warning to all to flee from like seducers and their folly. As to which
compare Num.16:36,40. Alas! alas! as then so now, there are not wanting some who
clamour, " Ye have killed the people of the Lord" (Num.16:41, etc.). Thus yet appeareth
the obedient and the disobedient.
Notwithstanding, since thus should Judah (the people) and Jerusalem (the place) be
cleansed, so did Josiah labour. And not only so. But all IN TOUCH therewith that he
could reach he did reach, such as the cities of Manasseh, Ephraim, and Simeon, even unto
Naphtali and throughout all the land of Israel. Wherefore this widespread labour? Ah!
because even thereunto was the rule and overseeing care expected to reach by Him whose
portion is His people, the condition and position of whom was dear to Him, and therefore
also dear to those who sought His pleasure and glory.
Hezekiah began with the doors and purging of the house of the Lord. Josiah follows on
dealing with the need of the people and of the place in which Jehovah had chosen to put
His Name.
The eighteenth year of his reign finds the land and the house purged. But cleanness, so
very desirable and requisite, was not and is
NOT EVERYTHING
The house was not as it ought to be, therefore did he regard the need of such as were
seeking to mend and repair it. In the doing of which work, lo! a book was found, even the
book of the law of the Lord, given by the hand of Moses.
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It is most noteworthy that the Lord was pleased to cause, or at least permit, this book to be
found at the juncture of men repairing His house "faithfully" Is there not much real
guidance for us to-day who desire and seek revival mercy from the Lord that He connects
that blessing with the givings of His people? Who can tell what lack of blessing there is
to-day through that which is practically an unfound
book to or by men, because workmen needing not to be ashamed are awanting. Necessary
sustainment has been withheld (3 Jn 1:5-8).
Even here the true proverb abideth, " There is that withholdeth more than is meet, and it
tendeth to poverty." While also that word remains uncancelled, "Bring ye in all the tithes,"
accompanied by the Almighty promise of "I will." Verily there is on every hand a loud
and long cry from God's weary, needy heritage,"COME OVER AND HELP US."
Blessed possibilities unto and in revival times.
When King Josiah heard the words of the law he rent his clothes, and commanded such
as he might to make inquiry of the Lord for himself, and for them that were left in Israel
and in Judah, CONCERNING THE WORDS of the found book, for great was Jehovah's
poured-out wrath upon them, because their fathers kept not the words of the Lord to do
after all that was written in that book.
To ascertain what the king wished, his servants must needs go to a woman-a prophetesseven to where she dwelt. That they were in the mind of God in so doing is very manifest
by the revelation that God gave her to answer them.
Let no one confound the revelation given through prophet or prophetess with the
exposition of Scripture already revealed, whether that exposition be in preaching or
teaching.
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As those of Josiah's day must needs go to Huldah the prophetess, so now all like
inquirers-that is, inquirers at the mouth of God, must needs go to the Book of God-the
Bible -where alone is to be found His revelation, that perfects and furnishes unto every
good work, as well as makes wise unto salvation.
Any who confound such work and workers with women preaching or men-teaching of
present times most certainly call for incessant prayer, according to Phil.1:9-11.
That GOING UNTO the prophetess is the more remarkably instructive when we consider
that there was a very eminent prophet of Jehovah's going in and out among the people at
that time; a prophet whose prophesying must have largely contributed to the revival grace
that marked the 13th to the 18th years of Josiah's reign. Comparing that with the Lord's
doings in Acts 21, much further help is afforded. Here we find Paul dwelling with Philip
the evangelist, who had four virgin daughters who did prophesy, and yet the Lord passed
them by and brought a certain prophet from Judea, who made a revelation from the Holy
Spirit as to what awaited Paul. For in a matter of revelation, God used whom He pleased.
Turning to the Book of Jeremiah (Jer.1:2), we find that the word of Jehovah came to him
in the 13th year of the days of Josiah's reign. Thus from Jer.1:4 on to Jer.20 of Jeremiah
are words given by the Lord in Josiah's reign.
Doubtless it is to the finding of that book of the law that Jeremiah refers when he says
(Jer.15), "Thy words were found and I did eat them; and Thy word was unto me the joy
and rejoicing of mine heart: for Thy Name is called upon me, O Jehovah, God of hosts."
So also he adds, "I sat not in the assembly of the mockers nor rejoiced. I sat alone
because of Thine hand, for Thou hast filled me with indignation." Therefore it is he cried,
" Why is my pain perpetual and my wound incurable, which
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refuseth to be healed? Wilt Thou be altogether unto me as a liar, as waters that fail?" Was
obedience to God's learned will not proving too costly? Should the prophet not relax his
hold thereto or seek to resile from the hold and claims thereof? How lonely, trying, and
ineffectual did such manner of life seem? Yet, hearken O every soul that loves and fears
the Lord. He speaks. He tells what that losing of one's life was, and is, to Him:"Therefore, thus saith Jehovah, If thou return, than will I bring thee again, and thou shalt
stand before Me. And if thou take forth the precious from the vile, thou shalt be as My
mouth. Let them return unto thee, but return not thou unto them." So indeed the Lord
Almighty yet cries, "Come ye out, be ye separated, and touch not the unclean, and I will
receive you in."
It is delightful to see Jeremiah here as the student and learner of Jehovah's words as given
by Moses. Therein is exemplified how truly the spirits of the prophets are subject to the
prophets. Fit evidence of kindred gift (1 Cor.14:32).
Is there not great reason to fear that the insubjection so common among professing
disciple-teachers of God's word to-day lies in a want of readiness to give heed to words of
the will of God concerning His own of present times that are as " found words "?
Who that is the Lord's finds no echo to very much (all in "The Book" before he was born)
that he has often read and heard expounded, nay, even contended against, till there came a
time when these very words were so found by him that he ate them up as a very joy to his
heart, a true power moulding his whole life? Moreover, has not such obedient one found,
as Jeremiah in kindred revival day, that there were mockers among whom he could not be
found? His place and portion of separation too becoming so testing that, though the hand
of His God fills him with indignation,
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yet his testimony seems so little worth that he would fain give it all up and return-as alas!
some have verily done!
Nevertheless, any who wait upon God receive warning and encouragement against
returning to that or to those from which or from whom the found words had separated
them. Wherefore, though those laboured for, and unto, oppose themselves and contend,
they cannot prevail: for Jehovah is with His separated and obedient one to save and to
deliver.
The issue of all Josiah's obedience to the law of the Lord had its climax in the keeping of
the Passover unto the Lord in Jerusalem on the 14th day of the FIRST month with the
priests, the Levites, the people, the princes and the king. Also the singers in their Godappointed placeHAVING THE PORTERS AT EVERY GATE
"So, the Children of Israel that were present kept the Passover and the Feast of
Unleavened Bread seven days. And there was no Passover like to that kept in Israel from
the days of Samuel the prophet. Neither did all the kings of Israel keep such a Passover as
Josiah... kept in the 18th year of his reign." After all these things wherein Josiah so
brightly shone, alas! alas! therein did he as signally fail.
Two alien kings were about to engage in war near to Josiah's kingdom. Tidings thereof
reached his ears; therefore he sallied forth against the one that must pass by his kingdom
to meet the foe.
The stranger declined to fight with Josiah, protesting too that he had no desire nor
intention to fight with him. Moreover he warned Josiah that God required him, Necho of
Egypt, to do as he was assaying to do; therefore said he to Josiah, ' Forbear! "
Notwithstanding, Josiah would not desist, but, disguising himself that he might fight with
Necho,
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king of Egypt (hearkening not to the word of God from the mouth of Necho), he went
forth, and was shot by an archer, making Jeremiah with all Judah and Jerusalem to mourn
for him, even for him the rest of whose acts and whose goodness was so richly akin to that
which is written in the law of the Lord.
That closing mistake of Josiah's day points us to such Scriptures as " He that is not with
Me is against Me, and he that gathereth not with Me scattereth abroad." See Matt.12:30;
Lk.9:33; also the narrative in Mk.9:33-50 RV Here the Lord takes a child and sets the
child where He wants it to be. Then to His disciples He spoke, saying, " Whosoever shall
receive one of such children in My Name, receiveth Me; and whosoever shall receive Me,
receiveth not Me, but Him that sent Me." Let any one lose sight of the double action of
the Lord; or divorce the receiving (or taking) of the child from the setting of the child by
the Lord. Then he cannot have such a child as He used to illustrate His will for their
obedience. Yet is not such divorcement common?
"John answered the Lord, Teacher, we saw one casting out demons in Thy Name, and he
followeth not us; and we forbad him, because he followeth not us. But Jesus said, Forbid
him not,... for he that is not against is on our part." Clearly here the subject is that of
behaviour toward such as follow not with us. Most important truth. The due recognition of
which lies in this: " He that is not against us is on our part." But how can it be determined
who is not against us? Surely by, " He that is not WITH ME is against Me." There is
indeed most material difference between being with Him and being for Him.
Distinguishing between things that differ, such will not be confounded Saints are called
to go forth outside the camp that they may be WITH Him. And being with Him they are
called to manifest themselves as being ALL FOR
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Him. Albeit they forget not Him in the midst, and the children whom God has given to
Him as in assembly, these are found like the two or three that are where they are because
of having been and being gathered together into His Name.
Neither should these suffer themselves to be moved from their excellency by mistaking
what God as Sovereign is pleased to do or use. (Compare, in passing, Prov.26:17). For a
Balaam and his ass are needful betimes for His purposes. Yet false prophets and brute
beasts are not God's usual instruments for accomplishing His work. Wherefore, though the
doctrines of such persons prove attractive enough to give Satan a very throne, and cause
faithful witnesses to be slain (Rev.2), and their way ensnare, leading to perversion by their
error that works as disastrously as did Josiah's departure from his God-appointed path to
engage in uncommanded warfare, the doers thereof wittingly or otherwise being usually
disguised; the faithful in the Lord should go on teaching the same everywhere in every
church, sure evidence of that true grace of God which grants and maintains the hallowed
possibilities and which saves from the possibilities for evil that beset revival mercy from
God.
JOHN BROWN
DIVISIONS.
"GOD is light, and in Him is no darkness at all," is the declaration of the inspired writer,
and is, therefore, a message sent by God, through him, to newborn ones. Who can tell the
worth of a true spiritual understanding of this message! Only the heart that grasps it is
fitted for the testimony committed to man in a world of darkness by that God of Light.
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It is equally requisite that there should be a right conception of the present conditions of
man and his capabilities; or, in other words, a right knowledge of ' human nature. ' Such
knowledge can be obtained only in the light of Him who is Light. In the " new creation,"
as in the old, there are fixed laws which defy the will and power of man to alter; so that,
with the ': wise man," we may exclaim, " I know that whatsoever God doeth it shall be for
ever: nothing can be put to it, nor anything taken from it; and God doeth it that man
should fear before Him." 1 Notwithstanding the change caused by man's fall and his
continued rebellion against his Creator, the earth continues silently and steadily to revolve
on its axis and describe its circuit, bringing about seed-time and harvest, cold and heat,
summer and winter, day and night; 2 the tides too ebb and flow with a regularity which
witnesses to fixity of arrangement by a Power Omnipotent. So in Christ Jesus there is a
new creation to the glory of God, a new man. which after God is created in righteousness
and true holiness,3 and no failure, or rebellion, on the part of any who have been brought
into it can make Him to forego His purpose or stay His hand from its accomplishment. In
this new creation all are in nature like to Him, children of the Light, for " God who " (in
Gen.1) " commanded the light to shine out of darkness hath shined in our heart," so that
we can truthfully say (as to creation) that the darkness is past and the true light now
shineth.
In nature there are great magnetic forces, the existence of which can be easily
demonstrated to the dullest mind by that most useful, and to the mariner or explorer that
most necessary, of scientific contrivances - the compass. The perfectly poised needle,
with its delicate and sensitive adjustment, answers truly to that unseen force by changing
quickly from an artificial to a natural position, thus
1

Eccles.3:14
Gen.8:22
3
Eph.4:24
2
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indicating "magnetic North." But counteracting influences may, under given
circumstances so affect the action of the instrument as to render it useless as a guide.
The divine nature implanted in the children of God is true to its Author, as is the needle
true to magnetic force; and were there no counteracting influences of a fleshly nature, the
direction and tendency of the Christian's thoughts would ever be Godward. This, however,
is not the ease, and Christians are not necessarily governed by divine operation because
they are Christians. Alas for the many who are a "law unto themselves" and "do what is
right in their own eyes "!
While the saints of God are on the earth-in the sphere where an evil heart of unbelief
causes to depart from the living God 1 - divisions will take place; in fact, " there must
needs be divisions " if the testimony committed to man is to be maintained as God would
have it. In the coming glory, divisions and the necessity for them will both have passed
away; human WILL cannot there dethrone Him whom God has made both Lord and
Christ, and all will there be perfectly satisfied with HIS WILL.
Divisions are of a twofold character and may be brought about with very different
objects. There are divisions of God and for God, while there are divisions of Satan and for
Satan. Of the former we will speak first. " Come out from amongst them and be ye
separate, saith the Lord," 2 is exhortation to division of the most positive kind. This is a
dividing of spiritual elements which have nothing in common in nature opposed to each
other, and fruitless to God as was the chaos of earth in Gen.1: The voice which calls for
this division is God's and the wisdom which requires it is perfect. Those who will act for
God must daily seek to make divisions in this sense. Do not spiritual ones in the family of
God rejoice as they hear of
1
2

Heb.3:12
2 Cor.6:17.
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fellow saints purging themselves from the associations of unregenerate men?
The dividing of saint and sinner is a necessity admitted by most of those who will read
this paper; but what of the divisions amongst saints who have professedly obeyed the call
of God-who have come out? Alas, that such a word should need to be named among
them! Right-minded ones will ever deplore the existence of evils which are of such a
nature as to render separation a necessity. The case of Abram and Lot furnishes us with a
striking illustration of this class of division-both of them righteous men, and yet a day
came when it was said, " The land was not able to bear them that they might dwell
together." 1
The man whose principle of life was faith in God gave choice to him whose eyes were his
guide; and Lot chose him the well-watered plains of Sodom. How suggestive was that
choice and its result! Separation from something evil is good, but falls short of the mark.
Lot was typically separated from, but what was he separated to? In the answer to this
question lies the radical distinction between Abram's position and Lot's; for the former
had heard God's call, " Get thee out," while the latter had but companied with him,
without any of the exercise caused by hearing God's command.
Here is a company of believers with all the outward appearance of agreement-of
fellowship, and the undiscerning eye views them as one people having one purpose. They
have together, like Abram and Lot, left " Ur of the Chaldees," where darkness and willworship reigned. By the position they occupy they profess to have been
brought out by the call of God, and to have been gathered to the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ, to obey Him and own in everything His authority. For a time all seems to go well,
and prosperity to attend their work; numbers increase, but that very
1

Gen.13:6.
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increase tests the reality of the faith and purpose of those professedly gathered ones, the
herdsmen begin to strive, and overseers of the flock lead the sheep- in good or evil ways,
according as their own hearts are influenced. Thus the critical hour arrives-the hour when
a decision must be given, when a choice must be made. That hour tests alike those who
are " fellows the camp unto Him " and who have come out with other objects in view.
There are many whose presence in the assemblies of God is accounted for only by the fact
that " they have relatives there, and they attend the meetings with them "; others " have
joined the brethren " or " come out to the brethren! " Some improve upon these positions
by declaring themselves identified with the meeting on account of their having been
converted in their hall, and many join because they do not like " the minister of their
church "-" He is not evangelical," or " He holds evil doctrine." Not a few have sought the
assemblies because they view the position as. " being nearer the truth " than anything they
can see elsewhere; others because of that most unworthy motive of all- that motive that
impels men to leave an organization where their talking propensities have not scope, that
they may quarter themselves upon those who, depending upon God, have made no human
provision against such unprofitable ministry. There is yet another motive which induces
not a few to join the meetings of called-out ones, and that is " the good they derive from
the ministry of some gifted and godly brother." Such are not ashamed to declare that "
they go wherever they get most good," and if perchance their choice teacher returns to
wrong paths, they see no harm in following him.
Now, surely it is easy to see that, though all these can and do rejoice in a common
Saviour, they have very different objects in view, and are not at all agreed as to why they
are together.
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It is not claimed that believers should be all equally intelligent as to the Divine purpose in
calling out His people. This is a matter of " growth in grace and in knowledge." We are a
aware that many have been influenced to separate themselves from humanly constituted
churches who might not be able to give a scriptural reason for their action; selfish desires
for blessing on themselves may have largely mingled with the higher promptings of the
Spirit of God. Is such an one necessarily a "Lot," and is there absolutely no hope of his
remaining on "Mamre's plains " in separation to God? We dare not say so; that one has yet
to be tried and tested. The word of the Lord patiently and continuously applied to the
heart and conscience will manifest whether the unscriptural and unspiritual language he
uses is the result of undesigning ignorance or of deep rooted insubordination to Him who
is Lord. Nor should patience in meekly instructing such be limited while there is hope that
light may be welcomed by that soul. A day may come when, because of continued
resistance of truth, the godly teacher may be compelled to avoid his foolish and unlearned
questions and cease his endeavours to instruct.
We now arrive at the critical point-Can that which is divine and that which is human
make common cause? Can " the land bear them that they may dwell together "? Can a
people whose God is the Lord, whose guide is His Word, be truly in unison with those
whose objects are wholly different?-who, though they have accepted Christ as Saviour
have never owned His absolute right as Lord? Impossible. They may remain together in
the same hall, and break bread together at the same table, and preach from the same
platform, but it can only be on the ground of compromise.
Compromise may be, and often is, good in human affairs, but never was, and never can
be, in things divine. Truth
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is not ours to part with, nor can the plea of liberality exonerate us from the charge of
dishonesty, if we give away one verse of that word which has come unto us. Ephraim may
compass with lies, and the house of Israel with deceit, but Judah may yet rule with God
and be faithful with the saints. Anything short of administering God's laws and ruling with
Him must cause His displeasure, and the One who in grace and patience seeks to remain
in His place in the midst shares in the grief of heart that comes through want of power to
govern with and for Him. Can His Word be obeyed? can the discipline of His house be
applied? Is the constitution of the assembly such as to allow it? or is the number of those
who oppose themselves so great as to prevent the administration of Divine principles.
These are questions the answer to which must largely decide the course the godly ones
should take in times of difficulty
As in the days of Christ's rejection by His earthly people Israel, when patience and
forbearance had been exercised to the full, a time came when His place was outside.
So now there are assemblies where He has no place of authority--where the precious
sanctifying truths of Scripture are suppressed, for fear of causing offence to "
denominational churches" whose members occasionally patronise " the breaking of
bread." In such cases we are not afraid to say that division is good and necessary; but over
it let there be no strife.
Now a word as to the second class of divisions. Mark them which cause divisions and
offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned, and avoid them. The man who
holds, teaches, or practises what is contrary to " sound doctrine " is a cause of stumbling
and offence. His contentions are not for the Faith once for all delivered to the saints, but
for that which leads away into paths of darkness and sin. Such should be avoided, whether
they be
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found existing in a state of isolation or in companies; whether feebly attempting this
Satanic work in the assembly or glorying in the success achieved outside it. The bud of
this evil is seen in the conceit and self-will that ventures an opinion and then supports it
because it has been ventured. The fruit is found in the crystallized evil doctrine which has
been received by unstable souls, and which has severed them from fellowship with the
Father and with His Son.
W. J. ERVINE.
THE ASSEMBLY ACTING FOR GOD.
BEFORE any assembly's actings can be for God, they must first be of God, for that which
is not first of God can never truly be for God. And our service in it must be loss. Hence
the necessity of every action being tested by the Word of God, for if they are of Him they
will, yea, must, bear " the analogy of the faith."
The solemnity of acting as " the assembly " has led some of us to bring to the test of the
Word the present condition of things in many of our cities and towns, with this result, that
no portion of God's Word can be found to warrant, but much to forbid, such a condition. I
have begun to fear that in many places " the assembly " has hardly yet begun to act for
Him. To many this may seem startling, but I trust I may be able to make plain what I
mean. To illustrate, let us take the town of D-----.
In the town of D----- there are four " assemblies of Saints." Each of these has its own
distinct oversight circle, has its own oversight meetings, receives into and puts away from
its fellowship, believes itself, independent of the rest, to be fully equipped to carry out the
will of
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God, and calls, as with the authority of God, on the other assemblies to endorse its
actions.
Now I have searched the Word of God in vain for the assemblies of Saints in any town so
acting, but, on the contrary, I find the whole analogy of the faith to forbid such a condition
of things.
God is very plain in His Word as to what " the assembly " in the town of D----- should
be. He says that nothing more and nothing less than every God-gathered company of
saints in said town regarded as one form " the assembly " therein. So no separate assembly
of saints in said town appears to have any sanction from Him to have an independent
oversight circle, or meeting, nor to receive in to nor put away from " the fellowship."
Neither would the other companies have power to endorse such independent actions, for
such a condition of things is not " the will of God." If it takes every God-gathered
company of saints in said town to compose " the assembly," " the assembly " alone is
commissioned by God to act; acting as one with and through their one circle of overseeing
men.
In Acts 19 - from such expressions as the following, "He reasoned daily in the school of
one Tyrannus " (ver.9). " And this continued for the space of two years " (ver.10). " And
the name of the Lord Jesus was magnified (ver.17). "Many that believed confessed "
(ver.18). " "Many of them also which used curious arts, brought their books and burned
them before all: and they counted the price of them, and found it fifty thousand pieces of
silver"-value about £1,875 [Newberry] (ver.19). " So mightily grew the Word of the Lord
and prevailed " (ver. 20). " That not alone at Ephesus, but almost throughout all Asia, this
Paul hath persuaded and turned away much people " (ver.26)-we learn that Paul spent
much time in Ephesus, and had much fruit there.
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From Acts 18:24-27 we learn that Aquila and Priscilla's house was in Ephesus; and
comparing Acts 19:21,22 with 1 Cor.16:5, we learn that Paul wrote the 1st Epistle to the
Corinthians from Ephesus. In 1 Cor.16:19,20 God speaks of more than one assembly of
saints as being in Ephesus, as it seems clear that if the assembly at Aquila and Priscilla's
house included all in fellowship in that city that the remaining part of the verse would be
without meaning, as " all the brethren " would have been included in the phrase first used.
Seeing this we ask ourselves the question, How does God speak of those gathered into the
Name in Ephesus? Does He address them as " the assemblies of God "? No. He says, " the
assembly." In Acts 20:17 Paul sends to Ephesus and calls the elders of "the assembly"notice, not assemblies. And in verse 28 he says to the elders of " the assembly" in
Ephesus, " Take heed, therefore, unto yourselves, and to all the flock among which the
Holy Spirit hath made you overseers, to shepherd the assembly of God, which He hath
purchased with His own blood."
Note, one entire circle of overseeing men known as the " elders of the assembly " in
Ephesus. Commanded by God to take heed to themselves and the flock, and to shepherd "
the assembly."
In Rev.2:1 God says, "Unto the messenger of 'the assembly' in Ephesus," not assemblies!
From the above we learn that "the assembly" in any given place comprises all the Godgathered saints in that place, heeded and fed by one company of overseeing men.
Again, let us take the city of Jerusalem to help us in coming to God's mind. From Acts
1:15; Acts 2:41-47; Acts 4:4; Acts 5:14; Acts 6:2-5, we get to know how God was
working in Jerusalem, working so that when we come to Acts 21:20-22 we find that the
number of disciples in Jerusalem had come to be many myriads or tens of thousands (see
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RV margin and Newberry's margin in loco. Now one thing is certain, that " ten thousands"
of saints could not and would not meet in one building. So there must have been many
assemblies of Saints. Seeing this we ask ourselves the question: How does God speak of
"assemblies of Saints " in Jerusalem. Does He say, the assemblies in Jerusalem? No. He
says, " the assembly in Jerusalem " (see Acts 8:1; Acts 11:22; Acts 15:4).
One naturally asks, How was this immense company of God-gathered saints to be heeded
and fed? How were they to be cared for? And how were they to act out in "the assembly"
the will of God? The answer to this, by the practices of to-day, would be, Let each
company have its own independent oversight circle, in order that they may be cared for as
they ought, and let each assembly in Jerusalem act as an independent assembly through its
own oversight circle-for each have their own local responsibilities and their own private
matters that the overseers of another company have no business to pry into or meddle with
in any way. But has God not a voice in this matter? Is God to be denied the right to order
His own house? Surely all of us will say, God's voice and God's voice alone, must be
heard in the ordering of His own house, over which Christ is as Son.
From Acts 6:2; Acts 8:1; Acts 9:27; Acts 15:2,6,22; Acts 16:4; Acts 21:18, we learn that
there was only one oversight in Jerusalem caring for the thousands of saints there.
It is not, as many seem to believe, that each meeting had its own company of overseers,
and that it was only on occasions of especial difficulty that they came together. But it is
that there never was more than one oversight in Jerusalem, and whenever they came
together (and with such a care their comings together must have been very frequent) they
came together as one, and " the assembly " acted as one through and with them.
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Now let us look at the prospective teaching of our Lord in Matt.18:17-" Tell it to the
assembly." In a town where there is only one company of God-gathered saints that
company is " the assembly " in that town. In a case like this there is no difficulty in
knowing how to act for God in seeking to carry out Matt.18:17.
But in the town of D----, which we have taken as an illustration of the present condition
of things there, is it not impossible for Matt.18:17 to be carried out? He says, " Tell it to
'the assembly,' " and I submit that Scripture shows that the term " the assembly " when
unqualified by such phrase as " at the house of..." comprises nothing less than all the Godgathered saints in the city in question. So if Matt.18:17 is to be carried out, it must be told
to all, and nothing less than the voice of the four companies (however it may find
expression) to the erring brother can be said to be the voice of " the assembly."
Then as to receiving into and putting away from "the fellowship," the same principle
stands true. Receiving in and putting away I take to be an assembly act. And in thus
carrying out the will of God " the assembly " as one must receive, and as one put away. So
when one is to be received into or put away in any city or town where " the assembly " is
composed of more than one God-gathered company of saints, it should be by every
company; and thus by "the assembly," which alone is commissioned by God to act, the
one is received into or put away from the fellowship
I trust we all see from the Word of God the absolute necessity unto the carrying out of
His will of the overseeing men in any city or town where there are more companies of
saints than one coming together as one, and acting as one. And I trust God will so bless
this paper, that it will help in the bringing about of a more godly condition of things than
exists in many cities and towns at present.
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To those of us who think we see the mind of God in these important truths I would say,
May God help us with equal clearness to see the patience of God, and thus we will be
saved from driving furiously those who are desirous with us to see the will of God, and
we will be enabled to lead gently, as God has led us, in wisdom's ways, which ever are
ways of pleasantness and paths of peace.
J. CHARLETON STEEN.
THE CHURCH IN EPHESUS.
(Continued from page No.94)
IT may have been during the ten or eleven months 1 between Paul's stay in Ephesus and
his interview with the elders at Miletus that the elect sojourners of the dispersion
throughout Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia received Peter's first letter by
the hand of Silas.2 At any rate it could not have been previous to the founding of the
Asiatic churches recorded in Acts 19, and as Silas was evidently not with Paul when the
second letter to Corinth was written,3 it would seem not unlikely that he had gone to Peter
to cheer him with an account of the work that was done in the above five provinces. This
is the more interesting, as Peter's first letter indicates a very considerable amount of
fellowship between the saints and the assemblies in the large district to which he writes,
addressing all as a united company, being builded a spiritual house.4 Correspondingly he
exhorts the elders in this immense company as one group encircling the little flock which
was among
1

From the Pentecost of 1 Cor.16 to the days of unleavened bread of Acts 20.
See 1 Pet.5:12.
3
It begins: 'Paul... and Timothy," with which contrast verse 19.
4
1 Pet.2:5. The word is builded not builded up
2
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them 1 like a cordon of faithful watchmen, and they are especially warned against acting
in independency, each doing his own will in his own quarter:-"neither," says Peter, " as
lording it over the portions 2 allotted to you, but making yourselves ensamples to (or of)
the little flock." This letter was written from a place called Babylon, and Marl; was with
him at the time.3
When Paul reached Rome he wrote letters to Asia, of which three are in our hands, and
also one to Philipp1: Tychicus conveyed the letters to Ephesus and to Colosse,4 and
Onesimus, who accompanied him,4 carried the note to Philemon his lord, whilst
Epaphroditus took the letter to Philippi.5 The evidence that these letters were written at
about the same time from Rome is to be found mainly in the salutations with which they
end, and is fairly conclusive. We may at any rate feel sure that the letters to Ephesus and
Colossae and the letter to Philemon all went together,4 and thus we know that Paul had
with him at the time Timothy, Mark, Luke, Aristarchus, Epaphras, and Demas. We note
also 6 that Mark and Timothy he contemplated sending to Colossae and Philippi
respectively. The letter to Ephesus, with which we are now chiefly concerned, is not
primarily a letter of exhortation, and the allusions to the special circumstances of those
addressed are comparatively few. It is primarily a letter of teaching, in which is preeminently set forth that which concerns the Church, which is His Body. In it saints are
shown to be quickened together with Christ and raised up together and seated together in
the heavenlies in Him.7 Here it is that Gentile believers are told that they are no more
strangers and sojourners, but are fellow citizens with the saints, and of the household of
God, built up
l

1 Pet.5:1-3
The word is in the plural
3
l Pet.5:13
4
Eph.6:21,22; Col.4:7-9
5
Phil.2:25
6
Col.4:10-14; Phil.2:19
7
Eph.2:5,6
2
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upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, l etc. Here we read of the Mystery of the
Christ, that the Gentiles are fellow heirs, and fellow members of the Body, and fellow
partakers of the promise.2
Here, too, we are told, though but briefly, of what is called for on earth to answer to these
things which are in heaven. Of the earthly buildings, the local community being builded
together for a down-habitation of God in the Spirit,3 and these several buildings being
framed together so as to grow to an holy temple in the Lord.4 Here also one reads of the
behaviour in the family between man and wife, between parents and children; of the
conduct in the world between master and servant, etc., becoming those who belong to the
Church which Christ loved and for which He gave Himself. 5 However, along with this
there is just an occasional word here and there which throws some light on the special
circumstances of the church of God in Ephesus. They are specially warned against winds
of doctrine, sleight of men, and methods (that is, changing ways) of the Devil.6 Practical
godfearingness is enforced as becoming those who have been taught the Truth in Jesus.
Timothy now goes to Ephesus (perhaps through Philippi), and shortly receives from Paul
the first letter bearing his name. It may be as well to note here how absurd is the notion
conveyed in the subscription which some one has added to the second letter,7 that
Timothy was ordained the first bishop of the church of the Ephesians. Firstly, men were
never ordained bishops, and could not be. 8 Secondly, Timothy was not specially located
at Ephesus at all, but went from place to place as God (through Paul) directed
1

Eph.2:19,20
Eph.3:6
3
Eph.2:22
4
Eph.2:21
5
Eph.5,6
6
Eph.4:14; Eph.6:11
7
The subscription to the first letter is equally inaccurate-Paul was never at Laodicea, and
Laodicea is in Asia
8
See footnote page 94.
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Him. Thirdly, there is no reason to suppose that when Philippi had bishops, Ephesus had
only one. Fourthly, all the elders addressed in Acts 20 were bishops.
The first letter to Timothy, whilst mainly occupied with direct teaching as to behaviour in
the House of God, that is to say, in the called-out community of the Living God, also
makes mention of sad departure on the part of some. As examples of these Hymenaeus
and Alexander are named; they had thrust away a good conscience and made shipwreck of
the Faith, wherefore Paul had delivered them to Satan that they might be taught by
discipline not to blaspheme.1 Others were being ensnared by the love of money, 2 but it is
of the case of Hymenaeus and Alexander that we desire here to speak a little.
When some few years previously the assembly in Corinth had among them one who was
a fornicator, Paul wrote from Ephesus, " In the name of our Lord Jesus, ye being gathered
together, and my spirit, with the power of our Lord Jesus, to deliver such a one unto Satan
for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus,...
purge out the old leaven... do not ye judge them that are inside? whereas them that are
outside God judges. Put out the wicked man from among yourselves."3 Seeing this first
letter to Corinth was also addressed to all that in every place called upon the Name, we
presume none would question that the brethren at Ephesus were acquainted with its
contents more than two years after the date it was written (written by the apostle in their
very midst). Then we ask-If a man (a fornicator) being delivered unto Satan, meant his
being out from among those who were the called out company of God in Corinth, where
should the men in Ephesus have been who (having thrust
1

1Tim.1:20
1 Tim.6:9,10, etc.
3
1 Cor.5:4,5,7,12,13.
2
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from them a good conscience and made shipwreck of the Faith) were delivered unto Satan
by the apostle of Christ Jesus? The conclusion seems irresistible, that the assembly
should, in the name of the Lord Jesus being gathered- together, have acted in fellowship
with the apostolic action and put Hymenaeus and Alexander out from among them, rather
than suffer them to teach and seduce the disciples.
The second letter to Timothy contains in its opening paragraphs words calculated to
nerve him for patient faithfulness and single-heartedness at a time when such had become
exceedingly difficult, through great numbers having been beguiled from the simplicity
which is toward Christ. " Stir up the gift of God which is in thee, it is not a spirit of
fearfulness "; " be strengthened in the grace that is in Christ Jesus"; " suffer hardship as a
good soldier "; " if we endure we shall also reign." 1 These and similar exhortations wereto brace him for conflict. Then urging him to diligence, that he may be an approved
workman,2 Paul repeats the warning against profane babblings with which he had closed
his first letter.3 But they proceed further in ungodliness, and therefore there must be
further word from the Lord concerning them. And again, two men are taken as ensamples,
Hymenaeus as before, and this time Philetus is named with him; for the words of such
spread like a gangrene spreads, and they who speak not only err concerning the truth
themselves but also overthrow the faith of others. 4 What is the result? Their faith being
overthrown they go wrong in their works; the fruit of righteousness is not seen, and the
very Christianity of such becomes doubtful. What a comfort, then, in times of apostasy to
be assured that the Lord knows them that are His, though many of them are to us
undistinguishable from the worldlings! Being His depends on Him, and this firm
1
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foundation of God stands. Does this then free disciples from responsibility as to
fellowship? Not at all, for the conjoined exhortation is, " Let every one that nameth the
name of the Lord depart from unrighteousness." The seal has two sides: the inner side is
that the Lord knows His own; the outer side, which disobedience obscures, which
faithfulness exhibits, is that those owning Him as Lord are called on to depart from
unrighteousness.
Paul then gives a second illustration of the matter by referring to a great house. Let none
confound this with the house of God of 1 Tim.3:15. There is this essential difference
between the two figures. The word oikos (oikos), translated house in 1 Tim.3:15, is used
in its literal sense not only for a stone and mortar house, but also often for a house in the
sense of a family or household-that is as consisting of persons. l Thus we read, the Lord
grant mercy unto the house of Onesiphorus-not to the building he lived in but to his
family and servants, his household. Similarly in 1 Tim.3:4,5. The bishop must rule well
his own house, having his children in subjection, etc., but if he cannot rule his own house
how shall he take care of God's church? and verse 15 tells us that God's house is church of
living God, so that clearly the house of 1 Tim.3:15 is composed of persons living together
under rule, and is so far a different figure from what we get in 1 Pet.2:5, where the house
is composed of believers, regarded as stones builded together; though the same word
oikos is used in both cases. But the word oikia used in 2 Tim.2:20, is scarcely ever used 2
of a household, but almost always of a building, and clearly the figure here is that of a
building in which, being great, there are various kind of vessels, gold and silver, wood
and stone, some to honour and some to
1

Thus we read, house of Israel Matt.10:6, and elsewhere.
Two or three times out of about ninety occurrences, and never for God's house, nor even
in Matt.23:38.
2
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dishonour. And what the man of God is here called to do is to purge himself out away
from these latter; if he would be a vessel to honour he must be sanctified, that is set apart,
that he may be meet for the Master's use and prepared for every good work.
Observe that in 1 Cor.5. the wicked person was to be purged out from the community of
those that called upon the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, but here the call is to those who
name the name of the Lord to purge themselves out, and fleeing youthful lusts to follow
after righteousness, faith, love, peace with 1 them that call on the Lord out of a pure heart.
Of the words following it is the less necessary to speak here, as the passage is very clearly
elucidated in the Conference Notes which appeared in a previous issue.2 Before passing
from this Epistle we note, however, how full it is of warnings, that bad as things then were
they were yet to grow worse, and that howsoever bad they might grow the Spirit, through
Paul, could give no better resource, in this probably Paul's last letter, than he had set
before the Ephesus elders when he commended them to God and to the Word of His
grace; so here he says, " All Scripture is God breathed and is profitable for teaching, for
conviction, for correction, for discipline in righteousness... preach the Word... The Lord
be with thy spirit, grace be with you." 3
We may here seek to glean a few facts from Peter's second letter; in it he alludes to Paul
having written letters to the very saints he is addressing (the same as he mentions in the
first letter),4 as well as letters to others which they had read. It was therefore written
doubtless subsequent to
l

The word " with " is the same we get in Matt.2:11: "with Mary His mother."
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Paul's letters to the cities of Ephesus and Colosse and the province of Galatia.
From this letter we easily learn that false teachers were not to be confined to Ephesus,
that such would arise and privily bring in destructive heresies. These seem to be the
wolves of Acts 20:29, just as Hymenaeus was one of the men from among themselves.
But as with Hymenaeus, so with them, the terribleness of it was that it spread. Many, says
he, shall follow out 1 their lascivious doings, and thus shall the Way of the Truth be evil
spoken of,-beware lest being carried away with the error of the wicked ye fall from your
own steadfastness.2
(To be concluded.)
Fragment.
Ex.28 shows that God had twofold manner of order for His people of old. The first was
according to their birth. The second according to their tribes, as placed or arranged by
Jehovah. From the former nothing could displace. From the latter quite a number of
matters very quickly caused the defiled one to be removed. But whether removed for short
or long, whether shut up in a house or put outside the camp, the birth-position and
relationship of such remained the same. Similar distinctions obtain to-day in the path of
the Faith. All the born-again are in Christ All as such have a place in God's arrangement
of and for His people as tribes. But occupancy of that place is determined by the condition
and relationship of the individual. Being such ml individual does not of itself permit the
having the privilege of House of God; just as being an Israelite did not of itself allow the
privileges of Jehovah's dwelling of old.
l
2

So the Greek in 2 Pet.2:2,15.
2 Pet.3:1
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REVIVALS OF OLDEN TIME.
III. THE DIVINE PURPOSE IN REVIVAL.
THE revivals recorded for our learning in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah are largely
descriptive of God's GREAT PURPOSE in and by revival.
Doubtless, as Isaiah enlightens us, the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eternity, whose
name is Holy, declares Himself as dwelling in the high and holy place, with him ALSO
that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the heart of the humble ones, and to revive
the heart of the contrite ones (Isa.l7:15).
These words make plain how necessary it is that the spirit and the heart of men be in a
certain condition ere revival can be wrought in them.
Albeit then that revival is not common or general, nor in abundant manifestation, let no
one think that therefore it does not exist.
If there be but one in all the earth of humble and contrite spirit, with him dwelleth the
living and holy One, for the intention of through such a person working revival in any
others in whom the humble and contrite heart is.
We entreat consideration of the order herein. It is the SPIRIT of the one unto the HEART
of the others. Revival is fruit, not of sentiment, feelings, circumstances, or the like.
Revival is fruit by the Spirit of God, through the word of God, in the spirit of man.
Therefore it is that in Ezra 1:5 we read, that " those whose spirit God had stirred up arose
to go up and build the house of Jehovah in Jerusalem."
Having left Babylon, their earliest business was to make and keep themselves an
unmixed people. Yea, a people by name and register known the one to the other.
Thereafter
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they betook themselves to their own cities (comp. Prov.27:8). Thus finding themselves
where their God wished them to be, " Some of the chief of the fathers freely offered, even
according to their ability, to set up the house of God in its place."
From their cities (places of ordinary life) lo! all of them as one man, in the one time, unto
the one place, to do one and the same thing, did arise and come.
Their purpose to know and act only according to " As it is written " explains the entire
cause of such remarkable manifestations, as well as denies all confederation or federation,
and excludes the kindred error of independency.
Ezra 2:64 shows the " congregation," 1:e. Assembly, as one, while Ezra 3:9 shows the
"overseers" as one, as see marginal reading of the word " together."
The enemy, however, was not asleep (comp. 1 Cor.16:9).
Therefore drew near unto these folk certain who said, " Let us do as you do, WITH
YOU," giving their reasons bold and plain and true.
Alas! alas! their doing as did those separated and gathered together ones was not the
outcome of Jehovah's dealing with or in them, but rather was it of one named Esarhaddon, for which cause, however much they did as those Jews did, not being where they
were through the Lord's doings, but by man's will, these courageously declared, "Ye have
nothing at all to do with us to build an house unto our God; but we ourselves together will
build."
Rejected as co-workers, they soon showed the meaning of their words, " Like as ye do."
They weakened their hands, troubled them in building, and hired counsellors against
them, so that for a while the work of that united people stood still. God, however,
compassionated them and the truth. Haggai and Zechariah came forth in active ministry
among the people. What, and
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when, and why they spoke is most instructively told out in the books of Haggai and
Zechariah, to which we refer our readers.
The people having at length been brought to labour under the eye of their God, these
workers-together soon completed their labours, so that the house stood builded and
finished in its place, according to God's commandment, etc.
Then came to pass the opposite of the Hezekiah revival. Here the priests, the Levites,
were purified together, and the children of Israel which were come again out of captivity,
and all such as had separated themselves unto them (comp. 2 Cor.7:1 and Acts 9:26) from
the filthiness of the nations of the land, to seek Jehovah, God of Israel, did eat, and kept
the feast of unleavened bread seven days; for the Lord had made them joyful, and turned
the heart of the King of Persia unto them, to strengthen their hands in the work of the
house of God, the God of Israel.
Some seventy years after the foregoing, God is found working by His Spirit and word in
Babylon. Lo! a young man whose name interpreted means " Helper," has grace given him
of God to prepare his heart to seek the law of the God of Israel, and to do it, and to teach
the statute and judgment thereof IN ISRAEL.
Statute: signifies the once for all given and unrepealed will of God for all His saints. "
These are right, and rejoice the heart " (Ps.19).
Judgment: means God's revealed estimate of right and wrong.
"These are truth and righteous altogether " (Ps.19).
Ezra arose, and certain with him, and came to Jerusalem. There he found those who had
been long before him in the place chosen by God for His people. Noble things too he.
found these had suffered and done. Notwithstanding, he did not therefore conclude that all
was that ought to be, nay, through the law of God which he had learned, he
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discovered much among them that was not according to the mind and will of God.
Moreover, he found them ready to be led on into greater faithfulness and into fuller
obedience; with an absence of all feeling of being interfered with, or readiness to excuse
themselves by past experience, or deeds, or attainments. These are urgent necessities in all
times of true revival.
Where persons shut themselves up in what was done by themselves or others in earlier
days, which, nevertheless, is now known to be short of the revealed will of the Lord, those
persons necessarily oppose themselves, as well as dam back the living waters of revival
mercy, that otherwise would bring them into the acknowledgment of the truth in the
obedience of faith, making them as tremblers at the word of the Lord, to be helpers indeed
in all the work of the Lord.
Ezra's moral fitness for the work is found in the humbling of himself with his fellows to
seek a right way of God for themselves, their little ones, and all their substance. Too often
have well-meaning Ezras missed the mark by suffering one or other of those three right
goings to be divorced in and from their obedience and labour, all which assuredly hinders
God-wrought revival.
Ezra began where Paul in similar circumstances began, even with the chief men (see Ezra
9 and Gal.2). These in both cases were found to be anything but clear in the blameworthy
doings so contrary to the truth.
Yet who charges either Ezra or Paul as being without grace? Or who fails to see that it
was only grace that made them jealous and zealous for the truth? Ezra 9:9 pathetically
declares God's own especial mercy and purpose in revival,... " to give us a reviving to set
up the house of our God, and to repair the desolations thereof, and to give us " (not merely
to be unto us) " a wall in Judah and Jerusalem."
Hallowed threefold cord of real and lasting revival
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maintainable only by the doctrine of Ezra 9:14,15: "Shall we again break Thy
commandments, and join in affinity with the peoples that do these abominations? wouldst
not Thou be angry with us till Thou hadst consumed us, so that there should be no
remnant nor any to escape? O Jehovah, God of Israel, Thou art righteous; for we are left a
remnant that is escaped, as it is this day: behold, we are before Thee in our guiltiness; for
none can stand before Thee because of this."
So did that people prosper until in Nehemiah they are found with the wall securely built,
having its gates, with bars, and porters who open and shut them in the light of day, the
very reflex of Lev.24:1-9 feast in the light, the house and people purged and separated
unto touching not the unclean. Ay, perfecting holiness in the fear of God, until that which
had not been done for a great many centuries they learned from " As it is written " ought
to have been done, and though undone should therefore now be done, and there was very
great gladness, as there was thus very great revival, Jehovah's joy being their strength.
Outcome of obedience, as see I Sam.15:22,23, the which, if we who are the Lord's would
have and know today, let us learn, then go and do likewise.
JOHN BROWN
SEPARATION.
(Translated from the French by A. P. Macdonald)
THE times in which we live are difficult for the child of God who desires to walk in
simple dependence upon the Lord and in submission to His Word. The motive of
separation is good or evil, according as, on the one hand, it agrees with the mind of the
Lord, or, on the other, accords with the
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works of the flesh. There are certain leading principles in God's Word that enable us to
separate ourselves from all that is contrary to the Lord's will, while they serve as a curb
where one would be tempted to act under the impulsion of sentiments that are not in
accordance with that will.
From one end of the Word of God to the other, from the fall of man until the moment
when Satan shall be finally set aside (Rev.20:10), we see man in a constant state of
rebellion. Satan, the real author of the evil, is continually impelling man to exempt
himself from the authority of God, either by exciting him to sin and disobedience, or by
inducing him to accept a mixture of truth and error.
In man there is not only " flesh," but " spirit," and in his spirit man is capable of every
kind of uncleanness. In fact, the revolt of man is characterized not so much by immorality
as by spiritual corruption. It is, therefore, necessary to know how to discern the present
condition of Christendom, and how that condition is contemplated in the Word of God, in
order that we may know how to behave ourselves towards it. There can be no doubt that
our own times are times of confusion in all that concerns the rights of the Lord over His
church; and we have no other guide to lead us out of the religious labyrinth than the Spirit
of God in the application He makes of the written Word to the present circumstances.
Why did we come out from the religious "systems "? Is it not because that in them the
Word of God only has, and only can have, a partial application? because that in them
man's authority has taken precedence of God's? While we acknowledge that the doctrine
of justification by faith and certain other truths are still received by a considerable part of
Protestantism, there are many truths, and these of no small importance, which are either
unknown or rejected. This mixture of falsehood and truth is the Devil's snare for the
simple, for rebellion and disobedience are thus
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covered by an appearance of piety and of Christian order (I Kgs.12:28-33)
In Ephesus, in New Testament times, there were certain persons who were manifested in
their true colours, by reason of the attachment and fidelity of those who loved the Lord
(Rev.2:2,3). Supposing that those who were thus manifested formed themselves into an
assembly, they were not and could not be recognised as an assembly of God,
notwithstanding the truths that might still be taught amongst them.
In his second letter to Timothy Paul indicates the line of conduct to be followed at a
period when evil is not only introduced, but tolerated among Christians. "Let every one
that nameth the name of the Lord depart from iniquity" (2 Tim.2:19). In coming out from
a system where the domination of man prevails, and wherein, consequently, evil is
tolerated, we " depart from iniquity." We cannot " depart from" false teaching without
separating ourselves from those who teach it, or without refusing to have fellowship with
those who hold it. Our responsibility always remains towards those with whom we have
ceased to be in fellowship. If we come forth unto the Lord Jesus, outside the camp,
bearing His reproach, we shall be able to show them how they are still in the snare of the
Devil; to exhort them in meekness unto obedience to the Lord; and to seek for their
recovery into a scriptural position. The ministry of Eph.4 will find its place here, not so
much towards those who compose the assemblies of God as towards those members of the
Body of Christ that are floating hither and thither, " carried about with every wind of
doctrine."
If there is one truth in these days that is of the greatest importance, that we ought to
maintain at any cost, it is that of the authority of Christ as Son over God's house; in other
words, it is the truth of His Lordship. He is the Head of
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the Assembly, which is His Body (Eph.1:22) and as such owes Him the completest
submission. By virtue of the authority which has been given Him (Matt.28:18) He sends
forth His own with a message of grace and truth, and, in order to its delivery, He
distributes to them gifts according as it seems good in His sight. This sovereignty and
glory are taken from Him in the different religious systems, where men have substituted
their own authority for that of Christ, and where, after their own desires, they heap to
themselves teachers, thus claiming and exercising a power which the Lord has reserved to
Himself. Not only so, but the formation, the order, and the progress of the Protestant "
churches " proceed from the same source-namely, the denial of the Lord's rights over His
assembly. This is what dishonours the Lord, and becomes a snare for the simple who are
found therein. The truth of God, concerning the rights and authority of the Lord Jesus
which are being violated, is set aside; and this spiritual corruption is worse in the Lord's
sight than even outward uncleanness of the flesh. Spiritual corruption is not seen,
understood, and judged as dishonouring to the Lord; so that it is the more necessary for
those who do see it to come out from all contact with it. Hence also the responsibility that
weighs upon those who are faithful to point-out to those who are simple their
disobedience and guilt, while they themselves are careful to remain separate, neither
going in among sectarian men in order to associate with them, nor "receiving " such " to
the breaking of bread " so long as they continue in their self-chosen way.
The Apostle Paul exhorts us "who are strong" to bear the infirmities of the weak, and not
to please ourselves. " For let every one of us please his neighbour for his good to
edification " (Rom.15:1,2). To remain in a religious system which is not according to God
cannot surely procure the good, or result in the edification, of any one. The
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apostle adds in verse 7, following the same line of thought, " Wherefore receive ye one
another, as Christ also received us to the glory of God." Between those so receiving and
received harmony is brought about. This is indicated by verses 5 and 6: " To be likeminded one toward another according to Christ Jesus: that ye may with ONE MIND and
with ONE Mouth glorify God.". The weakness of such received ones is not sin, it is not
disobedience, and therefore we are exhorted not to judge them. On the contrary, to be
associated with that which is evil in the sight of God is a position that ought to be judged
and condemned (Rev.3:1-16; 1 Cor.7:1).
Those who have felt the need of being gathered unto the name of the Lord Jesus have had
to get there by way of repentance and separation. In the first place, by way of repentance,
inasmuch as, having found themselves associated with that which dishonours the Lord,
they have felt bound to acknowledge the evil which they had committed in ignorance, but
which, none the less, necessitated repentance and pardon (2 Chron.29). Sin committed in
ignorance is sin all the same, and the Holy Spirit only has room for full action in so far as
we have purified our souls in obeying the truth (Ps.19:12; Lev.4:2). In the second place,
by way of separation, in that, the iniquity being judged, it must be departed from. If a
member of the Body of Christ who continues in the fellowship of a sect finds himself in a
place where two or three have been gathered unto THE NAME, SO long as he does not
himself judge and condemn his sectarian position, so long as he remains associated with
that which is contrary to the will of God, he is not in a condition to associate himself
scripturally with those who are morally bound to judge his position, because they
themselves have withdrawn from the system in which he remains entangled; Our
responsibility is to instruct such an one, and to exhort him to come outside the camp; and
if he
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persists in keeping his place in his system, it is not our duty to return unto him, or to
introduce him into fellowship, " occasional " or otherwise, until God gives him repentance
to the acknowledging of the truth (Jer.15:19).
The believer's separation from evil is the work of the Holy Spirit. It is an inward work.
The Spirit has caused him to realize that he is not in fellowship with God about a certain
matter. He recognises his fault, he grieves over it, repents of it, comes out from the evil,
and thenceforth remains separate; all this because his action is fruit of the Spirit, and not a
work of the flesh. When separation is only the product of the flesh in its divers
manifestations, - jealousy, pride, vain glory, ignorance, ambition, and so forth, - as soon
as these motives are replaced by others more powerful the man will go where his carnal
mind leads him, without troubling himself as to whether he is doing God's will or not.
Such persons are a continual danger, and their presence in the assemblies is a cause of
general uneasiness.
Doubtless there are many believers in the sects, and their salvation is secured by
sovereign grace. But if the believer has privileges, he has also responsibilities, and hence
a testimony to offer (Rev.2:24). Our responsibility is to maintain holiness in the assembly,
and the responsibility of Christians in the sects is to depart from the iniquity of a
fellowship condemned by the Word.
May the Lord fill us with a holy jealousy for the honour of His great Name upon which
we call, and for the purity of His assembly till He come.
GEO. F. GAUDIBERT.
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THE REVELATION OF THE LORD.
III. THE CHURCH IN PERGAMOS.
CONCERNING this church nothing has been told us of its early history, but that which
we have is of the deepest importance for our consideration. The Lord is shown in His
relationship to it as the One having the sharp two-edged sword, that sword which divides
asunder the soul and spirit, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart; and
it is with the thoughts and intents of the heart that the special revelation is made
concerning these churches. Notice then, in the first place, that there is a holding fast the
name of the Lord; the faith is not denied, although martyrdom is going on; and this
outward testimony was where Satan dwelt and had his seat.
Again, we might say, as in the case of Ephesus, What more could be needed? Yet He
who is seen walking in the midst of the golden lamp-stands, whose eyes are like to a
flame of fire, sees beyond that which would satisfy the eye of man. " I have a few things
against thee, because thou hast there them that HOLD the doctrine of Balaam."
Notice especially it is not teach; it was only held deep down in the heart. As also in verse
15, those that hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitans. It is not " I will fight against " thee, but
"them." This is remarkable, as had it been a sin known to the assembly, as that in 1 Cor.5,
all would have been implicated. Yet repentance is called for on the part of all, now that
the secret thing has been revealed; and if there were not this repentance there would be the
bringing into trial of all, as it is written, " If one member suffer, then all the members
suffer with it."
We must now turn our attention more specially to the expression " doctrine of Balaam,"
seeking to understand its nature; and in order so to do let us turn to the Book of
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Numbers (Num.25). Here we find Israel-the people whom God had separated to Himselflinking themselves with the descendants of Lot-just Lot. We must remember God would
not allow Israel to possess the land of Edom or Moab. Those people were in a very
different relationship to Israel from the nations of the land who were to be dispossessed
and destroyed (Deut.2:9). Yet God lays down what this relationship was to be, and what it
was not to be (Deut.23:3). The doctrine of Balaam set aside the will of God and brought
about an association with the children of Lot that called down the judgment of God upon
the nation of Israel. The children of Moab and Ammon were the descendants of the man
who took the place outwardly of separation with Abraham (Gen.12:4), but took it without
the call of God (Isa.l1:2). His very companying with Abraham seemed to be a hindrance
to the latter, and it was only when the separation came (Gen.13:14), Lot taking what he
had faith for-a present possession, and finally, a place of worldly power, a
seat in the gate, a respectable marriage, probably with a woman of Sodom-that the full
unfolding of the mind of God was made to Abraham, the man who could give up the
present for the future, the city life and the place of present authority for the tent and the
walk of faith; yea, the man who was in the secret council of Jehovah, the man who was
soon called upon to deliver his worldly-minded nephew from the difficulties and dangers
in which he had involved himself.
It was with the descendants of this man, to whom the call of God never came, that the
people of Israel were associated. We are not told precisely the manner by which this was
brought about. We are told " Balaam taught Balak to cast a stumbling block before the
people of Israel." Balaam was a man marvellously acquainted with the ways of Jehovah,
but yet one who used this knowledge for the entanglement of the people of God. He loved
the wages of
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unrighteousness and ]aid himself out to accomplish by fraud that which was entirely
contrary to the words of his mouth -for with his mouth he blessed the people of God,
while in his heart he planned their destruction, obliterating the line of division which God
had drawn, and bringing together that which the will of God would have kept asunder.
Num.25 draws a terrible picture of the sorrow and judgment that fell upon Israel on
account of this. The plague is in the camp, the dead and dying are on every side, and the
fierce wrath of a holy God is only stayed when Phinehas rises up to execute judgment,
gaining for himself the covenant of peace (Mal.2:5), and is spoken of as the one who
turned many away from iniquity. Now if the doctrine of Balaam were held in the church
of Pergamos it would seem of necessity that there were some in those days who
corresponded with the children of Lot.
We find Paul saying of one, "Demas hath forsaken me," and he gives the reason why"having loved this present world." Demas had been associated with the apostle in his
labours, but when the testing time came, he, like Lot, chose his portion in the world,
whilst the apostle, counting things present but dross, so as that he might will Christ,
pressed on in the path of faith and fellowship with God. Probably there were many such
as Demas as time went on, and at the point when the church of Pergamos is addressed
there can be little question to a careful student of the Word as to there being many
professing Christians, at least, who had turned away from apostolic doctrine (2 Tim.1:15);
and, though they were neither Jews nor Gentiles, they could not be looked upon as
forming any part of the churches of God. Such again would be those spoken of by the
Apostle John as having gone out from a divine fellowship, that it might be made manifest
that they had taken a place to which they had not been called by God (1 Jn 2:19).
No doubt such as these and their descendants would keep
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up a form of Christianity, whilst careful that it should in no way hinder their worldly
advancement. Such, we repeat, could not be looked upon or treated as Jews or Gentiles,
and would therefore need a special legislation from God to be given to His assemblies
with regard to their treatment of and responsibility towards such.
We believe that this special responsibility and manner of behaviour was made known to
them by the Lord through His apostles in the second epistles-more especially the Second
Epistle to Timothy. Such professing Christians would probably unite for the breaking of
bread, and have among them some who were real children of God. If such a people there
were when the church of Pergamos was addressed-and we do not think that this can be
questioned -it is easy to see how closely they would resemble the children of Lot, a people
concerning whom God gave a special legislation, and who were not to be treated as the
nations of Canaan.
If this be so, the doctrine of Balaam held by some in Pergamos would appear to be the
union of the churches of God with those who had either gone out, or been put out from the
fellowship of the God-gathered saints; but it must have been the unexpressed desire of
hearts that were growing cold, of those who were losing faith in the God of their
salvation, were questioning as to the rightness of the pathway in which He was leading
them; and in heart turning back, like Israel, to Egypt.
The things of God are ever too weighty for even our priestly shoulders, apart from His
strengthening (1 Chron.15:26); and the new cart (1 Chron.13:7) will be the natural device
to which we shall have recourse where worldliness has come in and first love is lost.
But if it were the doctrine of Balaam held then, we fear it is the doctrine of Balaam
openly taught now by some who profess to be separated to the name of the Lord.
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Every effort is made to break down the wall that divides, and to obliterate the line that
separates, the gathered-out churches of God from the professing thing of this day.
Quietly and persistently the doctrine of Balaam is being taught, and nothing, we believe,
but the javelin of Phinehas will stay the plague. It to-day may bring peace and blessing, as
it did then, many being turned unto righteousness, turned from disobedience and from
those who are determined to walk therein, yet those whom we may eventually meet, or
some of such at least, as redeemed ones in a coming kingdom, as the children of Lot, will
yet be gathered in that kingdom with Abraham's seed.
There are those to-day who we believe have never heard God's call to take their place in
the present kingdom; yet through this they are losers, and may through their present
associations be losers in the age to come, of privilege, as they are to-day of blessing
(Ezek.44:10).
Many will rebel at such a thought-they say it is the Father's table for all His children; but
this assertion we have never found in, nor heard proved from, Scripture; it is the Lord's
table for the disciples of the Lord-those who are seeking that the will of God should be
done in them first, then through them in the churches of God, as it will be done on earth in
the coming kingdom of the Heavens.
Again, some may ask, Why should repentance to the acknowledgment of the truth not be
given to all saints? (2 Tim.2:25). Why should some be called to a place of present
blessing, and therein fitted for a place of higher responsibility in an age to come?
(Rev.2:26). We may as well ask, Why should many be called and few chosen? We can
only reply, Yea, Lord, " for so it seemeth good in Thy sight." " Hath not the potter power
over the clay, of the same lump to make one vessel to honour and another to dishonour? "
We live in an age that is seeking to set aside the sovereign will of God. The very gospel
that is preached
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to the sinner has often little of the righteousness of God and His just requirements in it.
Men who have never been made the subjects of the Spirit's conviction of sin are urged
only to believe, and then, too often upon a light profession of faith, without repentance,
are hurried into a Church fellowship; and Christians who have never been separated of
God in heart are gathered with them, while those who desire in freedom from the
traditions of man to be guided by the Word of God alone are looked upon as narrowminded and exclusive. Nevertheless, if such hereafter meet with the approval of Him who
knows the thoughts and intents of our hearts, it will more than recompense for present
trial or misrepresentation from those we love as fellow heirs of the everlasting kingdom,
while we may and should sorrow at the present divergence of thought and path.
Let us only take heed to our own spirits, seeking to obey the truth, and so commend our
teaching by our lives to every man's conscience in the sight of God (Neh.13:1,23).
J. A. BOSWELL.
ASSEMBLY OF GOD AND ASSEMBLIES OF GOD.
THE endeavour to attach to the term "ASSEMBLY OF GOD" the special and uniform
interpretation which belonged to it in apostolic times has called forth a certain amount of
contradictory correspondence. This is so far cheering as evidence of a disposition not to
receive important truths without due examination. Discussion is not necessarily an evil
thing. There was much questioning at the beginning of the meeting of which we read in
Acts 15, but the end was a unanimous decision that consoled the assemblies. Would
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that God might bring a similar result out of present disputings!
One notices, however, with a feeling of disappointment, that there are few indeed who
take the trouble to understand the teachings they combat, and that a great deal of what has
been written is in reply to arguments that have never been advanced and reasonings that
have never been entertained.
The contention of some objectors appears to be that the title " assembly of God " may
convey ideas as widely different as (1) that of all Christians; (2) all the scripturally
gathered assemblies; (3) the fraction of the assembly in a city which meets at the same
house; besides (4) what we believe to be the only meaning of the term-namely, the
assembly gathered unto the name of the Lord Jesus in any given locality.
The above notion will hardly commend itself to those who have learned how the
exactitude of the choice and use of words in Scripture meets the craving for extreme
definition in these days of uncertainty and confusion.
The simplest reply is an examination of all the texts in which the expression in question
occurs.
One can hardly reckon in the number Acts 20:28, where the American Committee of
Revisers are probably right in adopting " Church of the Lord" as the true text. The MSS
here are in great confusion, giving "Church of God - of the Lord - of the Lord and God,"
and other variations.1
1

"The whole question," says Dr. Tregelles, " must lie between TOU KURIOU and TOU
THEOU.17 Tou qeou (tou theou, of God) is the reading of Aleph B (Greek manuscripts of the 4th
century), and of the Vulgate. tou kuriou (tou kuriou, of the Lord) is the reading of A, C, (5th
century), D, E (6th century) of many ancient versions, and is supported by quotations in many very
early writers ("fathers"). Tregelles says that the latter has preponderating testimony, and puts it into
his text with the former as an alternative reading strongly supported. This was previous to the
reading of the venerable Sinaitic MS (Aleph) being known. Tischendorf, who knew of the reading
of Aleph, also puts tou kuriou (of the Lord) into the text. See Tregelles' account of the "Printed
Text of the Greek New Testament" (Bapter), pp. 231-233; Hammond's "Textual Criticism applied to
the New Testament" (Clarendon Press), pp. 113-115.
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Internal evidence is hardly clear enough to decide the matter. " Church of God," as in the
Authorized Version, is followed by words which have been variously explained, but
which suggest to the ordinary reader the hideous Romanist phrase "blood of God." On the
other hand, " Church of the Lord " is found nowhere else in Scripture. Whatever the
correct reading may be, the assembly contemplated is evidently the one in Ephesus. This
is proved by the fact that the " assembly " to be fed and tended is the same as the " flock,"
in the which the Holy Spirit had set as overseers the elders to whom Paul was speaking.
Oversight is unquestionably a local responsibility. The men who are given, as " pastors,"
by the ascended Christ to the Assembly which is His Body come to be entitled " elders "
because of their experience, and " overseers " because of their work, in the particular
assembly of God over which the Holy Spirit has placed them. The whole context is
against the introduction of any wider sense than that of the assembly which was in
Ephesus, and which, as 1 Cor.16:19,20 proves, was composed of those who met at "
Aquila and Priscilla's," and other brethren having other place or places of meeting.
The words of 1 Tim.3:5, " But if a man know not how to rule his own house, how shall
he take care of a church of God," come under the same heading. The assembly of God in
which a man may earnestly desire overseership, and of which he may help to take care, is
the assembly composed of those who have been gathered unto the Name of the Lord Jesus
in his own neighbourhood. It is very curious that the same brethren who contend for the
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independence of assemblies, and who resent all attempts to promote united counsel and
action between overseers from different assemblies, should affirm that " the idea of
locality might or might not be attached " to this passage!
1 Cor.1:2 and 2 Cor.1:1 may be taken together. Here, at least, it is admitted that the idea
of locality is clearly indicated; an important admission, as it throws on those who make it
the burden of proving that anything but strictly defined locality is ever intended by the
same form of words. Another idea, not less clearly involved, is that of a company
gathered and governed by God. Even if, when the first Corinthian epistle was written, "the
assembly of God in Corinth " contained all the believers in the city, we know that this was
not the case at the date of the second. In the interval between the two the gathered saints
had put away from among themselves one whom they had been accustomed to call
brother. That man, when the second epistle was written, was still in Corinth, restored by
and to the Lord, but outside of the assembly. Nevertheless, those who were "within,"
those who " continued steadfastly in the fellowship," are recognised as " the assembly of
God in Corinth," their right to the title being unaffected by this man's absence. Indeed, it
is as " the assembly of God " that they are exhorted to forgive him upon his repentance,
and in order to his restoration to fellowship.
1 Cor.15:9 and Gal.1:13 contain Paul's confession: " I persecuted the church of God." It
is useless to assert that "it was opportunity, not purpose, that limited his persecution." The
fact remains that the persecution was directed against "the church in Jerusalem " (Acts
8:1; Acts 9:13; Acts 26:10). Saul wasted this particular assembly of God, and was the
cause of many brethren fleeing into strange cities (Acts 26:11). When he himself desired
to follow them, even to Damascus, he applied for letters of authority from the high-priest
to the synagogues in that
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city. Before he arrived there the Lord appeared to him in the way, and the rebel was
transformed into a disciple. " Then, indeed, had the church rest throughout all Judea and
Galilee and Samaria."
To say that "Saul's hatred to the believers was not because they belonged to Jerusalem "
is to evade the point in dispute Can it be as safely affirmed that he did not hate them
because they were gathered as an assembly of God in separation from the perverse
generation to which he belonged? Experience of modern times would go far to show that
individuals who maintain unpopular truths are tolerated as long as they do not present a
collective testimony; but that persecution breaks out at once when they begin to occupy
the position of a God-gathered assembly.
1 Cor.10:32 is the stronghold of those who differ from us. It has often been said that
"Jews, Gentiles, Church of God" answers to all men, hence all who are not Jews or
unbelievers are in the Church of God. It is enough to reply that there is no such group of
words in the Holy Scriptures. The words are "either to Jews, OR TO GREEKS, or to the
Church of God"; and not one of these words covers an entire class of human beings.
Thus, in writing to certain parts of Palestine, it would have been necessary to treat of
"Jews and Samaritans," for the Samaritans were neither pagans, Christians, nor Jews.
Again, giving to the word " Greek " its widest signification, and allowing that, to a Jew of
that epoch, all civilized peoples were "Greeks," yet writing to a frontier town one must
have mentioned " Greeks and barbarians."
Lastly, where heresy and schism have done their evil work, it would have been, and still
is, needful to say, " The assembly of God and the believers in the sects."
The exhortation is given in view of the state of men's consciences at that time, and in that
place, on the subject of meats and drinks. The whole phrase is descriptive of the
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Corinthian population, and the expression "church of God" simply refers, in its first
application, to the assembly in Corinth.
The question of 1 Cor.11:22: "Despise ye the church of God?" occurs in a part of the
epistle specially devoted to the coming together of the saints in assembly capacity. The
apostle's question conveys the thought that the conduct of the Corinthian saints, when they
came together on the first day of the week to break bread, was unworthy of the order and
dignity which should characterize the Lord's people gathered unto His name.
Finally, we gather from the first epistle to Timothy what each assembly of God should be
in its own locality. The epistle was written to teach " how it behoves one to behave in the
house of God, which is the church of the living God, the pillar and ground of the truth."
An assembly of the living God is, to all beholders, a monument and testimony to the
whole truth because it is the only sphere on earth where the Lordship of Christ can be
owned and His will carried out by men collectively in the present age.
The proof that the term "assembly of God" does not embrace all the companies of Godgathered saints lies in the fact that there is another expression for the purpose- namely, "
assemblies of God." This use of the plural also proves that the " assembly of God " is not
the equivalent of the Body of Christ. The latter can only be spoken of in the singular. In
some quarters we hear of " different bodies," - and even the astounding statement that "
Christ is the Head of all the bodies." Scripture admits of no such language. There is ONE
BODY, but there are many ASSEMBLIES OF GOD. The expression " assemblies of God
" is found three times in Paul's epistles:
" We have no such custom, neither the churches of God " (1 Cor.11:16) is a word to the
saints with reference to contentious men who will not be convinced by the truth.
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There was uniformity of custom among the assemblies of God, because they
acknowledged one Lord, whose revealed will was their only law.
"Ye, brethren, became imitators of the churches of God which are in Judea in Christ
Jesus " (1 Thess.2:14). Such assemblies being gathered by and according to the will of
God were safe examples for the assembly of Thessalonians to copy.
" We ourselves glory in you in the assemblies of God" (2 Thess.1:4). Here we have a
most precious hint, which has its lessons for the times we live in, concerning the place of
the Lord's public servants as a living link between the assemblies. The faithfulness of one
became in this way a cause of joy to all.
Extremes meet. In ecclesiastical theory and practice the disciples of J. N. Darby and the
"open brethren" who seem most opposed to him have many things in common; and indeed
a former "exclusive" generally adheres to the very loosest principles of communion. The
same confusion of thought distinguishes the unscripturally exclusive and the
unscripturally inclusive. A right knowledge of the truth delivers from the errors of both.
A. P. MACDONALD.
THE STORY OF THE LITTLE CHILD.
As the ancient altar of burnt offering in its " four-square " symmetry presented an equal
length and breadth to each of the cardinal points-to the north, to the south, to the east, and
to the west-so it furnished an interested and faithful Israelite with four distinct points of
observation of the sacrifice which was upon it, and which was for him and his.
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Not merely did this enable him more fully to measure the sacrifice on the altar, and so to
apprehend more perfectly his acceptance with his God, but it provided him with a varying standpoint from which he could learn in more completeness the moral and spiritual
needs of his nature (for each of the points from which " the four winds of the heaven "
blew had its own moral and spiritual significance in the time of the types and shadows),
and the way in which they had been met by Divine mercy.
" We have an altar, whereof they have no right to eat who serve the tabernacle," 1 and, as
of old, gracious provision has been made for us whereby we may contemplate the altar
and the victim from four different points of view, each having its special moral and
spiritual attachment.
This is of course, in the four-fold Gospel narrative, the deathless story told by the one
Spirit through the four men, who wrote as contemporaries of the Lord, who told that
which they knew, and whose witness has been accepted upon the earth as coming from
the Most High, by believers in an unbroken succession from the days of the Apostles to
the present time.
Efforts without number have been made to blend these four into one continuous and
inclusive narrative; beginning with that of one Tatian a Syrian of the second century, who
composed what he termed " DIATESSARON " Of the Four," and whose composition had
(apparently) much of good in its intention, and (certainly) much of mischief in its results;
having in this a certain resemblance unto other efforts of other men of more modern
times.
Tatian was followed by others, who failed as he failed, and from the same cause-the
inherent impossibility of making into one what God had made in four.
As well indeed might one hope to produce a work of art that would pass muster among
the critics by patching
1

Heb.13:10.
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together the severed portions of four great pictures of one scene painted by the hands of
four great masters of the craft, as to make an inclusive " harmony," as it is called, of the
four Evangelists.
God meant these to be read separately, that their several standpoints might be discerned;
and yet studied together, that the way in which one fills up the measure of another might
be understood, and thus the way in which the four blend into a perfect unity be learned to
the joy of the disciple's heart.
But the disciple's heart is needed for this, the heart of subjection to Christ because of the
love of God.
To quote the worthy words of one who, now well nigh forgotten, has gone to his rest,1
"Christianity-and the same may be said of the Book of God-never reveals itself fully
except to our love. Sympathy is the only key that will put us in possession of the true
beauties and full import of the sacred writings. To an affectionate study of the Scriptures a
thousand minute indications of their Divine Spirit are intelligible, which criticism
overlooks and scepticism could not understand."
An incident may help to emphasize this, and also to point a useful moral, which again
may serve to explain, in a partial way, the inability of some, and some, too, of honest and
sincere heart, to see matters which are plainly enough written in the Word of God.
It is that told by three out of the four 2 in the touching and tender story of the calling of
the little child " into the midst."
The public ministry of our Lord was drawing towards its close, His time on earth
approaching its completion; it had become abundantly manifest that " His own " (people)
had " received Him not: " and driven from point to point by
1
2

J. Conder: " The Literary History of the New Testament," p. 21.
Matt.18:14; Mk.9:33-37 Lk.9:46-48.
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misunderstanding and rejection He was found at Caesarea Philippi, a place of Gentile
origin, on one of the sources of the Jordan, and adjacent to the ancient " Dan " which
marked the northern boundary of David's kingdom, as did Beersheba, its southern
extremity.1
There, on the very borders of " His own " (possessions) He drew from Simon Bar-Jonah
(as the spokesman of his fellows) the magnificent confession of His Messiahship, His
Sonship, His relationship to the living God, and having, so to speak, established His
position among them as the unveiled of the Father, and their position around Him as those
to whom the unveiling had been given, He commenced forthwith to speak unto them, in
secret indeed, but with words of the greatest plainness and precision, of that which lay
before Him-of the cross with all its shame, of the resurrection with
all its triumph. " From that time forth began Jesus to show unto His disciples how that He
must go to Jerusalem and suffer."
A week later He led three of them to the top of a high and lonely hill (most probably
Mount Hermon), where was vouchsafed unto them a manifestation of His Divine
Majesty-where Moses and Elijah held converse with Him of His decease which He should
accomplish at Jerusalem, and where the Voice came unto them from the excellent glory-"
This is My beloved Son; HEAR HIM.
On the next day, when they were come down from the hill-it may be with so much of the
manifested glory yet remaining about Him as to cause the much people that met them to
be greatly amazed-He again healed one oppressed of the Devil; and while the awe of His
power and of His might held them in a " calm that was more still than silence " to His
disciples He reiterated His statements-He charged them in tones of special solemnity to let
His sayings sink
1

From ' Dan to Beersheba," as in 2 Sam.24:2, etc.
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down into their ears, " for the Son of man SHALL be delivered into the hands of men."
So saying He led them southward again towards Capernaum beginning the last and
greatest journey of His earthly ministry.
Had there been those to observe, as indeed there were, though perhaps not of the rude
Galileans through whose land they were passing, it would have been noticed that the
twelve fell back somewhat as they' walked the forty miles or thereabouts of secluded and
unfrequented pathway that lay between them and their temporary resting-place. He went
onward; they followed indeed, but at a distance, probably a distance of which they were
unconscious, but at which they heard no words from Him, at which they hoped He heard
no words that passed between them.
For words did pass between them-earnest, indeed high words, and reaching to sharp
contention; " for by the way they disputed among themselves who should be greatest."
When they reached Capernaum and had entered into the house where they were to lodge,
He brought this out in His own gentle yet decisive manner, for He asked them, as though
He knew not, " What was it ye disputed among yourselves by the way? " In their shame
and confusion of face they were one and all dumb; no one was willing to declare in His
presence what had occupied their hearts and minds as they had walked behind Him on
that lonely road.
He waited for an answer until at length one of them, finding that there was no way of
escape, suggested rather than expressed their reply in the somewhat evasive form of
another question, " Who is the greatest in the kingdom of the heavens? "
Their Master's answer was to call to Himself as the Lord in the midst a little child,
doubtless one of the little ones of the family in whose house they were lodging, calling
him in words that his childish mind could understand, and in tones
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such as to engage the confidence of his heart; placing him first by Him: He seems to have
noticed that the little one, discovering himself to be an object of attention to a circle of
strange men, was shy, nervous, and distressed, and so, characteristically, He stooped as
He sat and lifted the child on to His knee, encircling him with His arm and comforting
him with His sheltering tenderness: then turning to His disciples He rebuked in grave
tones their ignorance, with its outcome in the reasoning, the disputing which had
disfigured their conversation on their march, and which had shown how far they were
from fellowship with Him, or sympathy with His thoughts; for He told them most
significantly that the question with regard to the kingdom and its glories which most
befitted persons in their condition was not which of them would be greatest at its
appearing, but whether they would have any part in it at all, and that before they could
claim that part it was necessary for them (believers though they were) to " experience
conversion," as the old divines would say, and to become as little children, even such as
He had called unto Him, and who, responding to His call, had come.
Of " such is the kingdom of the heavens "; 1 and it, as is indeed becoming, the question is
asked, " Why? " the error of the disciples on that long-gone spring day, and the reason
therefor will be found to suggest a certain answer to it.
The exceedingly brief and condensed account given of the whole incident by Luke (who
was not himself an actor in the scene) supplies, as is frequently the case in the third
Gospel, a most significant addition to the longer narratives of Matthew and Mark, for the
word translated "arose" might more correctly be read "entered in," - "Then a reasoning
entered in among them," - that is to say, that the question as to which of them should be
the greatest did not originate among them, was not the child of any of their own thoughts,
1

Matt.19:14.
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it "entered in " from the outside, a messenger of Satan, a suggestion of the Evil One, but
alas! received and welcomed by them, it was taken to their bosoms and made their own.
From this another question arises, and still one of exceeding gravity. Why was it that this
suggestion of the darkness, this reasoning of evil, found such ready access into and
welcome in minds that seemed blankly and hopelessly closed to the clear, definite words
that they had heard, but understood not, from Him through whom they had received so
much of grace and truth, and who now told them of coming suffering and impending
sorrow, sorrow even unto death?
There appears to be but one possible answer. The men, though of sterling honesty of
heart, and of true faith in Christ, yet suffered so from pre-occupation of mind, their
thoughts were so strained by pre-conceived ideas that had come to them by inheritance,
that they had received by tradition from their fathers, that nothing could enter in but that
which was in harmony and keeping therewith.
In this may answer also be found to the former query (and thus its correctness shown in
some degree), for the characteristic of little children is not, as some have said, their
teachableness because of their docility-for those who have had to do with them know how
little of docility they manifest, and how necessary it is that the stubborn young wills
should be caused to feel a strong and decided hand upon them-but their receptivity, their
readiness to learn in their entire freedom from pre-occupation of mind and from
preconceived idea; for it was not of children merely the Lord spake, who had had time to
be influenced by their fathers, but of little children who had not had time to learn to say,
"I think! "
It is not necessary to pursue this here: the application of the principle to many of the
points of controversy amongst Christians in this day of debate and discussion is obvious.
There are many things that many men cannot
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understand and cannot receive, not because they are not sufficiently plainly set out in, and
expounded from the Word of God, but because their minds are filled to the brim, like the
water-pots in Cana of Galilee, by that which they have received from others who had gone
before them, and because the way of the Son of God is not now to turn this human
imagining into divine instruction, as He turned the water into wine at the feast, but to bid
the converted unto conversion and to make grown men, even old men, to become once
more as little children.
More than two hundred and sixty years ago a band of the Pilgrim Fathers, who had been
driven from this realm to the Netherlands by the persecutions of the time, set sail in the
May Flower from the old Dutch city of Leyden to the then dim and mysterious lands of
the West, seeking to find
" In the depths of the forest drear,
Freedom to worship God."
Before they sailed for America a good old man who had ministered unto them the Word
of God, and had taught them of His truth as far as he knew it, whose name was John
Robinson, being too aged and infirm to accompany them, gathered them together for the
last time; in the midst of sobbing and many tears he commended them to God and to the
word of His grace and gave them one final charge Some of his words yet ring like a
trumpet, and sound like the echoes of a prophet's voice, for, said he, to these men of the
May Flower, " God hath yet more light and truth to break forth from His word, and I
charge you that ye hold yourselves ready to receive any further light that He may send,
even though it seem new to you."
How those that heard him remembered his words may not be easy to tell, but however it
may have been with them, there never were men upon the earth who needed them more
than the men of the present day, and never were times
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wherein it was more necessary to guard against the preoccupation and pre-conception
which makes the breaking forth of light and truth in vain to those who are held in their
deceitful bonds.
W. H. HUNTER.
THE CHURCH IN EPHESUS.
(concluded from page 144.)
WE pass to the Revelation of Jesus Christ-which was written in a book and sent to the
seven assemblies which were in Asia. 1 Whilst the whole book was sent to all, to each
there is a special word suited to its own peculiar circumstances. But first we notice that
whatever condition these assemblies are in, and however far they may be in practice from
what they should, still they are symbolized by seven lampstands. in the midst of which the
Lord Jesus is seen to be walking; the ministry of each (spoken of as its angel) is
symbolized by seven stars, and they are all in 2 and upon 3 His right hand. Moreover, to all
of them John says, " I am your brother and co-partaker in the tribulation and kingdom and
patience in Jesus.4
Now let us peruse that which was written especially to the church in Ephesus.5 Ephesus is
named first partly, no doubt, because the word of the Lord in Asia was first sounded out
there, and it was the principal city in the province--great had been its privileges, great
were its responsibilities-the influence of the church in Ephesus on the church throughout
Asia must have been very considerable, and perhaps they were at this time, in some
respects, unmindful of their responsibilities, therefore the Lord reminds them, in the
gentle hint of verse 1 - He has seven stars in His right hand, He walks in the midst of
seven golden
1

Rev.1:4-11
Rev.1:16
3
Rev.1:20 RV marg.
4
Rev.1:9
5
Rev.2:1 RV
2
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lampstands.1 He then reminds them of a time when they did try those that called
themselves apostles, which they were not, and did find them false.2 To what does the Lord
here allude? Is it not clear that this refers to action of theirs taken in obedience to the word
in 2 Tim.2:, which we have been considering above? 3 It must be remembered that the
book of Revelation was most certainly written after the second letter to Timothy, and in it
(reading from the Revised Version, which gives us the tenses more correctly than the
Authorized) we find distinct mention of commendable action on their part towards false
apostles; their teaching was so different from the doctrine of the apostles, or the teaching
of Paul, that their only claim to credence would be that they themselves were apostles, for
a teacher's business is to expound the written word of God. Thus the claim of men
teaching, for instance, that the Resurrection was past already,4 in distinct opposition to
Paul's words, was a claim to apostleship: the saints here addressed tested the claim and
found it false. What did they then do? did they suffer the false apostle still to be with
them? How then could they be commended by the One with a sharp, two edged sword,
who said to Pergamum,5 " I have a few things against thee, because thou hast there some
that hold the doctrine of Balaam,... also some that hold the teachings of the Nicolaitans in
like manner. Repent! " The Lord commended them for not being able to bear the evil men,
so that failing to put them out they purged themselves out as 2 Tim.2: said. What then are
they? " Oh! " say some, "you must not call such the church of God
whilst there are Christians not with them." But did all the saints in Ephesus come away
from Hymenaeus? and were Hymenaeus and Philetus unconverted?-there is no evidence
of it
1

Comp. Phil.2:4
Rev.2:2-5
3
Needed Truth, No. 11, pp. 141-143
4
2 Tim.2:18
5
Rev.2:12,14-16
2
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whatever, on the contrary, it is certain that they were converted, for otherwise they could
not have been " delivered " unto Satan. Yet the company of those who purged themselves
out to follow righteousness, faith, love, peace, with them that call on the Lord out of a
pure heart, is addressed by the Lord Himself as the church in Ephesus. Yes, and on the
very day when He has to reprove them for leaving this their first love. Again, Hymenaeus
and Philetus had overthrown the faith of some; where were they? Where were the
disciples whom Paul warned the elders would be drawn away? Were they in the church in
Ephesus? They could not have been following the perverse men, and yet at the same time
of the number of the company commended for their withdrawal from the perverse men.
Yet this community is called the church in Ephesus. Further, if we may judge of then by
now, it is conceivable that in the company of those who followed Hymenaeus and
Alexander, gospel might have been preached and persons born again, and this quite
outside the very knowledge of the company that had, at the bidding of God, purged
themselves out and thus are seen outside the church in Ephesus not only false teachers and
those whom they have seduced, | but also simple souls who are outside the assembly, not
from the same cause as the false teachers, nor from the same cause - as those falsely
taught and yet outside. They are in the Church which is His Body, the heavenly thing, but
outside the church of God. (Here let us remember Jude 1:22 of Jude's letter). It may seem
at first that it is mere sup position to speak of such, but at any rate there are in the present
day companies (in some few cases entirely composed of Christians) whose basis of union
is as unsound as that a which united the followers of Hymenaeus yet those in these
companies preach the gospel, and God is pleased to save those who believe. l Many of
these have lived their earthly
1

Compare 1 Cor.1:21 and Phil.1:15-18.
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life and passed away as ignorant of their place of separation to God as though God's word
had never been written. Many such are living now, and waiting for those who know the
truth to awake to their responsibility to make known, wherever a child of God is found,
that God hath made Jesus both Lord and Christ, and that every one that nameth the Name
is commanded to depart from unrighteousness.
It would be unbecoming to close this article without some allusion to the oft-repeated
assertion that the fellowship of assemblies is not to be found in the book of Revelation,
that we are taught by the seven lampstands, each on its own base (so they say), 1 that
assemblies ought to be independent. Suppose we admit that there is not the same evidence
of united oversight in these chapters as we clearly see elsewhere. Suppose we were to go a
step further and admit that fellowship in oversight work was not so much practised as
when Peter wrote his first letter. Would it follow that the Lord had bidden them give it
up? If in early days of Israel's history the Jordan was crossed by a nation of uncircumcised
men, was this because God had rescinded the command to circumcise? Or is it not true
that God's people ever are quick to forget His ways and go on in ways of their own?
Would Peter have warned them not to be lords over the allotted portions, if there had not
been a real danger of their thus acting independently? Let none think that this argument
fails because of the afterwards unity (so miscalled) of the Church of Rome. For the
Church of Rome is no unity, but a Federation of independent sheep going astray! As may
be readily shown, Federation and Independency are mutually dependent on each other,
and to both Divine Unity and Divine Fellowship are equally opposed. But, the argument
will be, if there was, as is suggested, a beginning to lean towards Independency, why
1

The bases of the lampstands are not mentioned, and they are seen to be linked by the
seven stars being in the one right hand.
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is it not reproved, and why are the angels not exhorted to come together? We reply firstly,
that the tendency towards Independency is corrected, and that most markedly, and we
refer in evidence to the following and other passages: Rev.1:11, one book for seven
churches; Rev.1:20 and Rev.2:1, seven stars in one hand; Rev.2:7,11,17,29;
Rev.3:1,6,13,22. But we add, if any think that the fellowship of assemblies, or the coming
together of overseers, is in the nature of a panacea; that it is the remedy for all the troubles
and wrongs in the churches of God to-day, we would by no means encourage so
preposterous a supposition. And when the Revelation was written there were, as there are
to-day, many other and weighty matters to be set right, and of any it may be said, " These
ought ye to have done and not to have left the other undone."
Our purpose in writing this paper will have been served if it leads some to earnest study
of the Scriptures in their teaching as to the actual history of the church in Ephesus for
example-that from the microcosm of its affairs we may get help and instruction for the
difficult days wherein our lot is cast, days wherein, as ever, we shall find that God is
faithful, His Word is sufficient, and His Spirit remaineth.
C. M. LUXMOORE.
CITIES IN WHICH GREAT NUMBERS BELIEVED
AND WERE GATHERED OUT.
Acts 1:15
Acts 2:41
Acts 2:47

JERUSALEM.
The number of names together were about an hundred and twenty.
And the same day there were added about three thousand souls.
And the Lord added together, day by day, those that were being saved.
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Acts 4:4
Acts 5:14
Acts 6:1
Acts 6:7
Acts 21:20

Acts 11:19
Acts 11:20
Acts 11:21
Acts 11:23
Acts 11:24
Acts 11:26

Howbeit many of them which heard the word believed, and the number
of the men became about five thousand.
And believers were the more added to the Lord, multitudes both of men
and women.
And in those days, when the number of the disciples was multiplied.
And the word of God increased, and the number of the disciples
multiplied in Jerusalem greatly; and a great company of the priests were
obedient to the faith.
Thou seest, brother, how many thousands (MYRIADS) of Jews there
are which believe.
ANTIOCH
Now they which were scattered abroad upon the persecution that arose
about Stephen, travelled as far as Phenice and Cyprus, and Antioch,
preaching the word to none but unto the Jews only.
And some of them were men of Cyprus and Cyrene, who, when they
were come to Antioch, spake unto the Grecians, preaching the Lord
Jesus.
And the hand of the Lord was with them, and a great number believed,
and turned unto the Lord.
Barnabas, when he came, and had seen the grace of God, was glad, and
exhorted them all that with purpose of heart they would cleave unto the
Lord.
For he was a good man, and full of the Holy Spirit, and of faith: and
much people was added unto the Lord.
And when Barnabas had found Paul, he brought him unto Antioch. And
it came
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Acts 15:30

Acts 18:19
Acts 18:20
Acts 18:21
Acts 18:27
Acts 19:1
Acts 19:7
Acts 19:8
Acts 19:9
Acts 19:10

to pass, that a whole year they assembled themselves in the assembly,
and taught much people.
So when they were dismissed, they came to Antioch: and when they had
gathered the multitude together, they delivered the epistle.
EPHESUS.
And he came to Ephesus, and left them there: but he himself entered
into the synagogue, and reasoned with the Jews.
When they desired him to tarry longer time with them, he consented not
But bade them farewell, saying, [I must by all means keep this feast that
cometh in Jerusalem: but] I will return again unto you, if God will. And
he sailed from Ephesus
And when he (Apollos) was disposed to pass into Achaia, the brethren
wrote, exhorting the disciples to receive him.
Paul having passed through the upper coasts, came to Ephesus, and
finding certain disciples.
And all the men were about twelve.
And he went into the synagogue, and spake boldly for the space of three
months.
But when divers were hardened, and believed not, but spake evil of that
way before the. multitude, he departed from them, and separated the
disciples, disputing daily in the school of one Tyrannus.,,
And this continued by the space of two years; so that all they which
dwelt in Asia heard the word of the Lord Jesus both Jews and Greeks
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Acts 19:17
Acts 19:18
Acts 19:19
Acts 19:20
Acts 19:26
1 Cor.16:8
1 Cor.16:9

Acts 18:1
Acts 18:4
Acts 18:8
Acts 18:9
Acts 18:10

And this was known to all the Jews and Greeks also dwelling at
Ephesus; and fear fell on them all, and the name of the Lord Jesus was
magnified.
And many that believed came, and confessed, and showed their deeds.
Many of them also which used curious arts brought their books
together, and burned them before all, and they counted the price of
them, and found it fifty thousand pieces of silver.
So mightily grew the word of God, and prevailed.
Moreover ye see and hear, that not alone at Ephesus, but almost
throughout all Asia, this Paul hath persuaded and turned away much
people, etc.
But I will tarry at Ephesus until Pentecost.
For a great door and effectual is opened unto me, and there are many
adversaries.
CORINTH.
After these things Paul departed from Athens and came to Corinth.
And he reasoned in the synagogue every Sabbath, and persuaded the
Jews and the Greeks.
And Crispus, the chief ruler of the synagogues, believed on the Lord
with all his house; and many of the Corinthians hearing believed, and
were baptized.
Then spake the Lord to Paul in the night by a vision, Be not afraid, but
speak, and hold not thy peace;
For I am with thee, and no man shall set on thee to hurt thee; for I have
much people in this city.
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Acts 18:11
Acts 18:18
Acts 18:28
1 Cor.1:12
1 Cor.3:5

And he continued there a year and six months, teaching the word of God
among them.
And Paul after this tarried there yet a good while, and then took his
leave of the brethren.
For he (Apollos) mightily convinced the Jews, and that publicly,
showing by the Scriptures that Jesus was Christ.
I am of Apollos.
Paul, Apollos, ministers by whom ye believed.

II.
ONE ASSEMBLY, THOUGH OF NECESSITY MANY COMPANIES.
Jerusalem
Acts 5:11
Acts 8:1
Acts 8:3
Acts 11:22
Acts 15:4
Acts 15:22
Acts 18:22
Acts 12:1
Acts 12:5

Acts 11:26

And great fear came upon all the assembly.
And at that time there was a great persecution against the assembly.
As for Saul, he made havoc of the assembly.
Then tidings of these things came unto the ears of the assembly which
was in Jerusalem.
And when they were come to Jerusalem, they were received of the
assembly.
Then pleased it the apostle and elders with the whole assembly.
And when He had landed at Caesarea and gone up, and saluted the
assembly.
Herod the king stretched forth his hand to vex certain of the assembly.
Peter therefore was kept in prison: but prayer was made without ceasing
of the assembly unto God for him.
ANTIOCH
And it came to pass, that a whole year they assembled themselves in the
assembly, and taught much people.
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Acts 13:1
Acts 15:27
Acts 15:3

Now there were in the assembly that was at Antioch (Rotherham's
translation: Now there were in Antioch, throughout the existing
assembly).
And when they were come, and had gathered the assembly together,
they rehearsed all - that God had done with them, and how He had
opened the door of faith unto the - Gentiles.
And being brought on their way by the assembly, they passed, etc.
EPHESUS.

Acts 20:17
Acts 20:28
Rev.2:1

And from Miletus he sent to Ephesus, and called the elders of the
assembly.
Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock over the which
the Holy Spirit hath made you overseers, to feed the assembly, etc.
Unto the messenger of the assembly in Ephesus, write.
CORINTH.

1 Cor.1:2
2 Cor.1:1

Unto the assembly of God which is at Corinth.
Unto the assembly of God which is at Corinth.
III.
ONE OVERSIGHT IN THE CITY, THOUGH MANY COMPANIES.

Acts 2:42
Acts 6:2

JERUSALEM.
And they continued steadfastly in the apostles' teaching and fellowship.
Then the twelve called the multitude of the disciples unto them, and
said, It is not reason that we should leave the word of God, and serve
tables.
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Acts 6:3
Acts 6:4
Acts 9:27
Acts 12:17
Acts 15:2
Acts 15:6
Acts 16:4
Acts 21:17
Acts 21:18

Acts 20:17
Acts 20:28

Wherefore, brethren, look ye out among you seven men of honest
report, full of the Holy Spirit and wisdom, whom we may appoint over
this business.
But we will give ourselves continually to prayer, and to the ministry of
the word.
But Barnabas took him, and brought him to the apostles.
And he said, Go show these things unto James, and to the brethren.
They determined that Paul and Barnabas, and certain other of them,
should go up to Jerusalem unto the Apostles and Elders about this
question.
And the Apostles and Elders came together for to consider of this
matter.
And as they went through the cities, they delivered them the decrees for
to keep, that were ordained of the Apostles and Elders which were at
Jerusalem.
And when we were come to Jerusalem, the brethren received us gladly.
And the day following Paul went in with us unto James; and all the
Elders were present.
EPHESUS.
And from Miletus he sent to Ephesus, and called the Elders of the
assembly.
Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock over the which
the Holy Spirit hath made you overseers, to feed the assembly.
T. B. HORNE.
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Department of Question and Answer.
"If any man willeth to do His will, he shall know of the teaching, whether it be of God."Jn 7:17 RV
QUESTION 24. - Can the work of assemblies of God be carried on without money, and
am I responsible when unable to attend on the first day of the week, from sickness or any
other cause, to lay by me that which I might otherwise hare put in the box, so that I may
have it to give or send the first time there is opportunity?
In reply to this question there can be no doubt that so long as we are in the body we shall
need that which ministers to our bodily need and comfort. Among such things will
generally be the hired room or hall, the guest chamber (Lk.22:11), where we may eat
together the Lord's Supper, and thus remember Him till He come.
We believe that the guest chamber, or hired place of meeting, far more accords with our
present pilgrim character than a building that belongs to the assembly; as the latter may at
any time become a cause of the greatest danger as regards our present testimony.
If willing to be led by the Truth, we may be called to separate from those who determine
to abide in error; but a hall, the property of the assembly, may at such a point hinder a
godly separation, 1:e., a separation according to God's will, and the building become that
which keeps together what otherwise the Word of the Lord would separate, as in 2
Tim.2:21.
In the renting of a building, all in the fellowship who form that assembly are specially
responsible; it is part of that fellowship which each takes upon himself on entering the
fellowship; and it is sad to find some who have been for months, or longer, in a certain
assembly, yet scarce knowing where the box is to be found, or to what purpose the various
divisions of it are devoted.
This denotes a condition of mind in some cases almost amounting to dishonesty; for that
which ministers to our own comfort as a place of meeting, the responsibility of the rent of
which has been undertaken, it may be, by one or two, yet on behalf of all, cannot, we
believe, be looked upon strictly as a voluntary offering to the Lord, but a debt-at least in
part-which all in that fellowship are responsible for. We say in part, because the same hall
may be used for other purposes, such as the teaching of saints and preaching the Gospel to
sinners.
Some who profess to be in the fellowship may try and excuse themselves from their
responsibility by the plea that the work is not carried on according to their views.
However poor this excuse may be, and however much it may manifest their ignorance of
the fellowship they have professed ly taken upon themselves, and to which God calls us
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(1 Pet.3:8), it cannot with any reason be given in reference to the place as used for the
breaking of bread.
The guest chamber would have been hired, and the responsibility for its hire would have
been upon all the disciples, though in their poverty the blessed Master Himself might have
ministered to their special need, as in the case of the tribute money.
" Let every one of you lay by him in store as God hath prospered him." This points to a
godly exercise of soul, and not a mere mechanical giving, or that which may arise from
the feelings being stirred, or what is equally unprofitable, the dislike of passing the box. A
right giving, as with all that is rightly done, brings us into a closer fellowship with Him
who has given us all things richly to enjoy; but too often there is a withholding of more
than is meet, and it tendeth to poverty (Prov.11:24; see also Mal.3:8).
J. A. B.
QUESTION 25. - How far would it be right when one is labouring in an assembly or
district and the assembly or assemblies with which he is more immediately associated are
able to do little towards supplying the temporal needs of the labourer, for the fellowship
of the surrounding assemblies to be sought, so that the work may go forward and
prosper?
We cannot read the history of the early churches of God without seeing that there was a
living and practical fellowship existing amongst them, of which we know but little to day
The work of God is not that which may be immediately under our eye only; in fact, the
interest that is taken in the increasing of an assembly by those that are immediately
connected with it may be little more than selfish or sectarian, the building up of our cause,
in which work it is easy to lose sight of that to which the Lord is calling us. A real care for
souls, whether it be in the conversion of sinners or the shepherding of saints (1
Thess.2:19; 1 Pet.5:4), will be manifested by an interest for such work wherever it is
being carried on in connection with the assemblies of God; but there should ever be the
seeking to carry it on as a workman who needeth not to be ashamed, if the reward spoken
of in the above texts are to be ours. Nevertheless, be it remembered that if fellowship is to
be sought in the helping of labourers working in connection with an assembly, fellowship
should be sought also in the first step of asking such an. one to come and minister in that
part. Were this done, how much sorrow and trial would be avoided; for often the one
asked has been found out when too late to be a maker of division, and roots of bitter ness
have sprung up to the hindrance of God's work, it may be for years, when by a godly
fellowship in the first step this might have been avoided.
J. A. B.
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TO OUR READERS.
WITH the present issue we conclude the third year of Needed Truth. Varied has been the
reception it has met with amongst fellow-saints. As we anticipated, some who first were
readers of it have laid it aside, whilst with others, again, it becomes of increasing interest.
Various circumstances have combined to deeply exercise us as to continuing its
publication.
The long illness and consequent inability of our esteemed brother, Mr. Holiday, to
contribute to the pages of Needed Truth, as at the first, has been to us a cause of much
regret.
The heavy expense also which is entailed by the publishing of such a periodical is a
matter of grave consideration. Yet, in spite of the above, there is much to encourage us to
go forward, believing that the work is of God, and if so, that it cannot be overthrown. Yea,
more, those who would seek so to do would do well to take heed to the counsel of one
who in his day showed more of Divine wisdom than did the contenders for the traditions
of the fathers (see Acts 5:34).
With many, and perhaps with the most thinking of the Lord's people, increasing interest
has been expressed in those lines of truth which we have sought to bring before the saints,
and be it remembered that these pages were never intended to take the place of other
periodicals, but more especially for the teaching of certain lines of truth that we felt had
been almost entirely omitted. This our object we stated in our first number. Some have
expressed the desire that more general subjects should be taken up, whilst a very common
wish has been expressed that the paper should be issued more frequently. This latter
suggestion would increase the labour and responsibility of the editors; still, ere we
commence another year, we would be glad if those who are
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interested in the spread of the truth and welfare of this paper would freely express their
mind to us on these points. Any suggestion will be prayerfully considered, and we
especially ask the prayers and fellowship of those who are interested as to our future
carrying on of this work.
If we have spoken to any as to the advisability of discontinuing the publication, such a
proposal has generally been met with the strongest disapproval; but upon this point we
would like more fully to have the mind of our readers.
We are not surprised that in some quarters what has appeared in these pages has met with
much opposition. Moreover, we quite expect this to be increasingly the case.
Confederation may but be the indication of human weakness and the fear of utter
dissolution, and independency is equally and as distinctly the mark of approaching
dissolution. The falling to pieces and sundering of the human body tell too plainly that
disease and death have accomplished their purpose, so independency indicates that
spiritual death, that breaking up and severing of the churches of God which too plainly
marks that spiritual disease and death have accomplished in part at least their work of
disintegration.
We would desire, if we continue this work, that we may be so helped by God that those
who hold a God-given place amongst His gathered-out saints may have increased fellowship with us in the work, whilst we expect nothing less than opposition from those who
fear that the truth may take from them the place that they have by force or desire acquired
amidst, not their flock, but the flock of God.
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